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Stylistic repetition in Bāṇaʼs Harṣacaritam and Kādambarī 
 
In 1954 the great and prolific indologist and Indo-European linguist Jan Gonda published 
a magisterial1 study on the „Stylistic repetition in the Veda“ with examples from many 
languages2 and countless books and articles quoted. In order to extend the possibility of 
using the volume it was therefore thought appropriate to add a list of at least the ancient 
Indian loci in an appendix. Further, this most valuable 400+ page book has no contents 
the lack of which was deplored by Renou in his review.3 It was made then by Hauschild 
in his review in OLZ 1961: 628. 
Gonda stated the books and articles of his textual quotes mostly in notes 
bibliographiques (qui) sont une des parures du livre which are, however, occasionally 
incomplete.4 When e. g. after thirteen pages he cites the book B. J. Bijleveld, 
Herhalingsfiguren (thus, incomplete, p. 93 note 19) again on p. 106 note  49 as Bijleveld, 
op. cit. …, one will leaf back and look for the full title, which, however, occurs only on p. 
225 note 2. More than once the title of a paper was not mentioned and had to be found 
out; where it was not possible I put three question marks. To get hold of it with the help 
of Google was not always possible. As this act is impracticle and troublesome, at my 
request two students, Olga Kienzler of Lipsic and Viktorie Haldovska of Wuerzburg, 
therefore kindly made an ordinary bibliography to be appended to this article.5  
For the present paper the first three chapters of Harṣacarita and 237 pages of the NSP 
text of Kādambarī as in Smith’s edition were examined. With Bāṇa it is noticed that 
nearly all the letters of the alphabet are used and that sentences may contain various 
alliterations. Sounds written in Latin script with diacritics such as the three sibilants are 
put on a par with those without. Assonance of vowels seems to be less frequent than 
consonants, of the latter particularly c, bh, p, v and s, of ligatures kṣ and pr as can be seen 
in the specimina of places given in this paper. The translations are generally based on 
Cowell & Thomas for Harṣacarita and Layne and Smith for Kādambarī, but have often 
not been followed literally. 
Nineteenth century Western Sanskritists such as Albrecht Weber did not value the 
style of the Indian kāvya. In an instructive article Gwendolyn Layne, whose early demise 
is here shown a great loss to the study of Indian belles lettres, cites him as writing: 
„(Kādambarī) compares most unfavourably with the Daśakumāracarita by a subtlety and 
																																																													
1 Minard 1960: 81 „On voit que l’ouvrage déborde fortement la ‚Stylistic Repetition‘ annoncée. As to the 
title see Minard’s discussion (p. 82). 
2 Not to forget the multiple Dutch ones the learned author heard on his long walk to the university (Gonda 
1959: 61; 123; 132 [details !], 133, 139 et passim) and apparently noted down afterwards (Cf. Behaghel at 
Gonda op. cit., p. 87). 
3 Journal Asiatique 246 (1958) 476. 
4 Minard, loc. cit. 
5 I thank Monika Zin and Anna Esposito for their friendly intermediation, the latter also for bibliographical 
help. Gonda 1959: 324 note 3 especially mentions the bibliography of Wackernagel’s Grammatik. 
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tautology which are almost repugnant, by an outrageous overloading of single words with 
epithets: the narrative proceeds in a strain of bombastic nonsense, amidst which it—and 
if not it, then the patience of the reader -- threatens to perish altogether: mannerism ... is 
here carried to excess ....“ (1980: 99). 
Several of the phaenomena in Vedic texts are found also in both Harṣacaritam and 
Kādambarī of the great littérateur and grammarian Bāṇa (last half 6th – first half 7th 
C.E.)6 whose „prose is an Indian wood, where all progress is rendered impossible by the 
undergrowth until the traveler cuts out a path for himself, and where, even then, he has to 
reckon with malicious wild beasts in the shape of unknown words that affright him.“7 His 
dreaded long sentences („Langzeilen“)8 may call to mind a previous birth of his as a 
Sumerian, and his near proverbial lexical overload may have been imitated by Māgha 
(Dundas 2017: xvii). To quote the Indian opinion of Neeta Sharma: „Bāṇa stands 
unrivalled in the field of Prose Kāvya. Though indebted to Subandhu, Bāṇa rises higher 
than him on account of his excellent poetic merits.“9 Gonda apparently did not give 
examples from these texts in the book under discussion, the minor ground for the present 
article, which is meant as addible to a necessary reprint.10 
A distinguished feature of Bāṇa’s prose is hyperbolic: lust11 the size of an elephant 
(Hcar 37,13f.)12, man’s chest broad like a rock of Mt Himâlaya (Hcar 61,13)13, king hold-
ing the whole world in the palm of his hand (Kād 20,1), hundred thousands of female 
riding elephants stay in front of minister’s gate (Kād 208,4), etc. Exaggeration, though, is 
of course not alien to the earlier epos either. 
Alliteration in Bāṇa’s works14, as in other literatures, is the clearest stylistic device, 
and due to the influence of strong emotions a speaker may repeat the same sound or 
sounds in order to help him regaining his peace of mind or psychical equilibrium. It is not 
always easy to determine how far an individual case is deliberate or conscious on the part 
of the speaker. Clear it is with the PM Boris Johnson crying „I’d rather be dead in a 
ditch“; his loud promise to leave the EU by Oct. 31 „do or die (rather than delay Brexit)“ 
or the House Intelligence Chairman Adam Schiff’s vow to investigate the whistleblower 
complaint ‚come hell or highwater‘ as a result of an „affekt-motorischen Prozesses“ 
																																																													
6 Lienhard 1984: 247ff. 
7 Smith 2009: Introduction p. xxii quoting Weber 1853. „Princess Kādambarī is a jungle in that it is hard to 
know where the narrative is going, and one is surprised and overwhelmed by the variety of impressions that 
are forced on one“ (Smith, op. cit. xxiii). Given the many words of Bāõa failing in Monier Williams’ 
dictionary it is queer that there is no vocabulary of his texts. 
8 They have a clear purpose according to Smith 2009: xxii: „The subject is held back till the end, and the 
effect is to bring multiplicity into unity, a unity that is not manifested until the end of the sentence is 
reached.“ 
9 Neeta Sharma 1968: 13. 
10 It would be very useful then when the headlines would show the title of the chapter, not that of the book. 
The editor ought to have comprehended that, but he did not use the volume. 
11 Neeta Sharma 1968: 209. 
12 Frequent reference to elephants (as, e.g., Darpaśāta) mentioned by Smith 2009: xx is also characteristic 
of Bāṇa’s later colleague Māgha (8th century C. E.; Dundas 2017: xxi). -- Bollée 2015: 75. 
13 Bollée 2015: 77. 
14 As to the term „alliteration“ see Gonda 1959: 177 note 1.  
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which the hearers will no doubt have observed.15 A conspicuous case of unconscious 
alliteration is the Bavarian greeting „Grüß Gott“ which is a contraction of „Es grüße Sie 
Gott“16 („May God greet you“, originally: „May God encounter you in a friendly way“). 
For non-native Sanskrit speakers, as Gonda stated (loc. cit.), it is not easy to judge 
whether the phenomenon at issue is deliberate or not. The latter may be the case when an 
alliterated compound is found also elsewhere as stated in dictionaries, e. g. Hcar 14,5 
madhu-mada-mudita17-kāminī „a woman exhilarated by the intoxication of wine“ and the 
figura etymologica18 at Kād 205,2f. kathāḥ kathayantībhir itihāsān vācayantībhiḥ „(by 
female ascetics) who tell tales and narrate histories.“ Also Hcar 109,20 gṛhīta-vikaṭa-
veṣāḥ „(heroes) looking horrible“ though the compound v.-v. is not in Monier Williams 
(MW); Kād 83,3 āgṛhīta-dhauta-dhavala-valkalaś ca „putting on a clean white bark 
garment“ (cf. Kād 197,1) and Kād 166,1 graha-gṛhītenêva „(girls dancing) as if 
possessed by the planets“ (cf. Kād 231,3) may belong to this category. 
Less evident are Hcar 110,15f. mahato maṇḍalasya madhye „amid a great heap (of 
ashes)“. because instead of maṇḍala Bāṇa could have used vṛnda, and Kād 28,2f. 
samāsanna-snāna-samayo „(king) for whom the time to bathe had come“, for āsanna 
alone would have meant the same.  
Of special interest is the mantra19 Hcar 26,8 Bhagavato bhūr-bhuvaḥ-svas-tritaya-
tilakasya „(of Cyavana) the forehead ornament of the vyāhṛti triad earth, atmosphere, 
sky“. Further Kād 191,5 mada-jala-śabala-śaṅkha-śobhita-śravaṇa-puteṇa „(elephant) 
with ear-cavities which are decorated with conch shells (stained) with ichor“, because 
mada-jala occurs also elsewhere (MW), but for alliteration salila instead of jala is 
expected and the NSP text at Kād 44,2 sura-pati-prārthanâpīta-sakala-sāgara-salilasya 
„Belonging to the man who drank up the ocean’s water at the request of Indra“ actually 
has jalasya against salilasya in the commentary thus preventing alliteration. For that 
reason we may have to read: mada-salila-śabala- at the former locus. 
Deliberate alliteration without emotion occurs in the description of a group of beings 
or things even when they do not move such as forest trees bordered by fullgrown coconut 
palms, etc. Kād 40,1 atikaṭhora-nālikera-ketakī-karīra-kesara-parigata-; the blooming 
flowers in Agastya’s hermitage at Kād 48,3 utphulla-kumuda-kuvalaya-kahlāram or 
Hcar 54,7f. na garva-gara-guru-gala-graha-gada-gadgadā giraḥ „the voice (of a man 
unable to wait on a king) with stammering speech throttled by the grave disease of 
pride.“  
																																																													
15 Gonda 1959: 177f. – Mr Johnson may have coined the first expression himself in excitement as often 
occurs with assonance though similar expressions such as to fall or lead into a ditch occur since 1380. The 
second utterance, however, is proven since 1488 (Oxford English Dictionary 2019; thanks to Gabriele 
Knappe). Hell or Highwater is also the title of a film by David Mackenzie (2016). 
16 Wikipedia. On sentence contraction see Gonda 1959: 397ff. 
17 Mádati and módate are not related etymologically, yet have the same meaning (see Mayrhofer 1963: 568 
and 693). 
18 Gonda 1959: 273ff. 
19 Gonda 1959: 407; do, 1980: 226; Alper 1991: 355. 
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Examples with moving beings are Hcar 93,4 vihāra-velā-vilole paryaṭati patnī-jane 
“wives move around, because for strolling about it was the moment to amuse 
themselves“; 112,21; or Kād 66,6f. an-upajāta-kesarair iva kesari-kiśorakair „(a man 
followed by dogs who) were like lion cubs with manes not yet grown.“ The phenomenon 
under discussion is not due to emotion or excitement here. 
With emotion are apparently Hcar 12,13 para-doṣa-darśana-dakṣā dṛṣṭir iva kupitā 
buddhir na te ātma-roga-doṣaṃ paśyati „skilled in seeing the faults of others your angry 
mind, like an eye inflamed, does not perceive the frailty of its own passion“; 13,17 śāpa-
śoka-śithilita-hastā „Sarasvatī’s hands are limp with sorrow by the curse“; 14,5f. kāminī-
kopa-kuṭila-kaṭâkṣa-kṣipyamāna iva kṣepīyaḥ kṣiti-dhara-śikharam avatarati20 „(the sun) 
descends on the peak of the (western) mountain, as if he were thrown down by the 
angrily bent side-glances of beauties“; Kād 62,1 ākulâkula-cārin „wheeling about in 
confusion“ (of birds). 
The latter quote seems to show what Gonda calls „musical effect“ (1959: 179), 
though the present author is less persuaded by the examples he gives and does not 
understand of the last instance mentioned the note „Hardly fortuitous is also Rām 2,56,2 
śṛṇu śvanyānām / valgu vyāharatāṃ svanam.“ A musical effect or Klangfreude (sound 
pleasure) would rather pertain to an imitative or sound symbolic purpose the learned 
scholar mentions on p. 178. Thus Hcar 46,13 writes jhillikā-jhāṅkāriṇī „there was a 
chirping of crickets“; 84,1 unmada-kokila-kula-kalāpa-kolāhalibhiḥ „(with trees) noisy 
by masses of excited cuckoos“; 58,18 jhanajhanāyate “camel’s ornaments tinkle“; Kād 
83,7 lola-lodhra-lavalã-lavaṅga-pallavaiḥ „(hermitage) with waving leaves of l., l., and l. 
plants“; 174,3 ghura-ghurāyamāṇa-ghora-ghoṇena śiro-bhāgena „horse’s fierce nostrils 
made a ghur-ghur snort as it raged“; 175,1f. lākṣā-lohita-lamba-lola-saṭā-saṃtāna- „the 
waving length of mane red as lac hanging on (horse’s neck)“; 191,2 āsphālita-
ghargharikā-ghargharam „sound of the gh. bells when struck“; 215,5 khaṇakhaṇāyita-
khara-khalīnena „causing the horse’s rough bridle bit to produce a khaṇkhaṇ sound.“ 
Close to sound pleasure is rhyme Bāṇa seems to have been fond of making various 
kinds of. Beautiful specimina of it, though not always „a frequent accompaniment of 
agitation and excitement“21, at the beginning are: Hcar 15,13 yāmini-kāmini-karṇa-pura-
campaka-kalikā-kadambaka-pradīpa-prakare „lamps like clusters of campaka buds 
filling the ear of the lady of the night“; 17,16 evam uktā mukta-muktāphala-dhavala-
locana-jala-lavā … pratyavādit „thus addressed she dropped a pearly clear tear and 
replied“; 19,8 grāha-grāva-grāma-skhalana-mukharita-srotasam „(river) the waters of 
																																																													
20 Here a not even rare phenomenon is visible: that in a succession of assonant words a sound in the middle 
of the last one starts another series beginning with that consonant or ligature: the kṣ in kaṭâkṣa sets off a 
new row. Thus also Hcar 39,1 vipakṣa.kṣobha-kṣamaḥ kṣiti-tala-labdhāyatiḥ … prâvartata-vimalo-vaṃśaḥ 
„(from Vatsa) proceeded a prolific stock potent to shake its foes, stretching far over the earth’s surface“; 
47,10f. pratidiśam āṭīkamānā ivôṣareṣu prapā-vāṭa-kuṭī-paṭala-prakaṭa-luṇṭhakāḥ prapakva-kapi-kacchū-
guccha-cchaṭacchoṭana-cāpalaiḥ; 50,1f. giri-guhā-gambhīra-bhāṃkāra-bhīṣaṇa-bhrāntayaḥ bhuvana-
bhasmī-kara-nābhicāra-caru-pacana-caturāḥ „(winds) the movements of which are terrible as they roused 
echoes in the mountain caves“; and 72,10f. -srotāṃsîva sravantau-samasta-saurabha-bhrāntair bhramara-
maṇḍalaiḥ „(Harṣa’s feet were) like streams of honey never … unattended by swarms of bees fluttering 
bewildered at the sweet odour of the chaplets on the heads of all feudal chiefs“; 85,2 rakṣati kṣitiṃ kṣiti-
bhuje „while the king protects the earth.“ 
21 Gonda 1959: 211. For Smith 2009:  
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which were resonant with its tumbling over many alligators and rocks“; 25,16 apahṛta-
hara-huṅkārâhaṅkāro … yuvā „youth humbles the pride of the defiant roar of Śiva“; 
75,12 aṅga-bhaṅga-valana- „bending their limbs in curves“; sapta-sapti-sama „(prince 
will be) like the sun“; 217,17 kamala-komala-karāḥ „hands soft as day-lotus“22; Kād 
188,4; 150,8 Harṣa-prakarṣam abhisamīkṣya bhū-pateḥ „observing the king’s excess of 
pleasure.“ An incident is Hcar 80,19 nidrā-vidrāṇa-droṇa-kula „crows fast asleep“, 
because nidrā-drāṇa is found also, e.g. in Rājataraṅginī (MW), but Bāṇa apparently 
added vi- to rhyme with ni- of nidrā (cf. Hcar 80,19 infra).  
Not immediately at the outset of a series are Hcar 13,7 sva-hṛdaye roṣa-doṣa-niṣadye 
„when you yourself must be a haunt of anger and harm“; 20,10 avani-pavana-vana-
gagana-dahana-tapana-tuhina-kiraṇa-yajamāna-mayīr mūrtir aṣṭau dhyāyantī 
„contemplating the eight forms of Śiva: the earth, winds, water, sky, fire, sun, moon and 
sacrificer.“ Hcar 87,1 shows an a-b-a rhyme: labdha-sādhu-śabdāḥ „(Bāṇa’s cousins) 
receiving only good words/ whom people call good“ and 115,20 kuntalī kirītī kuṇḍalī 
„hair-lock, diadem, earring“23 while Kād 234,4 has an a-b-b-a rhyme, quasi-chiasm: vitta-
mada-matta-cittā „(kings’) minds are drunk with pride of wealth.“ 
Rhyme assisting understanding24 is often seen at case endings, e.g. Hcar 67,10ff. with 
instr. sing.: śvasantam iva śauryeṇa, mūrcchantam iva madena, truṭyantam iva tāruṇyena 
etc.; Kād 180,1 khura-puṭānāṃ raveõa rajo-niruddha-ghrāõa-ghora-ghoṣeõa ca heṣitena25 
„with a neighing all the more fearful for issuing from nostrils choked with dust raised by 
the horses’ hooves “; with genetive Hcar 104,20f. dhāma dharmasya, tīrthaṃ tathyasya, 
kośaṃ kuśalasya, pattanaṃ pūtatāyāḥ, śālā śīlasya … „an ascetic is a dwelling of dharma, 
a tīrtha of truth, storegouse of sincerety, a burgh of purity, a hall of high character“; 
107,20f. kaṭâkṣam iva kāla-rātreḥ, karṇôtpalam iva kālasya, oṃ-kāram iva krauryasya, 
alaṃ-kāram iva ahaṃ-kārasya, kula-mitram iva kopasya „a glance as if of the night of 
doomsday, as the dark earlotus of death, as the om-kāra (triumphal shout) of pitilessness, 
the ornament of arrogance, and a family friend of wrath“. Kād 162,10 instances rhyme 
together with adnominatio: Deva, paśya paśyâsya kumārasya …. Rhyme of locative sing. 
occurs at Hcar 87,4f. vayasi vacasi yaśasi tapasi sadasi mahasi vapuṣi yajuṣi ca pra-
thamāḥ „(Bāṇa’s cousins) were foremost in years, speech, distinction, ascetism, in the 
conference, the festival, in person and in sacrifice“; and plural: Hcar 40,8 vahatsu 
vatsareṣu, vrajatsu vāsareṣu (ab ab scheme) „in the passing of aeons, the going of the 
years“; 80,19 nidrā-vidrāṇa-droṇa-kula-kalila-kulāyeṣu kāpeya-vikala-kapi-kuleṣu 
ārāma-taruṣu „while the trees of the groves stood with their monkeys resting from all 
(their) tricks and with the nests of the crows with their inmates fast asleep.“ Rhyme with 
a suffix is found at Kād 197,2 ādhāramayair iva maryādāmayair iva maṅgalamayair iva 
„by chamberlains who seemed to be pure stability, propriety and auspiciousness.“  
																																																													
22 On the „most prominnt seemingly extraneous factor in Sanskrit poetry, Bāõa’s included, is the lotus“ see 
Smith 2009: xx. 
23 Cf. Gonda 1959: 179 note 8. 
24 Smith 2009: xxiii. 




Paronomasia and adnominatio are, in a way, close to rhyme as homoioteleuton.26 In 
the former there is an etymological27, verbal or nominal, relation between the words in 
question. Thus Hcar 15,3f. kṛta-madhupa-mudi mumudiṣamāne (a-b-b-a rhyme !) 
kumuda-vane „when the night-lotus bed was about to open28 to the pleasure of the bees“; 
46,3 lalātaṃ-tape tapati tapane ʺas the sun scorching the forehead grew hot“; 71,11 
śriyaṃ sthāne sthāne sthāpayantam; 84,13 krātavã kriyā kriyate ? „does the 
performance of sacrifices proceed without obstacles ?“; Kād 406,2 citra-karma-kṛta-
śrama29; 166,1 graha-gṛhãtenêva „girls dancing) as if possessed by the planets30“; 231,3; 
193,4 śadhikaraõa-lekhakair ālikhyamāna-śāsana-sahasram „thousand / many edicts 
were written“ down by the court clerks“; with an adiective 151,5 utsukôtsukaṃ klāmyati 
me manaḥ „exhausts my all to eager mind“; 197,1 dhṛta-dhauta-dhavala-dukūlôttarãyaiḥ 
„by chamberlains wearing freshly washed full-length garments of silk.“ 
Paronomasia with a past and a present participle is at Hcar 58,14 preṣitaiś ca 
preṣyamānaiś ca preṣita-pratinivṛttaiś ca … kramela-kulaiḥ „(royal gate was) tawney 
with troops of camels“ sent or being sent as presents or brought back in return for others 
sent“: Kād 221,9f. shows the combination of a past participle and a gerund: vidita-
veditavyasyâdhãla-sarva-śāstrasya „(for you) there is not even little advice that need be 
given to you who know all there is to be known and who have studied all the manuals.“ 
A nominal relation with another word between is found at Hcar 10,15 tarjana-
taraṅgita-tarjanãkam utkṣipanti karam „extending her hand the finger of scorn being 
scornfully waved“; Kād 39,5 kari-kalabha-kara-mṛdita „(tamāla branches) crushed by 
the trunks of young elephants.“ Paronomasia and adnominatio join at Hcar 81,6f. 
śayanôpajoṣa-juṣi jaratã-kathita-kathe śiśayiṣamāne śiśu-jane „the children wished to 
sleep enjoying a good lying in bed after listening to the stories told by old ladies“; Hcar 
49,11 cyuta-capala-cāśa-pakṣa-śreõī-sārita-sṛtayaḥ „(winds) make the roads show rows 
of falling feathers of moving jays.“ 
Cases of pseudo-paronomasia31 are Hcar 79,3 cakṣuṣaḥ prabhāṃ parivṛtya preṣṭhasya 
pṛṣṭhato niṣaṇṇasya Mālava-rāja-sunor akathayat „after turning the brilliance of his eye 
(Harṣa) said to the M. prince, who was most dear to him and sat behind him“; Kād 46,1 
Daśa-vadana-Lakṣmī-vibhrama-virāmo Rāmo „R. who stopped the coquetry of D.‘s 
goddess of fortune“32; 54,1f. kṣapāḥ kṣapayanti sma „nights are passed“ and 225,5 
utpala-vana-vibhrama33-brahmarī-Lakṣmīḥ „Lakṣmī is a bee moving about as a lotus 
forest“ the words being etymologically different, but the latter locus is volksetymologisch 
connected.34 
																																																													
26 On the difference between these items see Gonda 1959: 232 note 3. 
27 Gonda 1959: 235. 
28 This meaning is not in MW; it stems from the commentary’s vicakisiṣati (√ kas) 
29 Cf. AV 2,27 at Gonda 1959: 248. 
30 Gonda 1959: 236; 247; 251. 
31 Gonda 1959: 235. 
32 Cf. Gonda 1959: 234 and 248 (Bhīma). 
33 Thus David Smith; the NSP text has viśrama-. Cf. Daṇḍin, Kāvyadarśa 3,8 (Gonda 1959: 333). 
34 Mayrhofer 1963: 529. 
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Adnominatio is very frequent, so that just a few clear specimina may be adduced. 
Hcar 22,22 hārīta-haritā … adhara-vāsasā „by his undergarment that was green like a 
pigeon“; 80,20 jarat-taru-koṭara-kuṭī-kuṭumbini-kauśika-kule „owls in their hut in the 
hollow trunks of old trees“; 93,6f. kṛṣṇâjina-jatile jaṭini japati baṭu-jane „young 
ascetics hairy with a black antelope skin mumbled prayers“; 100,5ff. bhagavati bhakti-
sulabhe, bhuvana-bhṛti, bhūta-bhāvane, bhava-cchidi, Bhave bhūyasī bhaktir abhūt 
„(king) had a very great devotion to Śiva the venerable, readily won by respect, upholder 
of the universe, creator of creatures, annihilator of existence“; Kād 192,4 ujjvala-paṭṭa-
kambala-paṭa-prāvārita-pṛṣṭhaiś ca „(palace splendid with horses) the backs of which 
were covered with blankets of beautiful silk“; 218,8f. –nūpurâkulita35-caraṇa-yugalayā 
kūjat-kalahaṃsâkulita-kamalayêva kamalinyā „(by a young woman) whose feet had 
anklets on and who was like a lotus pool encercled by cackling geese“; 
227,1 vividha-gandha-gaja-gaṇḍa-madhu-pāna-mattā „(Lakṣmī) intoxicated from 
drinking ichor from the temples of multiple gandha elephants.“ Sometimes the last word 
of a phrase has an initial which continues in the next phrase as in Hcar 19,2f. Arundhatī-
dhauta-tārava-tvacam. Tvaṅgat-tuṅga-taraṅga-tarat-tarala-tara-tāra-tārakām „the 
clear stars were tremulous as they crossed the high-leaping waves“; 15,12 tamasi. 
Taruṇatara-timira-paṭala-pāṭana-paṭīyasi … pradīpa-prakare „the many lamps sharply 
pierced the mass of very soft darkness.“ 
An extension of alliteration is the repetition of words or phrases at the beginning of a 
succession of clauses, anaphora36 and the duplication of words and word groups.37 Gonda 
does not separate them sharply when he treats punaḥ punaḥ and mandaṃ mandam in the 
second category (Ch. XVI). As they are no rare appearance they are not unfamiliar to 
Bāṇa either. A few interesting specimina of the former category may suffice. The repeted 
word, an indeclinable, instr. plur. as adverb, the loc. of a noun or a gerund, may be 
followed by a word with the same Anlaut: Hcar 112,7 punaḥ punaḥ pariaṅkayam 
„smearing intensely (his shoulders) again and again“; Kād 75,8 muhur muhur mukhena 
patato muhus tiryan nipatantam … „(I) kept falling on my face but gradually lurching 
sideways ….“; Hcar 60,14 antarântarā niṣpatatāṃ praviśatāṃ cântara-pratīhārāṇām. 
Kād 148,6-8 has a trilogy: śanaiḥ śanaiḥ … mandaṃ mandam … ahar ahaḥ. A string of 
clauses can begin with adya as at Kād 209,8ff. with a fourfold repetition: tāta …, adya 
khalu … bhuvana-rājya-phala-prāptir upajātā … adya saṃṛddhāḥ sarvā guru-janâśîṣaḥ 
... adya phalitam karma ... adya prasannāḥ kula-devatāḥ38 or 209,11 with kva: kvêdaṃ 
vayaḥ ? kvêyam a-mānuṣī śaktiḥ ? kva cêdam a-śeṣa-vidyā-grahaṇa-sāmarthyam ? 
„What a great difference there is between this age of yours and your more than human 
																																																													
35 Thus David Smith: the NSP text has viśrama-. Cf. Daṇḍin, Kāvyadarśa 3,8 
36 Gonda 1959: 128ff. The long misunderstood term is discussed p. 129. 
37 Gonda 1959: 324ff. 
38 Cf. Gonda 1959: 139 < Kiessling/Heinze 1908: 165 regarding Horace’s ode 1,37 nunc est bibendum, 
nunc …, nunc …. „Das dreifache anaphorische nunc … stellt die Aufforderung, jetzt sich der Freude hinzu-
geben …. So spricht hier aus den Worten nur die Ungeduld des Dichters.“ Fort he fourfold repetition 
Gonda 1959: 248. 
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strength ….“ the repeted kva denoting a great discrepancy between two objects, actions, 
etc.39 
The locative can be singular or plural: Kād 75,6 pade pade pāpa-kāriṇam 
utprekṣamāno „imagining (to see) the villain at every step“; 61,8 diśi diśi danta-
valabhikābhir dhavalī-kṛtā „(city) is “whitened inevery direction by ivory roofs“; 193,5 
sthāna-sthāneṣu baddha-maṇḍalena „(servants ranged) in groups at various places.“ The 
gerunds40 open what could be a b-pāda: 61,8 sthitvā sthitvā samākarṇya „pausing now 
and then … listening.“ Repetition of an adiective seems not so frequent with Bāṇa as in 
the Veda41 and the examples noted are not followed by a word with the same initial: Kād 
71,5 an-āsādita-hariṇa-piśitaḥ piśitâśana iva vikṛta42-darśanaḥ piśitârthī „(Śabara) who 
had not obtained any venison and whose face was tvisted grotesquely like a flesheater’s, 
sought meat“; 180,7 aham-ahamikayā ca praṇāma-lālasāḥ „(princes) desirous of making 
obeisance (before the others) by saying: „me first, me first !““; 151,5 utsukôtsukaṃ 
klāmyati me manaḥ „… exhausts my all to eager mind“; 152,4 virala-viralena 
parijanenânugamyamānaḥ „(king) followed by a very small number of attendants.“ An 
accumulation of compounds with the same first adiective is Hcar 110,19ff. kṛṣṇôṣṇīṣaṃ 
kṛṣṇâṅga-rāgaṃ kṛṣṇa-pratisaraṃ kṛṣṇa-vāsasaṃ kṛṣṇa-tilâhuti-nibhena „(magician) 
with black turban, unguents, amulet, garments.“43 Further Kād 169,2f. sarva-lipiṣu sarva-
deśa-bhāṣāsu sarva-saṃjñāsu sarva-śilpeṣu „in all scripts, in all foreign tongues, in all 
sign languages, in all crafts.“ 
For a double imperative paśya paśya see above under rhyme. 
Duplication of words can be semantical, of complementary words such as Kād 126,1 
dhvajānām unnatir, dhanuṣām avanatir vaṃśānām „raising of banners, bending of 
bows“; as Hcar 13,1 ārambhe tapo galati, paścāt sveda-salilam „first the 
fire/energy/effort vanishes, then the perspiration fluid.“ They can also form a 
paronomastic compound of two nouns as Kād 208,1 divā-niśam44; or of a noun or an 
adiective with positive meaning and its negative counterpart as Hcar 10,4 śāpa-śaṅkā 
śaraṇâgatair ive surâsura-munibhiḥ „(clasped) by gods, asuras and monks who seemed 
to have fled in their alarm of the curse“; 164,8 sukha-duḥkhatāṃ darśayatā … bhavatā 
„by showing yourself wholly the same in well and woe“; 569,5; and of two beside one 
another K 166,1 vyapagata45-vācyâ-vācya46-vivekena „dancing people with lost dis-
crimination between what might be said and what not“; 202,1 kṛtâ-kṛta47-sukṛta-vicāra-
nipuṇam „(palace) like a righteous deed caused good fortune at the beginning, middle and 
end.“ 162,9 shows a rhyming compound as a complementary wordgroup48: śanaiḥ śanair 
																																																													
39 Gonda 1959: 140 < Speyer 1886: 322 § 410; 158. 
40 Gonda 1959: 325. 
41 Gonda 1959: 328. 
42 DS 146 reads ivâtivikṛta- which disturbs the alliteration. 
43 Note Behaghel effect. 
44 Gonda 1959: 52; 337; 340.  
45 DS 338; NSP apagata. 
46 Gonda 1959: 340; 177; 383. 
47 Gonda 1959: 248.  
48 Cf. Gonda 1959: 349. 
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aṅga-pratyaṅgāny asya nirūpayan „(Śukanāsa) very slowly examining it (the child) limb 
by limb.“ 
An complementary duplication, a twin formula,49 emphatic, affirmation and analytic,50 in 
a royal question to a parrot is Kād 38,6 kā te mālā, kas te pitā. 
An accumulation of negations can also illustrate paronomasia as Hcar 100,8f. 
(akarot.) a-jam a-jaram a-mara-gurum asura-pura-ripum a-parimita-gaṇa-patim 
(Behaghel effect !) a-cala-duhitṛ-patim a-khila-bhuvana- … paśu-patiṃ prapannaḥ 
„(king) was devoted to the Lord of beings, the increate, ageless guru of the immortals, 
foe of the Demon’s city, the lord of the countless hosts, spouse of Pārvatī, daughter …“; 
Kād 50,2 a-gādhaṃ an-antaram a-pratimam apāṃ nidhānam … padma-saraḥ51 „the lake 
of lotusses is a bottomless, endless and incomparable basin of water“. When the negative 
precedes the affirmative expression the former stands first52 at Hcar 12,10 a-sataḥ sato vā 
„(wise people behold all things as) evil or good.“53 A string of negations with na 
demonstrate Kād 221.3 na divā na rātrau54; 235,3f. na pūjayanti dvijātīn, na mānayanti 
mānyān, nârcayanty arcanīyān, nâbhivādayanty abhivādanârthān55 „(bad kings) do not 
worship the Brahmins, do not honour the honourables, do not worship those worthy of 
worship, do not salute those who deserve to be saluted.“ 
The opposite is exemplified by Kād 158,5ff. sa-sāmantāḥ sântaḥpurāḥ sa-prakṛtayaḥ 
sa-rāja-lokāḥ sa-veśyā-yuvatayaḥ sa-bāla-vṛddhā nanṛtur … prajāḥ „subjects including 
feudatory kings, harem inhabitants, citizens, royal servants, courtesan maiden, young and 
old danced.“; 185,7f. sa-parihāsāḥ sa-viśraṃbhāḥ sa-saṃbhramāh sêrṣyāḥ sôtprāsāḥ 
sâbhyasūyāḥ sa-vilāsāḥ sa-manmathāḥ sa-spṛhāś ca „women were full of jests, 
confidences, confusion, jealousy, argumentation, criticism, coquetry and longing“ (GL 
85). For yathā-combinations56 see e. g. Hcar 85,4f. yathā-śakti yathā-vibhavaṇ yathā-
kālaṃ ca „as far as our powers and wealth permit and in due season“; 37,17f. 
Coming now to the employment of the same word in different cases, polyptoton57, 
instances partly combined with rhyme are found Hcar 17,7 kasminn avatitīrṣati te puṇya-
bhāji pradeśe hṛdayam ? kāni vā tīrthāny anugrahītum abhilaṣasi ? keṣu vā dhanyeṣu 
tapo-dhana-dhāmasu tapasyantī sthātum icchasi ?58 „On what blessed spot is your heart 
willing to alight ? Which holy bathing places do you want to favour ? In which fortunate 
secluded hermit abode would you live the ascetic’s life ?“ and together with responsio59 
																																																													
49 Gonda 1959: 54. 
50 Gonda 1959: 149. 
51 Gonda 1959: 97. 
52 Gonda 1959: 88; 94; 104. 
53 Gonda 1959: 104. 
54 Gonda 1959: 336; do, 1951: 47 
55 Gonda 1959: 95. 
56 Gonda 1959: 268. 
57 Gonda 1959: 285ff. 
58 Gonda 1959: 174: „Kāvya authors ... knew how to vary the more or less symmetric shemata of colloquial 
usage in an artistic way.“ 
59 Gonda 1959: 166ff. 
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Kād 164,8 yad vipad vipadaṃ saṃpat saṃpadam anubadhnāti „it is true that calamity 
follows calamity and success follows success.“ 
Bāṇa may indeed be counted to the circle of kāvya authors in which, as Gonda puts 
it,60 „emotion, phantasy, a sense of beauty, a predilection for striking sound combinations 
and a tendency to ‚play‘ with the elements of speech have come to prevail, the habit of 
expressing oneself by means of … assonant word groups is widespread.“ The poet 
mainly seems to enjoy noticeable conjunctions of syllables to show his profound 
knowledge of Sanskrit, his conspicuous ability to play with it, his sound pleasure. 
The present author wishes Gonda’s work to be reprinted with the missing parts as in 
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List of Loci citati in Gonda’s Stylistic repetition 
	
Lists of Abbreviations of texts are found in Gonda 1975: 437f.; 1980: ix-x; 1985: 243f.; 
1991: vii-viii. 
 
AB, see AiB 
 
AdbhS  (Adbhutasāgara of Ballālasena) 
378,4         (G 266) 
384            (G 341) 
399,1         (G 230) 
 
ĀG   
3,10,4       (G 272) 
1,10,23     (G 220 n. 60) 
 
AgniPur(āṇa) 
2,168,1     (G 260) 
 
Aiâ, AiĀr.  (Aitareya-âraṇyaka) 
2,1,3          (G 262)    
2,1,5          (G 236; 263; 319) 
2,4,3          (G 38) 
3,2,6          (G 239) 
 
AiB   (Aitareya-Brāhmaṇa) 
AB    = Aitareya Brāhmaṇa 
3,15,1       (G 310) 
5,31,6       (G 211) 
7,15,7       (G 394) 
8,6,3         (G 206) 
8,8,8         (G 206) 
 
1,1,10         (G 248) 
1,2,6           (G 333) 
1,3,8           (G 36) 
1,3,14         (G 258 n. 82) 
1,3,19f.       (G 318) 
1,4,9           (G 281) 
1,5,3           (G 206) 
1,6,4           (G 179) 
1,6,7           (G 193) 
1,7,2           (G 179) 
1,7,3           (G 277; 280) 
1,7,12         (G 238) 
1,10,1         (G 206) 
1,10,7         (G 327) 
1,11,3         (G 45; 179) 
1,12,3         (G 313) 
1,13,13       (G 280) 
1,13,18       (G 179) 
1,14,6         (G 83) 
1,16,13       (G 252) 
1,16,23       (G 289) 
1,16,25       (G 289) 
1,16,27       (G 289) 
1,18,1f.       (G 318) 
1,18,2f.       (G 318) 
1,19,1         (G 156) 
1,21,5         (G 210) 
1,21,10       (G 156) 
1,21,12       (G 156) 
1,21,16       (G 333) 
1,22,6         (G 206) 
1,22,15       (G 206) 
1,23,1         (G 156; 206) 
1,23,2         (G 179) 
1,23,3         (G 327) 
1,24,3         (G 279; 303) 
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1,24,5f.       (G 312) 
1,25,1         (G 159) 
1,29,12       (G 241) 
1,30,11       (G 242) 
2,1ff.          (G 259 n. 90) 
2,1,1           (G 241; 378) 
2,1,2           (G 210) 
2,1,4           (G 333) 
2,1,5           (G 35; 156) 
2,1,6           (G 35; 333) 
2,2,12         (G 179) 
2,2,16         (G 280) 
2,2,17         (G 334) 
2,2,20         (G 156) 
2,3,3           (G 206; 234) 
2,3,8           (G 36) 
2,3,10         (G 185) 
2,3,11         (G 206) 
2,4,1           (G 241) 
2,4,5           (G 236) 
2,5,9           (G 303) 
2,6,16         (G 242) 
2,7,4           (G 243) 
2,7,12         (G 243) 
2,8              (G 83) 
2,8,1           (G 318) 
2,8,8           (G 36) 
2,10,10       (G 242) 
2,11,1         (G 206; 318) 
2,14,1         (G 155) 
2,14,6         (G 36) 
2,14,7         (G 179) 
2,15,4         (G 334) 
2,15,10       (G 280) 
2,16,1         (G 280; 334)  
2,16,4         (G 155) 
2,17,1         (G 269) 
2,17,4         (G 287) 
2,17,8         (G 179) 
2,18,4         (G 279) 
2,18,6         (G 281) 
2,25,1         (G 280; 334) 
2,27,4ff.     (G 179) 
2,31,6         (G 278) 
2,32,4f.       (G 280) 
2,33,8         (G 241) 
2,35,4         (G 241) 
2,35,5         (G 246) 
2,36,3         (G 253) 
2,36,4         (G 206) 
2,37,14       (G 327) 
2,38,1         (G 280) 
2,38,11       (G 279) 
2,38,12       (G 279) 
2,40,4         (G 241) 
2,40,7         (G 206) 
2,41            (G 83) 
2,41,9         (G 206) 
3,1,1           (G 281; 309) 
3,1,2           (G 310) 
3,1,3           (G 310) 
3,2,1           (G 36; 71; 310) 
3,2,4           (G 53; 246) 
3,3,1           (G 300) 
3,3,2           (G 339) 
3,3,3           (G 310) 
3,4,5           (G 367) 
3,4,7           (G 305) 
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3,5,2           (G 58) 
3,6,1           (G 68) 
3,6,4           (G 307) 
3,6,6           (G 84) 
3,7,5           (G 180; 271) 
3,7,6            (G 310) 
3,7,10         (G 36) 
3,7,11          (G 36; 288) 
3,7,12          (G 252) 
3,8,3            (G 152) 
3,8,6            (G 58) 
3,9,1            (G 241; 289; 310) 
3,9,3            (G 242; 253) 
3,10,1ff.      (G 68; 151) 
3,10,3          (G 252; 358) 
3,10,4          (G 180; 239) 
3,10,5          (G 68) 
3,11             (G 304) 
3,11,6          (G 306) 
3,11,7          (G 313) 
3,11,8          (G 315) 
3,11,19        (G 152) 
3,11,21        (G 155) 
3,12,1          (G 288) 
3,13,1          (G 397) 
3,13,2f.        (G 311) 
3,15,1          (G 244; [AB]  310) 
3,15,1 : 16,1             (G 315) 
3,17,4           (G 306; 397) 
3,18,1f.        (G 152) 
3,34,3           (G 303) 
3,39              (G 182) 
3,41,5          (G 269) 
3,45,5          (G 318) 
4,1,7            (G 98) 
4,7,1            (G 303) 
4,13,4          (G 327) 
4,22,2          (G 265) 
4,27,4          (G 327) 
4,27,5          (G 320) 
4,28,1          (G 62) 
5,1,5            (G 334) 
5,2,2            (G 243) 
5,3,8            (G 275) 
5,7,3            (G 378) 
5,9,2            (G 280) 
5,9,3            (G 242) 
5,14,3          (G 280) 
5,15,3          (G 210) 
5,15,5          (G 267) 
5,16,14        (G 193) 
5,18,3          (G 207) 
5,20,3          (G 207) 
5,22,1          (G 339; 340) 
5,22,12f.      (G 252) 
5,23,5           (G 252) 
5,23,7           (G 252) 
5,24,14         (G 246) 
5,25,2           (G 327) 
5,27,6           (G 280) 
5,29,3           (G 281) 
5,29,6           (G 252) 
5,30,3           (G 339; 340) 
5,30,4           (G 112) 
5,30,11         (G 242) 
5,30,12         (G 253) 
5,31,5           (G 281) 
5,31,6           (G 211; 327) 
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5,32,1           (G 318) 
5,33,4           (G 252) 
6,1,1             (G 327) 
6,1,6             (G 320) 
6,2,3             (G 301) 
6,2,6             (G 204; 217) 
6,3,5            (G 276) 
6,4,1            (G 318) 
6,4,1f.          (G 319) 
6,5,1            (G 249) 
6,8,9            (G 213) 
6,9,1            (G 207; 213) 
6,9,6            (G 237) 
6,11,14        (G 313) 
6,12,15        (G 307) 
6,13,5          (G 204) 
6,13,6          (G 213) 
6,14,2          (G 216) 
6,14,3          (G 216) 
6,14,5          (G 333) 
6,14,7          (G 275) 
6,16,1          (G 280) 
6,18,1           (G 313; 318) 
6,18,7          (G 236) 
6,18,8          (G 213) 
6,18,9           (G 213; 267) 
6,19,7           (G 307) 
6,20,6           (G 301) 
6,20,18         (G 301) 
6,23,1          (G 210) 
6,32,1           (G 213) 
6,32,17        (G 278) 
6,33,13         (G 280) 
6,36,2           (G 287) 
7,1,2             (G 117; 216) 
7,1,12          (G 280) 
7,2,7            (G 217) 
7,2,8            (G 112) 
7,6,2            (G 206) 
7,6,3            (G 206; 280) 
7,8,4            (G 206) 
7,9               (G 83) 
7,10,1          (G 280) 
7,10,3          (G 262) 
7,12,8          (G 327) 
7,15,7          (G 394) 
7,16,9          (G 207) 
7,16,10        (G 319) 
7,17,4          (G 278) 
7,19,1          (G 318) 
7,19,3          (G 319) 
7,20,4          (G 318) 
7,22,6          (G 319) 
7,24,3          (G 137) 
7,27,1          (G 243) 
7,29,2          (G 207) 
7,30,4          (G 258 n. 82) 
7,31,5          (G 278) 
7,34,1          (G 244) 
8,6,2            (G 287) 
AB  8,6,3            (G 206) 
8,7,3            (G 265) 
AB  8,8,8            (G 206) 
8,9,4            (G 242) 
8,9,5            (G 331) 
8,10,1          (G 83) 
8,10,9          (G 207) 
8,11,6          (G 207) 
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8,12,2          (G 207) 
8,12,4          (G 83; 320) 
8,12,5          (G 320) 
8,14             (G 83) 
8,14,4          (G 242) 
8,15,1          (G 276) 
8,17,4f.        (G 320) 
8,19              (G 83) 
8,19,2           (G 242) 
8,20,2           (G 249) 
8,22,8           (G 334) 
8,23,6           (G 249) 
8,23,7           (G 65) 
8,24,7          (G 214) 
8,25,3          (G 253) 
 
AiU  (Aitareya- Upaniṣad) 
1,2,4            (G 76) 
 
 
AMāg  (Ardha-Māgadhī) 
2,1,6            (G 305) 
 
 
ĀpMB   (Āpastamba-Mantra-pāṭha) 
1,3,14          (G 141) 
1,6,7            (G 58) 
1,8,8a)         (G 91) 
2,16,13        (G 256 n. 70) 
2,22,11a      (G 60) 
 
ĀpaS, ĀpastŚrS, ĀpŚS  (Āpastambaśrautasūtra) 
1,17,1ff.       (G 386) 
1,17,6          (G 190 n. 47) 
2,3,11           (G 180) 
3,12,1           (G 60) 
3,12,1a         (G 346) 
5,3,5             (G 391) 
6,10,8           ( G 335 n. 49) 
6,18,3           (G 361) 
6,40,3           (G 361) 
14,15,1         (G 335) 
14,26,1         (G 62) 
14,27,7a       (G 90 n. 11) 
14,33,2         (G 256) 
20,18,1         (G 70) 
22,4,27         (G 244) 
24,14,12       (G 152) 
 
 
Āryaś.  Jāt.  (Āryaśūra Jātakamālā) 
28,68           (G 195) 
 
 
AŚ  (Avadāna-śataka ?) 




14,13             (G 251) 
 
Aśvaghoṣa, Buddhacarita 
2,23              (G 207) 
2,26              (G 222) 
2,36              (G 59) 
2,50              (G 59) 
3,14              (G 59) 
3,17              (G 104 
3,23              (G 97; 108) 
3,53              (G 59) 
4,2                (G 322) 
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4,5                (G 210) 
4,17              (G 187) 
4,19              (G 59; 210) 
4,23              (G 341) 
4,26              (G 207) 
4,61              (G 210) 
5,9f.              (G 322) 
5,44              (G 322) 
5,67               (G 322) 
6,47              (G 272) 
6,57f.            (G 322) 
7,52              (G 205) 
8,25              (G 210) 
8,31              (G 222) 
8,82              (G 138) 
8,83              (G 107) 
10,40ff.        (G 99) 
12,34            (G 59) 
13,11            (G 99) 
13,28            (G 71) 
13,39            (G 104) 
13,47            (G 104) 
13,49             (G 92) 
14,1               (G 210) 
 
Aśv.S., Aśvaghoṣa, Saundarânanda 
1,15             (G 226) 
1,52             (G 36) 
1,53             (G 36) 
1,56             (G 207; 223) 
2,8               (G 64; 207) 
2,54             (G 178) 
4,8               (G 218) 
4,11             (G 218; 224) 
4,12             (G 262; 265) 
4,24             (G 195) 
4,46             (G 216) 
5,20             (G 216) 
6,25             (G 199; 216) 
6,34              (G 36) 
6,42              (G 212) 
7,6                (G 186) 
7,29              (G 199) 
8,35              (G 216) 
8,40              (G 222) 
9,49              (G 207) 
10,53            (G 198) 
10,56f.          (G 223) 
10,64            (G 200) 
11,26            (G 86) 
12,17            (G 186) 
14,14            (G 216) 
14,49            (G 86) 
15,3              (G 108) 
15,33            (G 224) 
15,41            (G 223) 
15,43            (G 102) 
17,16            (G 223) 
18,10            (G 186) 
 
ĀśvGS  (Āśvalāyana Gṛhyasūtra) 
1,18,5            (G 187) 
4,8,19            (G 214) 
 
ĀśvŚS, ĀŚS  (ĀśvalāyanaŚrauta-Sūtra) 
3,10,8             (G 384) 
5,19,4             (G 398) 
8,14,6             (G 260) 
12,15,12         (G 331) 
 
 
AthvVPar.  (AtharvaVeda Pariśiṣṭa) 
31,9,4             (G 335) 
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34                   (G 335) 
64,7,4             (G 270) 
70b,7,2           (G 210) 
70b, 16,3        (G 249) 
71,10,1           (G 268) 
 
 
AV, AthV   (Atharvaveda) 
1,1,4d         (G 91) 
1,2,1           (G 33; 50; 155; 164; 218; 366) 
1,2,4           (G 65; 365) 
1,3,1           (G 50) 
1,3,1-5        (G 164; 367) 
1,3,1c -5c         (G 187) 
1,3,2           (G 50) 
1,3,6           (G 195) 
1,3,7           (G 192) 
1,4,4  I        (G 143)     
1,4,15         (G 191) 
1,6,4           (G 125; 388) 
1,6,4a          (G 388) 
1,6,12         (G 280) 
1,7,2d : 3ab           (G 353) 
1,8,1           (G 342) 
1,9,1           (G 249; 287) 
1,10,3d : 4a       (G 163) 
1,11,2  I      (G 143) 
1,11,2d : 3a       (G 163) 
1,11,4         (G 137) 
1,11,4 de           (G 167) 
1,11,6         (G 194; 366) 
1,11,6a       (G 140) 
1,11,6de            (G 166) 
1,12,1         (G 184) 
1,12,2         (G 237; 255) 
1,12,3          (G 270) 
1,13,1         (G 76) 
1,13,3a : 2a        (G 162) 
1,14,2          (G 350) 
1,14,2d       (G 138) 
1,15,1          (G 140; 191) 
1,15,1a         (G 185) 
1,15,1  I       (G 170) 
1,15,2          (G 140) 
1,15,3          (G 185; 241; 245) 
1,15,4          (G 245; 388) 
1,16,2          (G 76; 122) 
1,16,3          (G 122) 
1,16,4          (G 134) 
1,16,9          (G 172) 
1,17,2          (G 387) 
1,17,1          (G 195; 260) 
1,17,1a        (G 186) 
1,17,2         (G 65; 70; 124; 134) 
1,17,2a       (G 52) 
1,18,1         (G 75) 
1,18,3         (G 195) 
1,18,3  I      (G 143) 
1,18,4          (G 213; 221) 
1,19,1  I      (G 121) 
1,19,1          (G 142; 185; 195) 
1,19,1  I       (G 175) 
1,19,2           (G 342) 
1,19,3          (G 343) 
1,19,4          (G 59; 344) 
1,20,1          (G 224) 
1,20,1cd  =  5,3,6cd       (G 388)  
1,20,3          (G 343) 
1,20,3b        (G 127) 
1,20,4         (G 137) 
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1,21,1         (G 170) 
1,21,1b       (G 185) 
1,21,2f.       (G 162) 
1,21,2a  =  ṚV 10,152,4a        (G 182 n. 77) 
1,21,3a  =  ṚV 10,152,3a         (G 162 n. 77) 
1,21,4d       (G 187) 
1,22,1         (G 193) 
1,22,1cd  :  2ab           (G 352) 
1,23,1         (G 196; 259; 296) 
1,23,1d : 2a         (G 163) 
1,23,3         (G 121; 388) 
1,23,4  I      (G 175) 
1,24,2d       (G 372) 
1.24,3d       (G 372) 
1,24,4          (G 372) 
1,24,2          (G 270) 
1,24,3         (G 33; 50) 
1,25,1         (G 248; 280) 
1,25,3         (G 135; 255; 364) 
1,25,4c        (G 270) 
1,27,1         (G 194) 
1,27,2         (G 216) 
1,27,3         (G 137) 
1,27,4a        (G 186) 
1,28,1cd : 2ab         (G 163) 
1,28,2         (G 143) 
1,28,3         (G 284) 
1,28,3 : 4    (G 353) 
1,28,3a = 4,17,3a      (G 240) 
1,28,3a-c           (G 132) 
1,28,4d       (G 143) 
1,29             (G 149 n. 54) 
1,29,1          (G 145; 239 n. 21) 
1,29,2          (G 143) 
1,29,3           (G 337) 
1,29,4           (G 266f.) 
1,29,5           (G 145; 249) 
1,29,5d : 6a           (G 353) 
1,29,6           (G 230)  
1,30,1c         (G 270) 
1,30,4           (G 193; 248; 280) 
1,30,4a         (G 270) 
1,31,1ff.       (G 260) 
1,31,1ab      (G 162) 
1,31,2ab      (G 162) 
1,31,3          (G 33; 367) 
1,31,4          (G 133) 
1,34,4a : c                        (G 364) 
1,32,3          (G 192) 
1,33,2          (G 98) 
1,34,1          (G 303) 
1,34,1-4       (G 252) 
1,34,1a  =  7,56,2a           (G 252; 373) 
1,34,2           (G 173) 
1,34,2  I-II      (G 143; 373) 
1,34,3           (G 130; 195) 
1,34,3  I        (G 143) 
1,34,4            (G 259; 262; 268) 
1,34,5  II       (G 91) 
1,35,1            (G 213f.) 
1,35,1f.         (G 145) 
1,35,1d         (G 60) 
1,35,2            (G 137) 
1,35,3            (G 243) 
1,35,4            (G 195) 
2,1,2d            (G 289) 
2,1,4              (G 243) 
2,2,1              (G 75; 243) 
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2,3,1              (G 255; 301) 
2,3,2              (G 266) 
2.3.3  II         (G 143) 
2,3,4             (G 195; 230) 
2,3,6             (G 120) 
2,4,2             (G 218) 
2,4,3             (G 122) 
2,4,4             (G 184; 240) 
2,4,6  I          (G 175) 
2,5,9             (G 280) 
2,6,1             (G 230) 
2,6,4             (G 245) 
2,6,5             (G 141) 
2,7,3  I          (G 175) 
2,7,4             (G 71; 118) 
2,7,4  I          (G 187) 
2,7,5             (G 243) 
2,8,1              (G 373 n. 20) 
2,8,2             (G 122; 373) 
2,8,3             (G 50) 
2,8,4  II        (G 170) 
2,8,5ab         (G 170) 
2,9,2             (G 255; 257) 
2,9,3             (G 204; 257; 280) 
2,9,5             (G 256) 
2,10,2 I         (G 133) 
2,10,2 : 3      (G 162) 
2,10,3b : 4a           (G 353) 
2,10,6           (G 121) 
2,11,1           (G 263 n. 112) 
2,11,1 I        (G 364) 
2,11,3           (G 80) 
2,12,1a         (G 78) 
2,12,4           (G 218) 
2,12,5           (G 166) 
2,12,6          (G 177) 
2,13,1           (G 195f.) 
2,13,2           (G 255) 
2,13,3c         (G 142) 
2,13,5           (G 240; 244) 
2,14,3bc       (G 141) 
2,14,5           (G 350) 
2,14,5a-c      (G 81; 134f.) 
2,15,1-6        (G 337) 
2,15,1           (G 65) 
2,16,1           (G 230) 
2,17,1-7        (G 75) 
2,24,1-8        (G 391) 
2,25,4b  =  5b        (G 163) 
2,26,1f.         (G 162) 
2,26,3a         (G 185) 
2,26,3           (G 140) 
2,26,3b         (G 141) 
2,26,5  I        (G 170) 
2,26,5 II        (G 140) 
2,27,1           (G 248) 
2,27,2c         (G 233) 
2,27,6           (G 248) 
2,28,2           (G 195) 
2,28,3           (G 193; 343; 344) 
2,28,3b         (G 134) 
2,28,4           (G 337) 
2,29,2           (G 122; 257) 
2,29,3            (G 214) 
2,29,4a = 3,5,4b           (G 79) 
2,29,5            (G 154; 242) 
2,30,1 de       (G 91) 
2,30,3 I          (G 364) 
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2,30,4            (G 112) 
2,30,4  I         (G 170) 
2,31,2            (G 341) 
2,31,2 I          (G 363) 
2,31,2d : 4d                 (G 163) 
2,31,3             (G 345) 
2,31,5           (G 388) 
2,32,1           (G 81) 
2,32,2           (G 349) 
2,32,4  =  5,23,11         (G 123; 134) 
2,32,5           (G 256) 
2,33  =  ṚV 10,163) 
2,33,1-6        (G 386) 
2,33,5           (G 193; 258) 
2,33,7           (G 326) 
2,34,1           (G 230; 261 n. 96) 
2,34,1b         (G 270) 
2,34,3c : 4c          (G 163) 
2,35,1 : 2              (G 351) 
2,35,1f.        (G 162) 
2,36,1          (G 124; 126) 
2,36,2          (G 270) 
2,36,5d = 6d        (G 163) 
3,1,2            (G 259) 
3,1,4            (G 147) 
3,1,5            (G 269) 
3,1,5 : 6       (G 163) 
3,1,5a          (G 78) 
3,1,6a          (G 78) 
3,2,2  II       (G 167) 
3,3,1            (G 214) 
3,3,3            (G 122) 
3,3,6            (G 343) 
3,3,16          (G 147) 
3,4,2            (G 131; 195) 
3,4,3            (G 193) 
3,4,7            (G 195; 354) 
3,5,3            (G 194) 
3,5,4            (G 214) 
3,5,4b  =  2,29,4a          (G 79) 
3,5,6            (G 124; 162) 
3,5,7            (G 162; 247) 
3,5,8            (G 287) 
3,6,1            (G 80; 287) 
3,6,2            (G 184; 213) 
3,6,6            (G 349) 
3,6,8  I         (G 140) 
3,7,5            (G 142) 
3,7,6            (G 219) 
3,7,7            (G 143; 374) 
3,8,1            (G 190) 
3,8,2cd : 3ab          (G 163)   
3,8,3            (G 337) 
3,8,4  I         (G 92) 
3,8,6  =  6,94,2          (G 132; 289) 
3,9,1            (G 213; 256; 391) 
3,9,1b          (G 54) 
3,9,5              (G 124) 
3,9,6   I          (G 176) 
3,10,1            (G 216) 
3,10,2cd : 3ab        (G 163) 
3,10,5            (G 267) 
3,10,7            (G 184; 364) 
3,10,9f.          (G 214; 247) 
3,10,9c  =  11,6,17c           (G 193) 
3,10,9d = 10d         (G 163) 
3,10,10         (G 218) 
3,10,12         (G 240) 
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3,11,1           (G 217) 
3,11,1c  =  ṚV  10,161,1           (G 236) 
3,11,2           (G 134) 
3,11,2 I         (G 142) 
3,11,3            (G 213; 214) 
3,11,4           (G 142) 
3,12,1f.         (G 162) 
3,12,1a         (G 140) 
3,12,2           (G 219) 
3,12,2a         (G 140) 
3,12,5           (G 214; 246) 
3,12,9b  =  9,3,23b          (G 247) 
3,13,1           (G 177) 
3,13,1-4       (G 371) 
3,13,5           (G 120) 
3,14,1           (G 184) 
3,14,2           (G 144) 
3,14,2 I         (G  140) 
3,14,4           (G 140; 142) 
3,14,5           (G 224) 
3,14,5c         (G 140) 
3,14,6           (G 249) 
3,15,2c  : 3a       (G 162) 
3,15,5           (G 103; 196; 351) 
3,15,5ab       (G 162) 
3,15,5b  = 6b       (G 290) 
3,15,6           (G 190; 337; 351) 
3,15,6ab       (G 162) 
3,15,7           (G 219) 
3,16,2           (G 346) 
3,16,3f.         (G 372) 
3,16,4a : 5b           (G 353) 
3,17,3           (G 193) 
3,17,8           (G 143) 
3,18,1f.         (G 80) 
3,18,2           (G 219) 
3,18,3            (G 244) 
3,18,4  =  ṚV 10,145,3          (G 262; 287f.) 
3,18,5           (G 173; 177) 
3,18,6           (G 363) 
3,19,1           (G 133; 352; 352) 
3,19,1b : 2b        (G 163) 
3,19,4           (G 121) 
3,19,5           (G 204) 
3,20,5           (G 367) 
3,20,6           (G 224) 
3,20,7           (G 187; 190; 249) 
3,20,9           (G 346) 
3,21,1           (G 67) 
3,21,6           (G 217; 270) 
3,21,8 : 9      (G 354) 
3,21,8d         (G 163) 
3,21,,9d  =  10d          (G 163) 
3,22,3           (G 132; 243) 
3,23,1           (G 80) 
3,24,5           (G 184; 247) 
3,24,5  I       (G  175  n. 18) 
3,24,7           (G 270) 
3,25,1           (G 141; 237) 
3,25,1c : 2b           (G 353) 
3,25,5           (G 239) 
3,26              (G 361) 
3,28,1           (G 194) 
3,28,1d : 2a and 2d  : 3a          (G 353) 
3,28,2f.         (G 132) 
3,28,3           (G 121) 
3,28,4           (G 66; 139f.) 
3,28,4  I        (G 170) 
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3,28,5            (G 193; 267f.) 
3,28,6            (G 267f.) 
3,28,6ab       (G 154) 
3,29,2            (G 255) 
3,29,3            (G 254) 
3,29,3b = 4b = 5b        (G 163) 
3,29,4            (G 351) 
3,29,4a-c = 5a-c           (G 162) 
3,29,5           (G 351) 
3,29,7           (G 288) 
3,30,1           (G 213) 
3,30,2           (G 195) 
3,30,3           (G 184) 
3,30,5           (G 219) 
3,31,8b : 9b                   (G 163) 
3,31,9           (G 91; 140) 
3,31,10         (G 217) 
4,1                (G 24) 
4,1,1             (G 193) 
4,1,1d  = 5,6,1d          (G 342) 
4,1,3             (G 289) 
4,1,4a           (G 161) 
4,1,4c           (G 287) 
4,2,3             (G 219) 
4,3,1cde       (G 141) 
4,3,2             (G 193) 
4,3,6             (G 194) 
4,3,7             (G 256) 
4,4,1             (G 78) 
4,4,2             (G 142) 
4,4,6             (G 139) 
4,4,6d  : 7a  =  6,101,2 : 3         (G 353) 
4,4,8             (G 247) 
4,5,2             (G 123 n. 38; 195; 237) 
4,5,3             (G 164; 196; 270) 
4,5,4             (G 126) 
4,5,5             (G 143) 
4,5,6             (G 149) 
4,5,7             (G 80) 
4,6,1             (G 214) 
4,6,2  I          (G 143) 
4,6,3             (G 137) 
4,6,4             (G 214) 
4,6,4d : 5a             (G 353) 
4,6,6             (G 164; 288) 
4,6,7             (G 164) 
4,6,61           (G 164) 
4,6,7 I           (G 52; 65) 
4,6,8              (G 184; 214) 
4,6,105          (G 164) 
4,7,1              (G 215; 224) 
4,7,2              (G 216) 
4,7,4              (G 242) 
4,7,4cd  :  5ab      (G 352) 
4,7,4d = 5b           (G 163) 
4,7,4 : 5         (G 351) 
4,7,7              (G 214) 
4,8,1              (G 243; 288) 
4,8,4              (G 243) 
4,8,5              (G 127) 
4,8,5d : 6ab          (G 353) 
4,9,2              (G 192) 
4,9,5              (G 137) 
4,9,7             (G 98; 185; 220) 
4,9,8             (G 372) 
4,9,10           (G 224) 
4,9,10ab       (G 81; 120; 134) 
4,10,1           (G 184) 
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4,10,2f.         (G 141) 
4,10,4           (G 216) 
4,10,5           (G 337) 
4,10,5  I        (G 175) 
4,10,6cd       (G 121) 
4,10,7           (G 214) 
4,11              (G 24) 
4,11,1           (G 130) 
4,11,1-4        (G 141) 
4,11,4b         (G 186) 
4,11,5           (G 269) 
4,11,7           (G 52; 53) 
4,11,7a         (G 79) 
4,11,8b : d              (G 364) 
4,11,9           (G 58) 
4,11,12a       (G 52) 
4,12,1           (G 142; 295; 372) 
4,12,2           (G 289) 
4,12,2a         (G 52) 
4,12,3 : 4      (G 163) 
4,12,3 I         (G 140) 
4,12,6           (G 268) 
4,12,7           (G 135) 
4,12,7ab       (G 81; 134) 
4,12,15         (G 121) 
4,13,1           (G 121) 
4,13,2  =  ṚV  10,137,2         (G 214; 237) 
4,13,3           (G 196) 
4,13,3  I        (G 166) 
4,13,4           (G 131; 215) 
4,13,5-7        (G 142) 
4,14,1            (G 243; 274) 
4,14,1 II        (G 141) 
4,14,5            (G 216) 
4,14,6            (G 195; 214) 
4,14,7            (G 245) 
4,14,7-8         (G 361) 
4,14,9            (G 290) 
4,15,1            (G 214) 
4,15,2f.          (G 367) 
4,15,4            (G 251) 
4,15,5            (G 194; 215) 
4,14,5d  =  VS 17,69d       (G 187) 
4,14,7           (G 125) 
4,15,1           (G 194) 
4,15,2 : 3      (G 163; 184) 
4,15,4           (G 195; 244) 
4,15,5           (G 225) 
4,15,7d : 8d : 9d : 4d         (G 163; 352) 
4,15,9           (G 213) 
4,15,10         (G 194f.) 
4,15,14         (G 195) 
4,15,15         (G 391) 
4,15,16         (G 237) 
4,16,2           (G 214) 
4,16,3ab = 4ab         (G 163) 
4,16,5            (G 66; 343) 
4,16,8            (G 67; 367; 398) 
4,17,1            (G 214) 
4,17,3a  = 1,28,3a          (G 240) 
4,17,4            (G 224) 
4,17,5            (G 266) 
4,17,6            (G 270; 272) 
4,18,2            (G 195; 275) 
4,18,3            (G 195; 214) 
4,18,4            (G 176; 243) 
4,18,5c          (G 66) 
4,18,7           (G 146) 
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4,18,7d = 8b             (G 163) 
4,18,8           (G 352) 
4,19,5           (G 372) 
4,19,8           (G 122) 
4,20,1           (G 195f.; 257) 
4,20,2           (G 127) 
4,20,3           (G 343) 
4,20,4           (G 343; 345) 
4,20,6           (G 125; 143; 148) 
4,20,7           (G 193) 
4,20,8           (G 343) 
4,20,9           (G 126) 
4,21,3           (G 137) 
4,21,4           (G 137) 
4,21,5           (G 213f.) 
4,21,6           (G 58) 
4,21,7           (G 216) 
4,22,3           (G 260f.) 
4,22,1 I         (G 142) 
4,22,4           (G 215) 
4,22,5b         (G 90) 
4,23,4           (G 194f.; 429) 
4,23,5f.         (G 132) 
4,23,7            (G 247; 345) 
4,24,1a          (G 364) 
4,24,2            (G 249) 
4,24,4            (G 213; 215; 259) 
4,24,6            (G 248) 
4,25,5            (G 237) 
4,26,1            (G 213) 
4,26,1c = 2a        (G 163) 
4,26,2a = 1c        (G 351) 
4,26,2d = 1d       (G 351) 
4,26,3-6         (G 351) 
4,27,1            (G 248) 
4,27,3a          (G 209) 
4,27,6            (G 134) 
4,29,1            (G  164; 214) 
4,29,1bc  =  2ab         (G 163) 
4,29,2ab  =  1bc         (G 351) 
4,29,2d  =  1d             (G 351) 
4,29,3-6         (G 165) 
4,29,3a : 6c          (G 162) 
4,30,1ff.       (G 164) 
4,30,3           (G 213) 
4,30,4           (G 196; 242; 277) 
4,30,5           (G 213) 
4,30,6           (G 213) 
4,30,8           (G 65; 259) 
4,30,8c         (G 60) 
4,31,1d : 2a           (G 353) 
4,31,3           (G 243) 
4,31,4d : 5a           (G 353) 
4,31,6d : 7a           (G 353) 
4,32,4           (G 256) 
4,33,6           (G 249) 
4,32,1           (G 251; 343) 
4,32,3           (G 262) 
4,33,1           (G 257) 
4,34,2           (G 194; 239; 287) 
4,34,2  I        (G 187) 
4,34,4  II      (G 167) 
4,34,5  I        (G 187) 
4,34,6b  = 7b               (G 170) 
4,35,2           (G 243) 
4,35,2a  :  1d               (G 353) 
4,35,5           (G 256) 
4,35,7           (G  193) 
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4,36,1           (G 132; 193; 196) 
4,36,2           (G 81; 121; 275) 
4,36,3           (G 215; 240) 
4,36,3d : 4a            (G 353) 
4,36,4           (G 240) 
4,36,7           (G 92; 215) 
4,36,7cd : 8a-c                     (G 352) 
4,36,10b  =  5,14,6d             (G 245) 
4,37,1           (G 132; 145) 
4,37,5           (G 134; 214) 
4,37,6           (G 192) 
4,37,8  I – 9 I               (G 170) 
4,37,8 II  =  9  II          (G 170) 
4,37,8ab = 9ab            (G 162) 
4,37,9d  :  10a              (G 352) 
4,37,10        (G 216) 
4,37,11        (G 195; 217) 
4,38,1          (G 170; 275) 
4,38,2           (G 170; 216) 
4,38,4           (G 213; 336) 
4,38,4c         (G 354) 
4,38,7           (G 161) 
4,39,1           (G 237) 
4,39,1-8        (G 165) 
4,39,2-8        (G 353) 
4,39,7           (G 85) 
4,39,9           (G 247; 288) 
4,39,10b       (G 186) 
4,40              (G 361) 
5,1                (G 24) 
5,2                (G 24) 
5,2,3  =  ṚV 10,120,3           (G 251; 262) 
5,3,6             (G 224) 
5,3,6cd  =  1.20,1cd              (G 388) 
5,3,10           (G 385) 
5,4,1             (G 259 n. 87; 261) 
5,4,3 : 4        (G 354) 
5,4,5             (G 126) 
5,4,6             (G 70) 
5,4,7             (G 349) 
5,4,9             (G 372) 
5,4,9ab         (G 388) 
5,4,10           (G 388) 
5,5,1             (G 388) 
5,5,1a           (G 79) 
5,5,2             (G 214) 
5,5,4             (G 350) 
5,5,5a           (G 387) 
5,5,6  I          (G 167; 217) 
5,6,19            (G 261) 
5,7,3              (G 340) 
5,7,4              (G 261) 
5,7,5              (G 214) 
5,7,7              (G 270) 
5,7,9              (G 256) 
5,7,9cd : 10cd           (G 182) 
5,8,1              (G 351) 
5,8,1d : 2a                 (G 163) 
5,8,4              (G 261) 
5,8,6              (G 230; 270) 
5,8,7              (G 81; 121; 342) 
5,8,8              (G 372) 
5,8,9              (G 141) 
5,9,1-6           (G 387) 
5,9,7              (G 361) 
5,10,1-7        (G 361) 
5,11,2           (G 248) 
5,11,8           (G 214) 
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5,11,9           (G 192) 
5,12,1           (G 287) 
5,12,2b         (G 186) 
5,12,4a  =  ṚV 10,110,4a         (G 186) 
5,12,4c  =  ṚV 1,124,5c            (G 186) 
5,12,6           (G 193; 216) 
5,12,7           (G 239) 
5,12,7b         (G 187) 
5,13,1           (G 346) 
5,13,2           (G 214) 
5,13,3           (G 224) 
5,13,4           (G 92; 122; 290) 
5,13,5f.         (G 391) 
5,13,7           (G 58; 167; 225) 
5,13,10         (G 225) 
5,14,1  I        (G 167) 
5,14,1c           (G 275) 
5,14,1d  = 2b            (G 163) 
5,14,2           (G 122)  
5,14,3c          (G 243) 
5,14,5            (G 243) 
5,14,6            (G 80; 275; 289; 342) 
5,14,6a          (G 60 n. 24) 
5,14,6d  =  2,36,10b         (G 245) 
5,14,7            (G 81; 134f.) 
5,14,8            (G 239; 242; 261) 
5,14,9            (G 242; 261) 
5,14,13          (G 121) 
5,15,1a          (G 52) 
5,15,1d          (G 243) 
5,15,11          (G 175 n. 18) 
5,17,1f.          (G 372) 
5,17,5   =  ṚV 10,109,5         (G 237; 251) 
5,17,6            (G 224; 372) 
5,17,6d         (G 274) 
5,17,7            (G 122; 350) 
5,17,8d : 9ab            (G 353) 
5,17,9            (G 214; 350) 
5,17,10          (G 166; 350; 365) 
5,17,10  I       (G 168) 
5,17,11          (G 352) 
5,17,16          (G 137) 
5,17,18          (G 137) 
5,18,1c : 3c (2a)              (G 364) 
5,18,4            (G 123) 
5,18,5            (G 196) 
5,18,9a          (G 354) 
5,18,10          (G 354) 
5,18,13          (G 248) 
5,18,15          (G 365) 
5,19,3ab        (G 354) 
5,19,7            (G 349) 
5,19,12-14     (G 170) 
5,19,14          (G 122) 
5,19,15          (G 237) 
5,20,1d  :  2a          (G 352) 
5,20,2            (G 79) 
5,20,4            (G 275) 
5,20,6a : 8a             (G 365) 
5,20,8            (G 254) 
5,20,9c          (G 186) 
5,20,12          (G 248) 
5,21,1            (G 346) 
5,21,2            (G 219) 
5,21,5            (G 196) 
5,22,3            (G 256) 
5,22,8d  :  9a              (G 352) 
5,22,11          (G 138; 206) 
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5,23,1a-c   = 6,94,3a-c        (G 387) 
5,23,3ab        (G 342) 
5,23,3  I         (G 168) 
5,23,4  I         (G 167) 
5,23,5             (G 388) 
5,23,6             (G 249; 345) 
5,23,7             (G 81; 346) 
5,23,7 II         (G 342) 
5,23,9             (G 349) 
5,23,11  =  2,32,4          (G 123; 266f.; 388) 
5,23,11ff.      (G 387) 
5,23,13          (G 80; 167) 
5,24,1            (G 243) 
5,24,1-14       (G 361) 
5,25,2            (G 85; 366) 
5,25,3             (G 388; 392) 
5,25,5  =  ṚV  10,184,1          (G 80; 237) 
5,25,8c          (G 243; 354) 
5,25,10          (G 261) 
5,26,1            (G 194; 243) 
5,26,1b          (G 126) 
5,26,1 : 2       (G 353) 
5,27,1            (G 244) 
5,27,2            (G 251; 265; 288) 
5,27,6            (G 247) 
5,28,1            (G 290) 
5,28,2            (G 291) 
5,28,3            (G 125; 194) 
5,28,4            (G 246) 
5,28,5            (G 195; 216) 
5,28,6            (G 241) 
5,28,8            (G 254) 
5,28,9            (G 125) 
5,28,12          (G 385) 
5,28,14a        (G 79) 
5,29               (G 170) 
5,29,1c          (G 243) 
5,29,4            (G 347) 
5,29,4a          (G 52) 
5,29,5            (G 255) 
5,29,6            (G 194) 
5,29,6a          (G 79) 
5,29,7-9         (G 170) 
5,29,9             (G 242) 
5,29,8b  =  9b       (G 170) 
5,29,10           (G 194; 196) 
5,29,12           (G 255) 
5,29,12cd       (G 354) 
5,29,14a: 15a        (G 78) 
5,30,1             (G 91) 
5,30,2             (G 345) 
5,30,2c           (G 272) 
5,30,3             (G 342) 
5,30,4             (G 219) 
5,30,4c           (G 272) 
5,30,5             (G 54) 
5,30,5a           (G 52) 
5,30,6             (G 106) 
5,30,7             (G 216) 
5,30,8             (G 249) 
5,30,9a           (G 354) 
5,30,10           (G 248; 340; 341; 354) 
5,30,12           (G 387) 
5,30,13           (G 388) 
5,30,14b         (G 141) 
5,31,1             (G 275) 
5,31,8             (G 194) 
5,31,12           (G 217) 
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5,89,3             (G 387) 
5,114,3           (G 246) 
6,1,1               (G 195) 
6,1,1a             (G 53 n. 4) 
6,1,3               (G 249) 
6,2,3               (G 196) 
6,3,1               (G 192; 198) 
6,3,2               (G 193; 198) 
6,3,3               (G 195) 
6,4,1               (G 198) 
6,4,2               (G 215) 
6,4,2a             (G 201) 
6,4,3               (G 196) 
6,4,5f.             (G 250) 
6,5,1d-2a        (G 351) 
6,5,2                (G 193; 215) 
6,6,1                (G 195) 
6,6,2                (G 249; 349) 
6,8,1-3            (G 164) 
6,8,1-3 de       (G 91) 
6,8,2                (G 198) 
6,9,1                (G 349) 
6,9,2  I             (G 175) 
6,10                 (G 133; 361; 363) 
6,11,1              (G 214) 
6,11,1c  = 2c          (G 163) 
6,11,2               (G 353) 
6,12,1               (G 195) 
6,12,1d  =  2d  =  4,7,1d         (G 187) 
6,12,2               (G 213; 343) 
6,13,1               (G 133; 192) 
6,13,1  I: 28,2 I: 40,3  I            (G 170) 
6,13,1-3            (G 122; 164) 
6,13,2                (G 364) 
6,13,3                (G 125) 
6,13,9                (G 125) 
6,14,1                (G 198; 270; 388) 
6,14,2b : 3b         (G 163) 
6,15,1                (G 195) 
6,15,1d  = 2b       (G 163) 
6,15,1-3             (G 353) 
6,15,2a   =  6,54,3a            (G 342) 
6,15,2d : 3d         (G 163) 
6,16,1              (G 391) 
6,16,2              (G 195; 373) 
6,16,3              (G 194) 
6,16,3c            (G 256) 
6,16,4              (G 230) 
6,17,1-4           (G 164f.) 
6,18,2              (G 154; 193; 262) 
6,19,1d  :  2a        (G 352) 
6,19,1f.            (G 237) 
6,19,2               (G 249) 
6,19,3              (G 213) 
6,20,1d : 2a          (G 163) 
6,20,2              (G 52; 133; 387) 
6,20,3              (G 177) 
6,20,3d            (G 163) 
6,21,1              (G 133) 
6,21,1c             (G 187) 
6,21,2               (G 192; 219; 354) 
6,21,3               (G 270) 
6,21,3  II          (G 175) 
6,21,3b             (G 261) 
6,23,1               (G 340) 
6,23,1ab           (G 154) 
6,23,3               (G 195; 243; 275) 
6,24,1  I            (G 185) 
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6,24,2                (G 193; 213) 
6,25,1                (G 193) 
6,26,1a: 2a        (G 78) 
6,27,1                (G 194) 
6,27,1a              (G 78) 
6,27,1d              (G 270) 
6,27,2a  =  ṚV 10,165,1a: 2a        (G 78) 
6,27,2d : 3a      (G 353f.) 
6,28,1                (G 214) 
6,28,1a  =  ṚV  10,165,5a              (G 256) 
6,28,2                (G 221) 
6,28,3                (G 194) 
6,29,1                (G 178) 
6,29,2b              (G 342) 
6,29,3                (G 364) 
6,29,3  II           (G 152) 
6,30,1                (G 224; 364) 
6,30,2                (G 195; 270) 
6,32,2                (G 230; 349) 
6,33,2                (G 251) 
6,33,2ab            (G 353) 
6,34,3   =  ṚV 10,187,2             (G 193; 244) 
6,34,4                (G 195; 257) 
6,35,1-3             (G 164) 
6,36,1                (G 199) 
6,36,3                 (G 224) 
6,37,3  =  7,59,1        (G 81; 121) 
6,38,1                (G 214) 
6,38,2                (G 213) 
6,38,3                (G 170) 
6,39,2                (G 248; 249; 251) 
6,40,1                (G 193; 337) 
6,40,1abc           (G 142) 
6,40,2                 (G 195; 224) 
6,41,1d = 2d      (G 163) 
6,41,2                 (G 218) 
6,41,3                 (G 261) 
6,42,1                 (G 185) 
6,42,1f.               (G 301) 
6,42,1-3              (G 296) 
6,42,1b : 2b       (G 353) 
6,42,1d : 2a       (G 163) 
6,42,2                 (G 178) 
6,42,3                 (G 193; 230) 
6,43,1                 (G 213; 248f.; 251; 343) 
6,43,1d = 2d     (G 163) 
6,44,1                 (G 148; 153) 
6,44,2                 (G 217) 
6,45,1                 (G 193; 196; 275) 
6,45,2                 (G 213) 
6,46,1                 (G 372) 
6,46,3                 (G 198) 
6,47,1a               (G 187) 
6,47,1b               (G 185) 
6,47,2c : 1d        (G 353) 
6,47,3                 (G 194) 
6,48,1a: 2a         (G 78) 
6,49,1                 (G 178) 
6,49,2                 (G 195; 289) 
6,50,3                 (G 270) 
6,52,2                 (G 132; 248) 
6,52,3                 (G 198) 
6,53,1                 (G 193; 337) 
6,53,2                 (G 230; 367) 
6,53,3                 (G 213) 
6,54,1                 (G 196; 213) 
6,54,1a : 2d        (G 353) 
6,54,2                 (G 230) 
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6,54,3a = 6,15,2a          (G 342) 
6,55,2a               (G 79) 
6,55,3                 (G 218) 
6,56,1         (G 194; 269) 
6,56,2         (G 126; 219; 230) 
6,56,3         (G 388) 
6,57,1  I      (G 168) 
6,57,2  I      (G 168) 
6,57,3         (G 75; 166; 365) 
6,58            (G 149) 
6,58,1          (G 366) 
6,58,1a : c           (G 169; 365) 
6,59,1         (G 184) 
6,59,1  I      (G 167) 
6,60,1          (G 193) 
6,60,2a: c             (G 78) 
6,61,2          (G 193) 
6,62,2a : 3a          (G 169; 365) 
6,62,3          (G 177; 194; 240) 
6,63,1          (G 120) 
6,63,2          (G 178; 248) 
6,63,4  =  ṚV  10,191,1              (G 330) 
6,64,1ff.  =  ṚV  10,191,2ff.       (G 149)   
6,64,1         (G 65) 
6,64,1a       (G 52) 
6,64,2  =  ṚV 10,191,3       (G 125; 241) 
6,64,3         (G 122) 
6,65,1         (G 70) 
6,65,1c       (G 187) 
6,65,2         (G 243) 
6,65,3         (G 230) 
6,66,1-3      (G 152) 
6,66,1ab     (G 163) 
6,66,2         (G 194) 
6,66,2cd : 3ab        (G 163) 
6,68,1         (G 123; 219) 
6,68,3         (G 213) 
6,69,1         (G 193) 
6,69,3         (G 215) 
6,70f.          (G 165) 
6,70,1         (G 85; 365) 
6,70,1a       (G 140) 
6,70,3         (G 270) 
6,71,1         (G 215; 278) 
6,71,3         (G 243) 
6,72.2         (G 215) 
6,72,2 : 3    (G 163) 
6,73,1 I       (G 121) 
6,73,3a       (G 90) 
6,74,2         (G 134; 346) 
6,75,2          (G 244) 
6,75,2d = 3e        (G 163) 
6,75,3         (G 142) 
6,76,2         (G 214) 
6,78,2c: 3c            (G 78) 
6,78,3                    (G 146) 
6,81,1                    (G 261) 
6,81,1d : 2a           (G 163) 
6,82,1         (G 247) 
6,83,1         (G 373) 
6,83,2a       (G 52) 
6,85,1         (G 237) 
6,85,2         (G 213) 
6,85,3         (G 372) 
6,86,1         (G 146; 388) 
6,87,2a       (G 90) 
6,87,3          (G 289) 
6,88,1         (G 54) 
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6,88,1a       (G 52) 
6,88,2   =  ṚV  10,173,5          (G 65) 
6,88,3         (G 123) 
6,89,1d : 2a            (G 353) 
6,89,3         (G 132) 
6,90,1f.       (G 367) 
6,90,3         (G 133) 
6,91,1c       (G 187) 
6,91,2         (G 152) 
6,91,3         (G 142) 
6,92,2          (G 243) 
6,93             (G 387) 
6,93,2          (G 230) 
6,94,1         (G 149) 
6,94,2  =  3,8,6       (G 289) 
6,94,3a-c  = 5,23,1a-c         (G 387) 
6,96,1 : 2     (G 353) 
6,97,1          (G 361) 
6,97,3          (G 270) 
6,98,1          (G 265) 
6,108,1        (G 213) 
6,108,2        (G 213) 
6,95,2         (G 152f.) 
6,95,3         (G 142) 
6,97,1         (G 146) 
6,97,3         (G 224) 
6,98,1         (G 238; 251) 
6,98,1a       (G 90) 
6,98,2         (G 146) 
6,98,3         (G 361) 
6,99,2 : 3     (G 353) 
6,100,1       (G 183; 388) 
6,101,2 : 3           (G 353) 
6,101,3       (G 215) 
6,102,1       (G 62; 266; 366) 
6,102,1b     (G 141) 
6,102,1c: 2a         (G 78) 
6,103,1         (G 388) 
6,103,2  I              (G 146) 
6,103,2c = 3c       (G 146) 
6,103,2d = 3d      (G 146) 
6,103,3a      (G 146) 
6,104,1        (G 270; 289) 
6,107,1ab  : 2ab         (G 353) 
6,107,4        (G 353) 
6,108,2        (G 214; 270) 
6,108,3        (G 127 n. 48; 295; 388) 
6,108,4        (G 243; 295) 
6,108,5        (G 346) 
6,109,1  I     (G 175) 
6,109,3        (G 81) 
6,112,1c  = 2c       (G 163) 
6,112,2         (G 249; 287) 
6,113,1         (G 259) 
6,114,1         (G 242; 263) 
6,114,2  =  TB  2,4,4,8             (G 263) 
6,114,1cd  =  2ab           (G 163; 353) 
6,115,1        (G 346) 
6,115,1a       (G 346) 
6,115,2         (G 80; 134) 
6,116,3         (G 387) 
6,117,2         (G 140; 288f.) 
6,117,3        (G 270) 
6,117,3a      (G 52) 
6,117,3c      (G 72) 
6,118,1-3     (G 296) 
6,118,1cd : 2ab     (G 163) 
6,118,2        (G 290) 
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6,118,3        (G 152) 
6,119,1        (G 345) 
6,119,1-3     (G 164) 
6,119,3        (G 237) 
6,121,1        (G 237) 
6,122,1d : 2a         (G 163) 
6,122,5         (G 193) 
6,123,1d : 2a         (G 163) 
6,123,3        (G 110) 
6,124,2        (G 134) 
6,125,1        (G 275) 
6,125,2f.      (G 387) 
6,126,1  =  ṚV 6,47,29              (G 262) 
6,128,2        (G 143; 154) 
6,129,3        (G 161) 
6,130,4        (G 122) 
6,131,2        (G 374) 
6,131,3  I     (G 175) 
6,132,1-5     (G 387) 
6,133,5         (G 167) 
6,134,1         (G 255) 
6,136,1         (G 252 n. 59; 288) 
6,137,3         (G 173) 
6,138,1d : 2b        (G 163) 
6,138,3         (G 288) 
6,138,4         (G 167) 
6,139,1cd             (G 257) 
6,139,5                  (G 366) 
6,139, 5a: c           (G 78) 
6,140,2b                (G 138) 
6,141,3                  (G 337) 
6,142,3        (G 122; 154) 
7,1,2d          (G 255) 
7,2,1b          (G 54) 
7,5,1  =  ṚV  1,164,50          (G 251) 
7,5,2            (G 255) 
7,5,3            (G 287) 
7,5,3b          (G 186) 
7,9,1d =  ṚV  10,17,6d         (G 367) 
7,9,2d          (G 186) 
7,9,4a           (G 186) 
7,10,1          (G 66) 
7,10,1b        (G 186) 
7,12,1          (G 182; 392) 
7,12,2          (G 219; 391) 
7,13,2          (G 194) 
7,16,1          (G 256) 
7,17,1          (G 237) 
7,17,2          (G 237) 
7,18,2a        (G 72) 
7,19,1a        (G 186) 
7,20,1 I        (G 374) 
7,20,2 I        (G 374) 
7,20,3a         (G 374) 
7,20,3 II       (G 106) 
7,20,4           (G 269; 374) 
7,20,5          (G 268) 
7,20,6          (G 64) 
7,20,6 II      (G 374) 
7,25,2          (G 367) 
7,26,1          (G 192) 
7,26,2          (G 244) 
7,26,3          (G 330) 
7,26,5          (G 275) 
7,29,1          (G 244) 
7,37,1 II      (G 91) 
7,38,1          (G 257) 
7,40,2          (G 289) 
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7,41,1a        (G 140) 
7,43,1a        (G 364) 
7,45,3ab      (G 257) 
7,46,1          (G 196) 
7,47,1b        (G 240) 
7,48,1          (G 239; 267) 
7,48,2          (G 270) 
7,49,1ab      (G 255) 
7,50,1           (G 364; 366) 
7,50,2          (G 217) 
7,51,1          (G 288) 
7,51,ac         (G 346) 
7,53,2           (G 337) 
7,53,4           (G 344) 
7,53,7           (G 245) 
7,56,2a  =  1,34,1a             (G 252 n. 60) 
7,56,5          (G 218) 
7,56,6          (G 194) 
7,56,8          (G 58) 
7,57,2          (G 194) 
7,58,2b        (G 259 n. 87) 
7,59,1          (G 194) 
7,60,4          (G 193; 341; 343) 
7,61,2          (G 275) 
7,68,3          (G 194) 
7,69,1         (G 133; 237) 
7,70,1         (G 179; 194) 
7,72,1 II      (G 134) 
7,74,1         (G 192) 
7,74,2         (G 71) 
7,75,2d       (G 72) 
7,76,1          (G 262) 
7,77,2         (G 244) 
7,79,1          (G 269) 
7,80,1          (G 346) 
7,80,1a  =  TS 3,5,1,1a         (G 186) 
7,81,1f. = 14,1,23f.               (G 301) 
7,82,2         (G 137) 
7,87,1         (G 193) 
7,90,3         (G 257) 
7,95,1         (G 209) 
7,95,2         (G 219) 
7,95,3         (G 70; 342) 
7,96,1         (G 194; 242) 
7,99,1         (G 193) 
7,101,1       (G 195) 
7,103,10     (G 144) 
7,107,1       (G 193) 
7,108,1       (G 343) 
7,108,2       (G 343) 
7,115,1       (G 186) 
7,115,4       (G 194) 
7,118,1       (G 262) 
8,1,3           (G 139) 
8,1,4           (G 358) 
8,1,5           (G 269) 
8,1,6b         (G 358) 
8,1,12         (G 356) 
8,1,13         (G 69; 256; 354) 
8,2,1           (G 60) 
8,2,46         (G 272) 
8,3,4           (G 191) 
8,3,24         (G 191) 
8,4,20         (G 179; 191) 
8,5,6b         (G 138) 
8,5,10         (G 190) 
8,5,12b       (G 138) 
8,5,13         (G 137) 
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8,5,22b       (G 185) 
8,6,2           (G 392) 
8,6,10         (G 190; 392) 
8,6,11         (G 392) 
8,6,15)        (G 191) 
8,6,21         (G 191) 
8,7,1           (G 386) 
8,7,4           G 387) 
8,7,20         (G 387) 
8,7,27         (G 387) 
8,7,12         (G 182; 186) 
8,7,23         (G 191) 
8,9,5           (G 191) 
8,9,9           (G 120) 
8,10,13       (G 248) 
8,17,11       (G 384) 
8,17,18       (G 345) 
8,19,62       (G 139) 
8,55,22       (G 340) 
8,100,4       (G 243) 
9,1,8           (G 187) 
9,2,4           (G 255) 
9,2,15         (G 217) 
9,2,16         (G 213) 
9,2,24b       (G 72) 
9,3,13         (G 206) 
9,3,16         (G 224) 
9,3,23b  =   3,12,9b         (G 247) 
9,5,3           (G 193) 
9,5,30         (G 262) 
9,6,15         (G 209) 
9,6,34          (G 272) 
9,86,1          (G 291) 
9,86,2          (G 291) 
10,2,9          (G 248) 
10,2,22 : 23             (G 306) 
10,3,4          (G 238; 249) 
10,3,7          (G 238) 
10,3,14        (G 65) 
10,4,6          (G 196) 
10,5,24        (G 144) 
10,6,5          (G 327) 
10,6,23        (G 137) 
10,6,24-27            (G 137) 
10,7,1         (G 140) 
10,7,5         (G 140) 
10,7,10       (G 230) 
10,8,2b       (G 54) 
10,8,28b     (G 139) 
10,9,16b     (G 60 n. 24) 
10,9,38        (G 263) 
10,110,4c              (G 186) 
11,1,17       (G 272) 
11,1,30d     (G 72) 
11,1,33 I      (G 93) 
11,2,12         (G 194) 
11,2,31        (G 133) 
11,3,32         (G 269) 
11,4,25 I      (G 93) 
11,5,20         (G 248) 
11,5,21         (G 254) 
11,6,17c  =  3,10,9c         (G 193) 
11,7,12b       (G 65) 
11,7,23          (G 242; 265) 
11,7,25          (G 272) 
11,7,26          (G 255) 
11,8,8           (G 217) 
11,8,12         (G 217) 
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11,8,21         (G 272) 
11,8,32         (G 217) 
11,9,22a       (G 59) 
11,9,25  I & II       (G 217) 
11,10,2         (G 68) 
11,10,11       (G 58) 
12,1,10         (G 376) 
12,1,11         (G 206) 
12,1,15b       (G 66) 
12,1,30          (G 72) 
12,1,56          (G 343) 
12,2,1c          (G 62) 
12,2,23c        (G 142) 
12,3,1            (G 287) 
12,3,3a          (G 141) 
12,3,4d          (G 164) 
12,3,12c        (G 164) 
12,3,14          (G 241) 
12,3,25          (G 75; 186; 241) 
13,1,28          (G 266) 
13,1,34          (G 75) 
13,1,46-4       (G 308) 
13,1,56 II       (G 91) 
13,3,5             (G 256) 
13,3,19           (G 75; 210) 
13,3,19b         (G 73) 
14,1,8  =   ṚV 10,85,25          (G 100) 
14,1,22           (G 140) 
14,1,22a         (G 90) 
14,1,34           (G 141) 
14,1,49           (G 246) 
14,2,7             (G 242) 
14,2,21           (G 206) 
14,2,41           (G 194) 
15,1,4             (G 142) 
15,1,5             (G 298) 
15,2,1             (G 83) 
15,3,2f.           (G 305) 
15,3,4              (G 398) 
15,4,1-6          (G 77) 
15,4,8-10        (G 77) 
15,7,3              (G 78) 
15,8,1              (G 370) 
15,10,3            (G 367) 
15,10,4            (G 305; 397) 
15,10,5             (G 305) 
15,11,3-6         (G 77) 
15,12,3            (G 71) 
15,12,5            (G 397) 
15,13,1  I-5  I             (G 169) 
15,14,1            (G 297) 
15,14,1-12       (G 77) 
15,15,6            (G 83) 
16,1,1              (G 152) 
16,1,2              (G 255; 384) 
16,1,3              (G 384) 
16,1,5              (G 123; 126) 
16,1,9              (G 243) 
16,1,11            (G 169) 
16,1,12f.          (G 152) 
16,2,2              (G 152) 
16,2,4              (G 306) 
16,2,5              (G 76) 
16,2,6              (G 298) 
16,3,2              (G 62) 
16,4,3              (G 63) 
16,4,6              (G 338) 
16,6,1              (G 71)  
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16,6,3              (G 166) 
16,6,4              (G 123) 
16,6,5              (G 112) 
16,7,2              (G 241) 
16,7,6              (G 144) 
16,7,9              (G 144) 
16,7,12            (G 151) 
16,8                 (G 170) 
16,9,3              (G 110; 334) 
17,1,7              (G 60) 
17,1,18        (G 62) 
17,1,20        (G 85) 
18,2,59f.      (G 137) 
18,3,20a      (G 72) 
18,3,38        (G 343) 
18,3,50a  =  ṚV 10,18,11a        (G 107) 
18,3,62        (G 125) 
18,4,38        (G 266) 
18,4,57        (G 60; 343) 
18,6,1          (G 71) 
19,1,1a        (G 185) 
19,2,1f.        (G 388) 
19,2,3          (G 262) 
19,8,3          (G 269) 
19,9,2          (G 248; 343) 
19,13,4 =  ṚV 10,103,3        (G 399) 
19,15,2        (G 206) 
19,24,4         (G 255) 
19,31,3         (G 237) 
19,31,5        (G 210) 
19,31,5b      (G 270) 
19,34,6        (G 258) 
19,37,3b      (G 58) 
19,49,9d      (G 141)   
19,50,4        (G 85) 
19,54,5        (G 62; 125) 
19,62,1        (G 54; 76) 
19,63,1        (G 188) 
20,96,6c   =  ṚV  10,161,1         (G 236)     
20,139,5a  =  ṚV  8,9,5a            (G 60) 
 
AVPar   (Atharvaveda Pariśiṣṭa) 
1,1,2           (G 188) 
54,7,10       (G 199) 
63,2,7         (G 199) 
63,2,8         (G 199) 
70b,9,4       (G 199) 
70c,32,25         (G 280) 
 
 
B  = BārU ? 
5,11,1          (G 311) 
 
Ballālasena, see: Adbhutasāgara 
 
 
Bāṇa, Hc  (Harṣacarita) 
27  (/ed. Führer)           (G 174) 
 
BārU(p)  (Bṛhadāraṇyaka-Upāniṣad)   
1,1,1           (G 117) 
1,1,2           (G 34; 155) 
1,2,1           (G 311; 357; 378) 
1,2,5           (G 311) 
1,3,7           (G 100; 311) 
1,3,9           (G 311) 
1,3,28         (G 101; 102) 
1,4,1           (G 378) 
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1,4,4           (G 117) 
1,4,14         (G 118; 243) 
1,5,20         (G 60) 
1,6,2            (G 378) 
2,1,1           (G 331) 
2,1,2           (G 331) 
2,1,2ff.       (G 77) 
2,1,3           (G 247) 
2,1,5           (G 199) 
2,1,6           (G 247) 
2,1,7           (G 156) 
2,1,8           (G 99; 100) 
2,1,16         (G 37) 
2,1,17         (G 37; 253) 
2,1,18         (G 85) 
2,1,19f.       (G 136; 267) 
2,1,20         (G 305) 
2,2,1           (G 156; 267) 
2,2,2           (G 67; 117) 
2,2,3           (G 37) 
2,2,4           (G 78; 156; 281) 
2,3,1           (G 77; 82; 119) 
2,3,2           (G 37; 82; 119; 155) 
2,3,3           (G 119) 
2,3,4f.         (G 82; 119) 
2,3,5f.         (G 309) 
2,3,6           (G 119; 136) 
2,3,7           (G 119) 
2,3,15         (G 119) 
2,4,2           (G 85) 
2,4,4           (G 246; 319) 
2,4,5           (G 77) 
2,4,6           (G 77; 83) 
2,4,11         (G 86 n. 58) 
2,4,12         (G 99) 
2,4,14         (G 362) 
2,5,1           (G 80) 
2,5,15         (G 85; 267) 
3,1,2           (G 181) 
3,1,3           (G 156) 
3,1,7           (G 64) 
3,1,8           (G 37; 39) 
3,2,2-9        (G 83) 
3,2,12          (G 156) 
3,2,13         (G 63; 67; 99; 113) 
3,3,2           (G 118) 
3,4,1           (G 362) 
3,4,2           (G 39; 107) 
3,6,1           (G 77; 84) 
3,7,1           (G 39; 77) 
3,7,3ff.        (G 77; 152) 
3,8,1  =  ŚB  14,6,8,1        (G 278) 
3,8,2            (G 303) 
3,8,3            (G 38; 79; 382) 
3,8,9            (G 83) 
3,8,11          (G 97) 
3,9,2            (G 79) 
3,9,4            (G 378) 
3,9,19          (G 267) 
3,9,20          (G 39; 152) 
3,9,25          (G 311) 
3,9,26          (G 271; 305; 310) 
3,9,27          (G 80) 
4,1,1            (G 119) 
4,1,2            (G 310) 
4,1,2f.          (G 82; 119) 
4,2,1             (G 308) 
4,2,2            (G 100; 107) 
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4,2,3            (G 168; 238) 
4,2,4            (G 119; 155; 310) 
4,3,2ff.        (G 77) 
4,3,3            (G 152) 
4,3,8            (G 204) 
4,3,9            (G 278; 311) 
4,3,15          (G 267) 
4,3,22          (G 155; 254) 
4,3,23           (G 238) 
4,3,37          (G 172) 
4,3,4            (G 114) 
4,3,7            (G 117) 
4,3,9            (G 141) 
4,3,10          (G 138; 311) 
4,3,11          (G 254) 
4,3,16          (G 339) 
4,3,19          (G 75) 
4,3,20          (G 168) 
4,3,21          (G 85) 
4,3,22          (G 254) 
4,3,23          (G 311) 
4,3,31          (G 77) 
4,3,32          (G 155) 
4,3,33          (G 76f.) 
4,4,2            (G 77) 
4,4,3f.          (G 82) 
4,4,5            (G 181; 267) 
4,4,6            (G 119) 
4,4,7            (G 254) 
4,4,11          (G 267) 
4,4,17          (G 244; 248) 
4,4,18          (G 243) 
4,4,19          (G 288) 
4,4,22          (G 70; 141; 143) 
4,4,23          (G 79; 206; 267) 
4,5,1            (G 117) 
4,5,3            (G 309) 
4,5,5            (G 310) 
4,5,6            (G 77; 300) 
4,5,12          (G 77) 
4,5,13          (G 85) 
4,19             (G 363) 
5,1,1  =   ĪśaU         (G 113; 288; 298) 
5,2,3           (G 178) 
5,5,1           (G 307) 
5,5,3           (G 78) 
5,7,1            (G 378) 
5,8,1           (G 272) 
5,10,1         (G 40) 
5,10,11       (G 40) 
5,12,1         (G 81; 378) 
5,13,1         (G 156; 267) 
5,13,2         (G 311) 
5,14,4         (G 156) 
5,14,6         (G 40) 
5,14,8         (G 267) 
5,15,3         (G 334) 
6,1,1           (G 303) 
6,1,3           (G 155) 
6,1,4           (G 136) 
6,1,5           (G 67) 
6,1,6           (G 199) 
6,1,8           (G 69) 
6,1,14         (G 309) 
6,2,9           (G 69) 
6,2,15         (G 307) 
6,3,1           (G 267) 
6,3,2           (G 204; 362) 
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6,3,5           (G 70 n. 43) 
6,3,6           (G 67; 156) 
6,3,7           (G 77) 
6,3,13         (G 67) 
6,3,20         (G 67) 
6,3,45         (G 67) 
6,4,1           (G 307) 
6,4,4           (G 77) 
6,4,20         (G 111) 
6,4,21         (G 71; 143; 269; 289) 
6,4,23         (G 267) 
6,4,25         (G 362) 
6,4,28         (G 60) 
 
BaudhGS  (BaudhāyanaGṛhyasūtra) 







BḍP,  Bḍ(Pur)  (Brahmâṇḍa-Purāṇa ?) 
1,7,142        (G 323) 
1,9,48f.        (G 159) 
1,36,215       (G 205) 
2,63,107       (G 160) 
2,63,216       (G 267) 
2,71,249f.v     (G 394) 
 
 
Bh(ag)G  (Bhagavadgītā) 
1,1                (G 271) 
1,10b : d     (G 167) 
1,12             (G 282) 
1,29             (G 125) 
1,34             (G 189) 
1,39f.           (G 312) 
2,5               (G 282) 
2,16             (G 124) 
2,23             (G 67) 
2,24             (G 67) 
2,38             (G 195) 
2,41             (G 108) 
2,43             (G 312) 
2,45             (G 179; 189) 
2,48             (G 281; 283; 337) 
2,50             (G 188; 272) 
2,52             (G 247) 
2,56             (G 76) 
2,57             (G 53) 
2,62             (G 307; 312) 
2,63             (G 312) 
2,66             (G 125) 
2,70             (G 99; 124) 
2,71             (G 268) 
3,2               (G 193) 
3,3               (G 76) 
3,5               (G 283) 
3,8               (G 282) 
3,14             (G 78; 238) 
3,15             (G 312) 
3,19             (G 283) 
3,24             (G 281; 283) 
3,28             (G 288) 
3,30             (G 268) 
3,37             (G 182; 268; 362) 
3,42             (G 312) 
4,9               (G 207) 
4,15             (G 245) 
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4,17             (G 188) 
4,18             (G 254) 
4,21             (G 188) 
4,22             (G 188) 
4,24             (G 151) 
4,26             (G 34; 166) 
4,27             (G 272) 
4,28             (G 272) 
4,34              (G 384) 
5,5  II           (G 364) 
5,7                (G 383f.) 
5,8f.             (G 382) 
5,11             (G 281; 283) 
5,17             (G 268) 
5,20             (G 122; 188) 
5,25             (G 312) 
5,26             (G 193) 
5,27             (G 245; 249) 
5,28             (G 193) 
6,1               (G 63; 283) 
6,3               (G 234) 
6,3b : d       (G 167) 
6,5               (G 99; 100) 
6,7               (G 345) 
6,10             (G 88; 238) 
6,33f.           (G 300) 
6,37             (G 282) 
6,40             (G 282) 
6,46a : c      (G 167) 
7,1               (G 281) 
7,3               (G 312) 
7,9               (G 78; 242) 
7,10             (G 244) 
7,12             (G 398) 
7,23             (G 248) 
7,24             (G 249) 
8,5               (G 95) 
8,8               (G 248) 
8,9               (G 262) 
8,18             (G 254) 
8,20             (G 233) 
8,23             (G 249) 
8,24             (G 249) 
9,2               (G 268) 
9,5               (G 268) 
9,9               (G 245) 
9,13             (G 63) 
9,18             (G 382) 
9,24             (G 62) 
9,25             (G 125) 
9,26              (G 383f.) 
9,27             (G 125) 
9,29             (G 241) 
9,30             (G 238) 
10,2             (G 356) 
10,4             (G 180; 383) 
10,9             (G 268) 
10,12           (G 53; 268) 
10,15           (G 268) 
10,16           (G 303) 
10,20           (G 399) 
11,10           (G 212; 384) 
11,11           (G 212; 384) 
11,15           (G 53) 
11,16           (G 268) 
11,17           (G 212) 
11,19           (G 207; 212; 268) 
11,21           (G 216; 241) 
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11,23           (G 268) 
11,24           (G 356) 
11,25           (G 110) 
11,39            (G 384) 
11,43           (G 244) 
11,48           (G 62) 
11,53f.         (G 99) 
11,55            (G 268) 
12,8              (G 95) 
12,13            (G 268) 
12,15            (G 167; 208) 
12,18            (G 345) 
13,1              (G 312) 
13,2              (G 249) 
13,6              (G 383) 
13,7              (G 383) 
13,11            (G 107) 
13,16            (G 207) 
13,17            (G 265) 
13,19a : c     (G 167) 
13,20            (G 248) 
13,27            (G 254; 365) 
13,31d         (G 161) 
13,33            (G 249) 
13,42            (G 383) 
14,1              (G 266) 
14,6              (G 272) 
14,9              (G 188) 
14,10            (G 398) 
14,11            (G 124) 
14,17            (G 398) 
14,18            (G 78) 
14,23            (G 245) 
15,6              (G 398) 
15,20            (G 239) 
16,1              (G 383) 
16,12            (G 216; 382f.) 
16,18            (G 382f.) 
16,19f.          (G 312) 
16,21            (G 383) 
17,17            (G 282) 
17,20            (G 283) 
17,26            (G 272) 
17,28            (G 283) 
18,2              (G 233) 
18,17            (G 64; 143) 
18,18b : d    (G 167) 
18,20            (G 254) 
18,28            (G 384) 
18,30            (G 271; 383) 
18,34            (G 241) 
18,42            (G 383) 
18,53            (G 383) 
18,58            (G 312) 
18,63            (G 262) 
18,73            (G 124) 
18,75            (G 249) 
21,23            (G 212) 
 
Bhāg(avata) Pur(āṇa) 
1,5,53           (G 230) 
1,5,59           (G 230) 
1,15,40         (G 268) 
1,22,12         (G 230) 
2,9,8             (G 266) 
3,14,24         (G 198) 
3,17,11         (G 223) 
3,22,31         (G 230) 
3,32,6           (G 268) 
4,30,23         (G 284) 
5,17,3           (G 198) 
7,7,8             (G 331) 
7,13,16         (G 97) 
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9,14,31         (G 237) 
10,43,6         (G 153) 
11,5,3           (G 106) 
 
Bharata, Bhāratīya Nāṭyaśāstra 
16,55 = 17,57           (G 66 n. 37) 
16,59            (G 226) 
17 (16), 65f.              (G 217) 
17,61            (G 226) 
17,72            (G 227) 
17,73f.          (G 227) 
 
Bhāravī, Kirātārjunīya 
1,5                (G 127) 
1,11              (G 102) 




4,18               (G 208) 
 
Bhāsa, Svapnav.,  Vās(avadatta) 
(Svapnavāsavadatta) 
4,6                  (G 332) 








1,15             (G 35) 
5,5               (G 216) 
 
Bhāsa, Yaug. (Pratijñā-yaugandharāyaṇa) 
1,14                (G 59) 
 
 
BhavP  (Bhaviṣya-Purāṇa) 
1,25                 (G 266) 
15,111             (G 205) 
 
Bhav., Utt.; Bhavabh., Uttarar.  (Bhavabhūti, 
Uttararāmacarita) 
1,20             (G 215) 
1,25             (G 217) 
1,26             (G 159) 
1,50             (G 217) 
2,8               (G 216) 
2,12             (G 216) 
3,26             (G 158) 
3,27             (G 158) 
4,10             (G 266) 
4,29             (G 231) 
5,16             (G 198) 
6,23             (G 59) 
 
BK(ŚS)  (Budhasvāmin, 
BṛhatKathāŚlokaSaṃgraha) 
5,79              (G 108) 
15,66            (G 97) 
18,45            (G 99)  
20,335          (G 328) 
26,30            (G 36) 
 
BrP(ur)  (Brahma-Purāṇa) 
3,113             (G 192) 
4,76               (G 197) 
5,2                 (G 159) 
5,32                (G 268) 
5,40               (G 281) 
6,3                  (G 269) 
6,45f.              (G 323) 
6,47                (G 253) 
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7,83                (G 193; 249) 
143,2              (G 248) 
150,7              (G 249) 
150,8              (G 268) 
152,34f.          (G 323) 
155,6              (G 271) 
 
Brahmasūtra, see:  Śaṅkara 
 
 
ChU(p)  (Chāndogya-Upāniṣad) 
1,1,2              (G 307) 
1,1,3              (G 265) 
1,1,4              (G 76) 
1,1,7              (G 311) 
1,1,9              (G 78) 
1,1,10            (G 356) 
1,2,2              (G 271) 
1,2,2-7           (G 77) 
1,2,5              (G 279) 
1,2,8              (G 85) 
1,2,9              (G 115; 271) 
1,3,6              (G 152) 
1,3,7              (G 277) 
1,3,8              (G 178) 
1,4,4              (G 271) 
1,4,5              (G 271; 318) 
1,5,1              (G 172) 
1,5,2              (G 119) 
1,6,3              (G 311) 
1,6,6              (G 267) 
1,6,7              (G 311) 
1,6,8              (G 119) 
1,7,1              (G 119) 
1,7,5              (G 118) 
1,8,1              (G 311) 
1,8,3              (G 116; 309) 
1,8,4              (G 307) 
1,8,7              (G 309) 
1,9,1              (G 152) 
1,12,5            (G 141) 
1,13,1            (G 362) 
2,1,1              (G 67; 188) 
2,1,4              (G 204) 
2,2,1              (G 38; 112) 
2,2,2              (G 112) 
2,5,2              (G 311) 
2,7,2              (G 119) 
2,7,8              (G 119) 
2,8,2              (G 76) 
2,9,1              (G 188) 
2,9,3              (G 271f.) 
2,12,1            (G 38) 
2,12,2            (G 67; 155) 
2,15,2            (G 271) 
2,19,2            (G 336) 
2,22,1            (G 38) 
2,22,3            (G 78) 
2,22,5            (G 207) 
2,24,1            (G 238) 
2,24,3ff.        (G 83) 
2,24,5            (G 271) 
2,24,9            (G 271) 
3,1,2ff.          (G 83) 
3,1,3              (G 318) 
3,2,24            (G 117) 
3,5,4              (G 265) 
3,6,6              (G 83) 
3,9,4              (G 84) 
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3,11,4            (G 307) 
3,11,5            (G 356) 
3,12,1            (G 310) 
3,12,7ff.         (G 307) 
3,13,6            (G 119) 
3,13,7            (G 118; 362) 
3,14,2            (G 119; 267) 
3,15,2            (G 114; 280; 300) 
3,15,5ff.        (G 78) 
3,17,6            (G 62; 270) 
3,18,1            (G 119) 
3,18,2            (G 119) 
3,18,3-6         (G 116; 311) 
3,19,3            (G 310; 318) 
4,1,1              (G 267; 310) 
4,1,4              (G 85) 
4,1,8              (G 116) 
4,2,1ff.          (G 306) 
4,3,2              (G 119) 
4,3,3              (G 151) 
4,3,7              (G 73) 
4,4,1              (G 39; 246) 
4,4,2              (G 39; 312) 
4,5,1              (G 116) 
4,5,2              (G 78; 309) 
4,5,3              (G 310) 
4,6,2              (G 116) 
4,6,3              (G 309) 
4,7,2              (G 116) 
4,9,3              (G 244) 
4,11,2            (G 357) 
4,14,1            (G 311) 
4,14,2            (G 309) 
4,15,2            (G 311) 
4,15,5            (G 279; 307) 
4,15,6            (G 271) 
4,16,1            (G 313) 
4,16,2            (G 115; 117) 
4,16,3            (G 253; 302) 
4,16,5            (G 302) 
4,17,1            (G 318) 
4,17,2            (G 113) 
4,17,8            (G 72) 
4,17,10          (G 99) 
5,1,1              (G 206; 310) 
5,1,6              (G 334) 
5,1,8ff.           (G 83) 
5,1,8              (G 241) 
5,1,14            (G 309) 
5,2,1              (G 62; 116; 136; 182) 
5,2,2              (G 107) 
5,2,4              (G 279) 
5,3,1              (G 309) 
5,3,6              (G 181) 
5,10,1            (G 307) 
5,10,6            (G 334) 
5,10,7            (G 309) 
5,10,10          (G 336) 
5,11,1            (G 269) 
5,11,2            (G 305) 
5,11,5            (G 138; 303) 
5,12,1            (G 271) 
5,16,1            (G 207) 
5,18,1            (G 204; 305) 
5,19,1f.          (G 320) 
5,19,2            (G 180) 
5,24,1f.          (G 83) 
6,1,1              (G 280) 
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6,1,3              (G 254) 
6,2,1              (G 98) 
6,3,1              (G 271) 
6,3,3              (G 327) 
6,4,1              (G 242) 
6,4,2              (G 242) 
6,4,3              (G 242) 
6,5,1              (G 388) 
6,5,1ff.          (G 67) 
6,8,2              (G 303) 
6,8,3              (G 271) 
6,9,1              (G 249) 
6,10,1            (G 67; 288; 334) 
6,14,2            (G 288) 
6,15,1            (G 334) 
6,16,1            (G 204) 
7,1,2              (G 265) 
7,2,1              (G 343) 
7,4,2              (G 307) 
7,5,2              (G 67) 
7,5,3              (G 39) 
7,6,1              (G 151) 
7,7,1              (G 119) 
7,9,1              (G 269; 362) 
7,11,1            (G 266) 
7,12,1            (G 152) 
7,13,1            (G 151) 
7,15,1            (G 115) 
7,15,4            (G 39) 
7,16,1            (G 309) 
7,26,1            (G 151) 
7,26,2            (G 67; 307) 
7,26,2b          (G 60) 
8,1,3              (G 84; 116) 
8,1,5              (G 117; 334) 
8,1,6              (G 85) 
8,3,2              (G 85) 
8,4,1              (G 151) 
8,6,2              (G 357) 
8,6,5              (G 115) 
8,7,1              (G 356) 
8,7,3              (G 356) 
8,9,1              (G 290) 
8,10,1            (G 254) 
8,12,1            (G 340) 
8,12,2            (G 356) 
8,13,1             (G 112) 
8,14,1             (G 263; 265) 
 
Daṇḍin, Dśk  (Daśakumāracarita) 
77                    (G 159) 
107                  (G 395) 
169                  (G 283) 
194                  (G 198) 
197                  (G 198) 
199,3               (G 231) 
201                  (G 269) 
213                  (G 198) 
216                   (G 230; 395) 
219                   (G 269) 
223                   (G 269) 
231                   (G 268) 
 
 
Daṇḍin,  Kāvyā(darśa) 
2,111             (G 171) 
3,1                 (G 227) 
3,1-77            (G 333 n. 45) 
3,8                 (G 333) 
3,16               (G 333) 
3,20               (G 160) 
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3,24               (G 153) 
3,26ff.            (G 160) 
 
Daśak., Dśkc., see: Daṇḍin 
 
Dhammapada 
5,1 (60)         (G 36) 
8,1 (100)       (G 36) 
8,2                 (G 36) 
15,1               (G 36) 




I 226              (G 329; 334) 
 
GarP  (Garuḍa-Purāṇa) 
1,66                (G 205) 
 
 
GārU  (Gāruḍa-Upaniṣad) 
2                     (G 255) 
 
GB  (Gopatha-Brāhmaṇa) 
1,5,25             (G 60) 
2,1,17             (G 114) 
2,3,5               (G 152) 
 
Gītagovinda 
9,2                   (G 179) 
 
GobhGS  (Gobhila-Gṛhyasūtra) 
1,1,14             (G 62) 
1,1,15             (G 269) 
1,1,22             (G 281) 
1,1,24             (G 356; 358) 
1,1,25             (G 358) 
1,2,1               (G 64) 
1,2,5               (G 77; 178; 180)  
1,2,11ff.         (G 151) 
1,2,32             (G 230; 356) 
1,3,4               (G 357) 
1,3,6               (G 357) 
1,3,8               (G 64) 
1,4,1               (G 117) 
1,4,4               (G 68) 
1,4,8               (G 68) 
1,4,10             (G 356) 
1,4,13f.           (G 155) 
1,4,15f.           (G 356) 
1,4,19             (G 110) 
1,4,20             (G 63; 357) 
1,4,29             (G 112) 
1,5,5               (G 169) 
1,5,6               (G 68) 
1,5,7               (G 68) 
1,5,14             (G 357) 
1,5,18             (G 382) 
1,6,6               (G 357) 
1,6,18             (G 280) 
1,7,1               (G 356) 
1,7,3               (G 108) 
1,7,5               (G 356) 
1,7,16             (G 356) 
1,7,20             (G 380) 
1,7,22             (G 357) 
1,8,1               (G 77) 
1,8,4               (G 77) 
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1,8,18             (G 178) 
1,9,14             (G 68; 82) 
1,9,16             (G 62) 
2,1,4               (G 382) 
2,1,10             (G 178) 
2,3,8               (G 317; 356) 
2,3,9               (G 356) 
2,4,2               (G 356) 
2,6,2               (G 315) 
2,6,7               (G 83) 
2,6,10             (G 315) 
2,7,2                (G 398) 
2,7,3               (G 315) 
2,7,12              (G 384) 
2,8,8                (G 398)  
2,8,9               (G 315) 
2,8,24             (G 267) 
2,9,13             (G 356) 
2,9,22-24        (G 117) 
2,10,1ff.          (G 397) 
2,10,4              (G 397) 
2,10,12            (G 397) 
3,1,5ff.            (G 397) 
3,1,18f.            (G 77) 
3,1,21ff.           (G 78) 
3,2,11f.            (G 116) 
3,2,13f.           (G 267) 
3,2,41             (G 363) 
3,2,51             (G 117) 
3,2,52             (G 356) 
3,3,8               (G 267) 
3,3,26             (G 115) 
3,4,9f              (G 115) 
3,5,22             (G 271) 
3,5,23             (G 115) 
3,5,24f.           (G 169) 
3,5,27f.           (G 289) 
3,6,4               (G 242) 
3,7,12             (G 77) 
3,8,5               (G 362) 
3,8,6               (G 357) 
3,8,10             (G 248; 280) 
3,9,4f.             (G 117) 
3,9,15             (G 279) 
3,10,26f.         (G 78) 
4,1,2               (G 77) 
4,1,3               (G 276) 
4,1,6               (G 271) 
4,1,13             (G 279) 
4,2,33             (G 267) 
4,3,21             (G 111) 
4,3,10             (G 397) 
4,4,30             (G 382) 
4,4,33             (G 241) 
4,5,8               (G 180) 
4,7,27f.           (G 117) 
4,7,41             (G 113) 
4,8,3f.             (G 116) 
4,8,20             (G 77) 
4,10,11           (G 77) 
4,5,15ff.          (G 78) 
4,9,13-15        (G 113) 
 
Harivaṃśa 
49,60              (G 102) 
2764               (G 97) 





3,55                (G 223) 
55                   (G 216) 
 
HG, HGS  (Hiraṇyakeśi-Gṛhyasūtra) 
1,15,1b           (G 290) 
1,15,3             (G 65) 
2,10,5d           (G 60) 
 
HirŚS  (Hiraṇyakeśi-Śrautasūtra) 
8,19                 (G 61)    
 
Hitop(adeśa  S. L.) 
Introd. 47         (G 108) 
1,11                  (G 181) 
21                     (G 93) 
 
ĪśaU(paniṣad) 
1,1  =  BārU  5,1,1            (G 246) 
 
ĪśvG; Īśvarag  (Iśvaragītā) 
2,37                 (G 247) 
4,24                  (G 97) 
5,39                  (G 126) 
6,51                  (G 101) 
8,9                    (G 126) 
9,4                    (G 97) 
9,10                  (G 126) 
11,75                 (G 268) 
11,77                 (G 126) 
 
Jāt(ak)  (Jātakamālā ?) 
18,9                   (G 283) 
41,16                 (G 205) 
97,13                 (G 208) 
106,19               (G 208)  
 
Jayadeva, see: Gītagovinda 
 
 
Jayar. Har.  (Jayaratha, Haracaritacintāmaṇi) 
27,86             (G 59) 
 
JB, JBr  (JaiminīyaBrāhmaṇa) 
1,5                (G 82; 311; 397) 
1,6                (G 52; 397) 
1,7                (G 113; 115) 
1,11              (G 83; 85; 152; 156; 224; 248; 280) 
1,12              (G 279)  
1,22              (G 113; 318) 
1,2363            (G 116) 
1,25              (G 116) 
1,27              (G 112) 
1,68  (Cal.)          (G 356) 
1,73              (G 63) 
1,85              (G 301) 
1,87              (G 117; 315) 
1,89              (G 318) 
1,97              (G 42; 357) 
1,98              (G 357) 
1,105            (G 253; 356f.) 
1,107             (G 330) 
1,117            (G 356f.) 
1,118            (G 397) 
1,120            (G 143; 276; 357) 
1,121            (G 118; 315) 
1,123            (G 82) 
1,124            (G 58; 67) 
																																																													
63 Could not be found; may be an error. 
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1,127            (G 315) 
1,128            (G 115; 334) 
1,129            (G 42; 128) 
1,130            (G 77; 309) 
1,133            (G 174; 311) 
1,134            (G 311) 
1,135            (G 244; 315) 
1,137            (G 244) 
1,13864          (G 152; 319; 334) 
1,142             (G 381) 
1,148f.          (G 104) 
1,153            (G 42; 112; 301) 
1,154            (G 68) 
1,156            (G 152; 156) 
1,157            (G 156) 
1,160            (G 42; 271; 304; 318; 356) 
1,161            (G 397) 
1,163            (G 33; 38; 271) 
1,165            (G 317) 
1,167            (G 36; 115) 
1,171            (G 271) 
1,179            (G 42; 68; 151) 
1,181            (G 357; 381 [Caland 64]) 
1,182            (G 52; 6765; 196; 319) 
1,186            (G 169) 
1,187            (G 68; 280; 318) 
1,196            (G 169) 
1,201             (G 156) 
1,202             (G 317) 
1,214             (G 168) 
1,219             (G 81) 
1,223             (G 315; 378) 
																																																													
64 Caland 1919: 40 1,3. 
65 Caland 1919: 73 no. 68. 
1,224             (G 112; 169; 318) 
1,233             (G 241; 381) 
1,237             (G 313) 
1,238             (G 278) 
1,242             (G 382) 
1,24766           (G 77; 101 n. 42) 
1,24867           (G 105; 143; 267; 315) 
1,256             (G 118) 
1,258             (G 397) 
1,286             (G 36; 278) 
1,287             (G 33; 37; 206) 
1,288            (G 37; 155) 
1,291            (G 37; 206) 
1,294            (G 39; 118) 
1,296            (G 82; 277; 366) 
1,297            (G 33; 82) 
1,286            (G 36) 
1,287            (G 37; 206) 
1,288            (G 37) 
1,291            (G 37; 206; 366) 
1,295            (G 63) 
1,362            (G 110) 
2,26              (G 371 n. 14) 
2,34              (G 156) 
2,67               (G 278) 
2,83              (G 85; 279) 
2,90              (G 318) 
2,95              (G 39) 
2,98              (G 39; 82; 115; 278) 
2,100            (G 319) 
2,101            (G 155) 
2,103            (G 224) 
																																																													
66 Caland 1919: 96 no. 90. 
67 Caland 1919: 96 no. 90. 
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2,113            (G 155; 159; 185; 241) 
2,117            (G 118) 
2,122            (G 118) 
2,123            (G 366) 
2,128            (G 319) 
2,129            (G 112; 113) 
2,130            (G 243) 
2,134            (G 224; 244) 
2,135            (G 82; 152; 279) 
2,136            (G 320) 
2,141            (G 155; 244) 
2,152            (G 100; 107; 244) 
2,159            (G 289) 
2,160            (G 33) 
2,161            (G 39) 
2,183            (G 281) 
2,222            (G 217; 287) 
2,249f.          (G 82; 112) 
2,266            (G 280) 
2,276            (G 280)  
2,285            (G 39; 193) 
2,292            (G 180) 
2,298            (G 199; 279) 
2,299            (G 33; 204) 
2,305            (G 287) 
2,307            (G 288) 
2,369            (G 155) 
2,387            (G 276) 
2,409            (G 320) 
2,419            (G 156) 
2,422            (G 85) 
3,18              (G 97; 108) 
3,77              (G 320) 
3,104            (G 318) 
3,109            (G 311) 
3,152            (G 320) 
3,153            (G 321) 
3,168            (G 33) 
3,171            (G 116) 
3,183            (G 278) 
3,187            (G 112; 185) 
3,190            (G 278) 
3,193             (G 320) 
3,203             (G 278) 
3,261             (G 103) 
3,370             (G 263) 
8,9,13  (?)     (G 310) 
 
 
JUB  (Jaiminīya-Upaniṣad-Brāhmaṇa) 
1,36,4             (G 193) 
1,56,1             (G 287) 
1,60,1             (G 329) 
2,3,4               (G 288) 
3,2,1               (G 329) 
 
Kalhaṇa, Rājataraṅgiṇī 
4,260            (G 36) 
7,456            (G 126) 
 
Kālidāsa, Kum(ārasambhava) 
2,34              (G 104; 108) 
6,21             (G 390) 
 
Kālidāsa, Mālavikâgnimitra 
1,10              (G 216) 
1,11              (G 94) 
4,7                (G 158) 
 
Kālidāsa, Megh(adūta) 
5                  (G 344) 
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9                  (G 332) 
78                (G 328) 
 
Kālidāsa, Raghuvaṃśa 
1,1                (G 198) 
1,11              (G 196) 
1,5-8             (G 218) 
1,14              (G 217) 
1,16              (G 59) 
1,18              (G 195) 
1,20              (G 215) 
1,22              (G 126) 
1,26              (G 124) 
1,27              (G 200) 
1,30              (G 279) 
1,38              (G 217) 
1,40              (G 217) 
1,43              (G 217) 
1,47              (G 217) 
1,51              (G 192) 
1,55              (G 235) 
1,58              (G 235) 
1,68              (G 59) 
1,93              (G 235) 
2,6                (G 126) 
2,18              (G 216) 
2,30              (G 179) 
3,23              (G 123) 
3,34              (G 216) 
3,70              (G 218) 
3,77              (G 126) 
4,6                (G 332) 
4,9                (G 332) 
4,10              (G 332) 
4,13              (G 332) 
5,37              (G 159) 
6,22  (Mallinātha)          (G 96)        
6,38  (Mallinātha)          (G 98) 
6,82              (G 287; 290) 
7,25              (G 231) 
8,6                (G 188) 
8,25              (G 253; 282) 
8,26              (G 269) 
8,29              (G 231; 270) 
8,35              (G 269) 
8,41              (G 194) 
8,47              (G 126) 
8,53f.            (G 197) 
8,68              (G 199) 
8,79              (G 283) 
8,83              (G 160) 
8,90              (G 250) 
9,1                (G 226) 
9,7f.              (G 161) 
9,12              (G 186) 
9,17              (G 248) 
9,20              (G 226) 
9,34              (G 226) 
9,41              (G 332) 
9,43              (G 216) 
9,61              (G 200) 
9,80              (G 283) 
9,81              (G 235) 
10,7              (G 283) 
10,15            (G 279; 283) 
10,18            (G 253) 
10,20ff.        (G 161) 
10,21            (G 161) 
10,25            (G 283) 
10,30            (G 126) 
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10,31            (G 238) 
10,38f.          (G 174) 
10,56            (G 247) 
10,64            (G 244) 
10,67            (G 235) 
10,71            (G 195; 282) 
10,72            (G 179; 231) 
10,76            (G 199) 
10,86            (G 260) 
11,2              (G 235) 
11,10            (G 283) 
11,16            (G 218) 
11,81            (G 269) 
11,85            (G 179; 192) 
11,89            (G 235) 
11,91            (G 281) 
12,20            (G 185; 199) 
12,73            (G 198) 
13,9              (G 198) 
13,41            (G 254) 
13,51            (G 198) 
13,52            (G 198) 
13,62            (G 195) 
14,12            (G 198) 
14,23            (G 282) 
14,36            (G 282) 
14,59            (G 284) 
14,66            (G 108) 
14,71            (G 195) 
15,13            (G 282) 
15,16            (G 198) 
15,51            (G 282) 
15,103          (G 59) 
17,77            (G 265) 
18                 (G 226) 
 
Kālidāsa,  Ṛtus(aṃhāra) 
2,19              (G 214; 217) 
 
Kālidāsa,  Śakuntala 
1,22              (G 158) 
1,30              (G 35) 
2,13              (G 198) 
4,13              (G 120) 
5,11              (G 120) 
6,8                (G 218) 
7,31              (G 96) 
 
Kālidāsa, Urvaśī,  Vikramôrvaśī  
(Vikramorvaśīya) 
2,3                (G 262) 
3,20              (G 35) 
4,7                (G 211) 
 
 
Kāl. Pur.  (Kālikā Purāṇa) 




6,5 : 53  : 21          (G 335) 
 
Kathās., see: KSS 
 
KŚS, KāṭyŚS  (KātyāyanaŚrautasūtra) 
2,8,10         (G 276) 
6,5,27         (G 199) 
7,4,20         (G 276) 
25,1,11         (G 60) 
 
KS  (Kāṭhaka-Saṃhitā) 
2,1a               (G 388) 
31,14             (G 256) 
35,11             (G 287) 
37,9               (G 220) 
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37,9a             (G 243) 
37,10             (G 256) 
40,11a           (G 140) 
 
KSS, Kathās  (Kathāsaritsāgara), ch., vs 
ch. 2              (G 395) 
4,4                 (G 395) 
5,76               (G 93) 
6,16               (G 322) 
7,51               (G 395) 
7,108             (G 395) 
10,53             (G 267) 
10,69             (G 207) 
10,127           (G 196) 
10,186           (G 268) 
12,74             (G 210) 
12,75             (G 281) 
12,151           (G 207) 
12,182           (G 331) 
12,183           (G 331) 
13,7               (G 96 n. 36) 
22,51             (G 93) 
25,46              (G 322) 
25,52              (G 322) 
25,53              (G 322) 
37,67              (G 323) 
60,172            (G 262) 
76,26               (G 323) 
77,29               (G 323) 
78,48f.             (G 395) 
79,8                 (G 395) 
 
KaṭhU, Kaṭhop.  (Kaṭha-Upaniṣad) 
1,2,14            (G 340) 
1,3                 (G 281) 
1,12               (G 339) 
1,21              (G 105) 
1,24              (G 261) 
2,6                (G 124) 
3,14              (G 64) 
5,12              (G 96) 
5,13              (G 264) 
6,12              (G 93) 
6,13              (G 193) 
 
Kauś(S)   (Kauśikasūtra) 
14,24             (G 90) 
24,11             (G 90) 
26,1 n.           (G 387) 
26,22ff.          (G 372) 
26,42             (G 373) 
27,14ff.         (G 342 n. 19) 
29,1-14          (G 391) 
38,17             (G 252) 
39,7               (G 263 n. 112) 
39,13             (G 263 n. 112) 
40,1ff.           (G 371) 
40,13c           (G 336) 
43,16ff.         (G 354) 
43,20             (G 354) 
49,26             (G 91) 
50,12             (G 103) 
54                  (G 318) 
54,13             (G 344 n. 27) 
59,6               (G 103) 
59,19             (G 374) 
70,1               (G 384) 
70,1c             (G 336) 
73,14             (G 267) 
76,24             (G 179) 
76,27             (G 384) 
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82,13             (G 238; 242) 
102,2             (G 398) 
115,2             (G 62) 
135,9             (G 237) 
135,9d           (G 68; 72) 
 
KauṣB(U) 
1,4                 (G 276; 339; 340) 
1,7                 (G 276) 
2,8                 (G 276) 
3,7                 (G 279) 
11,4               (G 333) 
13,1               (G 327) 
13,9               (G 333) 
14,1               (G 335 n. 54) 
 
 
KauṣU.  (Kauṣītakī-Upaniṣad) 
1,3                   (G 309) 
1,4                   (G 272; 318) 
2,15                 (G 207) 
 
KeU, KenaUp.  (Kenôpaniṣad) 
1,3                   (G 138) 






KS  (Kāṭaka-Saṃhitā) 
13,15a             (G 79) 
35,11               (G 73) 
39,6                 (G 196) 
 
 
KūPur  (KūrmaPurāṇa) 
6,23                  (G 254) 
 
Lalitavistara  (Lefmann) 
122                    (G 92) 
 
LiP  (Liṅga-Purāṇa) 
2,1,1                   (G 266) 
6,67,2                 (G 266) 
70,69                  (G 179) 
70,250                (G 208) 
70,306                (G 272) 
 
LŚ, LāṭŚS  (Lāṭyāyana-Śrautasūtra) 
2,1,6           (G 142) 
2,1,6a         (G 60) 
 
MahānU  (Mahānārāyaṇa-Upaniṣad) 




1,150,14        (G 71) 
 
Māgha, Śiśupālavadha) 
2,24                (G 96) 
18,54              (G 179) 
 
Mahāv(astu)  
1,21                 (G 262) 
 
M(ān)GS   (MānavaGṛhya-Sūtra) 
1,2,13            (G 86) 
1,13,13          (G 260) 
1,17,5            (G 70) 
2,13,6  III      (G 189) 
 
Mammaṭa,  Kāvyaprakāśa 
8,1 (66)          (G 98) 
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9,117ff.          (G 333 n. 45) 
 
 
MānGS  (MānavaGṛhyaSūtra) 
1,10,4            (G 271) 
1,18,1            (G 271) 




1,94               (G 205)  
2,2                 (G 159) 
2,3                 (G 311) 
2,10               (G 124) 
2,13               (G 167) 
2,16               (G 97) 
2,22               (G 66) 
2,24               (G 357) 
2,38               (G 54) 
2,42               (G 67) 
2,44               (G 67) 
2,50               (G 281) 
2,52               (G 398) 
2,53               (G 278) 
2,59               (G 125) 
2,62               (G 125) 
2,63               (G 125) 
2,72               (G 290; 398) 
2,75               (G 241) 
2,76               (G 356) 
2,87               (G 95) 
2,90               (G 199) 
2,91               (G 167) 
2,94               (G 251) 
2,99               (G 311) 
2,101             (G 312; 398)    
2,102             (G 312)    
2,105             (G 289) 
2,112             (G 357) 
2,118             (G 268) 
2,119             (G 312) 
2,126             (G 251) 
2,133             (G 398) 
2,135             (G 121) 
2,140             (G 268) 
2,149             (G 59) 
2,154             (G 151) 
2,155             (G 398) 
2,158             (G 288) 
2,162             (G 357) 
2,163             (G 151) 
2,166             (G 281) 
2,169              (G 398) 
2,170             (G 283; 398) 
2,174             (G 398) 
2,178             (G 193; 383) 
2,179             (G 383) 
2,186             (G 336) 
2,187             (G 54) 
2,191             (G 338) 
2,201             (G 399) 
2,203             (G 341) 
2,212             (G 336) 
2,213             (G 185) 
2,214             (G 346) 
2,216             (G 246) 
2,218             (G 86; 233; 366) 
2,219  I          (G 71) 
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2,221             (G 159) 
2,234             (G 121) 
2,238             (G 125; 217) 
2,239             (G 67) 
3,7                 (G 383) 
3,8                 (G 383) 
3,9                 (G 218) 
3,14               (G 215) 
3,33               (G 206) 
3,37f.             (G 125) 
3,42               (G 159) 
3,43               (G 121) 
3,45               (G 125) 
3,49               (G 122; 288) 
3,54               (G 356) 
3,56               (G 167) 
3,61               (G 188) 
3,62               (G 167; 233) 
3,64               (G 71) 
3,65               (G 248) 
3,65f.             (G 301) 
3,70               (G 125) 
3,75               (G 339) 
3,76               (G 398) 
3,77               (G 167) 
3,81               (G 398) 
3,90               (G 167) 
3,94               (G 233) 
3,95               (G 167) 
3,107             (G 289) 
3,108             (G 217) 
3,109             (G 300) 
3,111             (G 217) 
3,131             (G 265) 
3,133             (G 167) 
3,136             (G 174) 
3,138             (G 339) 
3,142             (G 167) 
3,149             (G 121) 
3,171             (G 247) 
3,172             (G 233; 247) 
3,147             (G 398) 
3,192             (G 230) 
3,205             (G 167) 
3,210             (G 287) 
3,225             (G 383) 
3,227             (G 215; 383) 
3,237             (G 136) 
3,238             (G 125) 
3,243             (G 160) 
3,263             (G 282) 
3,273             (G 206) 
3,277             (G 159) 
3,278             (G 167) 
3,284             (G 125) 
3,285             (G 125) 
3,286             (G 167) 
4,120             (G 138) 
5,42               (G 282) 
6,90               (G 366) 
7,81               (G 328) 
7,129             (G 86; 366) 
8,44               (G 86; 251; 366) 
8,67               (G 272) 
8,91               (G 181) 
9,14               (G 337) 
9,56               (G 339) 
9,82               (G 99) 
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9,86               (G 99) 
9,109             (G 159) 
9,116             (G 174) 
9,157             (G 97; 100) 
9,162             (G 97) 
9,181             (G 97) 
9,307             (G 371) 
9,329             (G 71 n. 44) 
 
Mbh  (Mahābhārata) 
1,3,31           (G 379) 
1,3,43            (G 322) 
1,3,97           (G 96 n. 36; 107) 
1,3,100         (G 96) 
1,3,693         (G 113) 
1,3,705         (G 114) 
1,13,29         (G 396) 
1,14,3f.         (G 396) 
1,14,6           (G 396) 
1,18,8           (G 268) 
1,18,16         (G 268) 
1,19,18         (G 206) 
1,23,6           (G 269) 
1,24,17         (G 268) 
1,25,1           (G 230; 268) 
1,27,14         (G 241) 
1,29,8           (G 159) 
1,30,1f.         (G 322) 
1,32,5           (G 322) 
1,38,7           (G 266) 
1,38,15         (G 288) 
1,38,19         (G 245) 
1,41,22         (G 239) 
1,43,15         (G 249) 
1,44,6           (G 248) 
1,45,5           (G 248) 
1,45,19         (G 249) 
1,47,36         (G 248) 
1,49,8           (G 248) 
1,49,24         (G 322) 
1,50,1           (G 249) 
1,58,21         (G 345) 
1,58,23         (G 341 n. 17) 
1,66,13f.       (G 320) 
1,75,35          (G 394) 
1,94,24          (G 394) 
1,95,14          (G 395) 
1,102,31        (G 198) 
1,102,64f.     (G 394) 
1,104,53        (G 394) 
1,123,75       (G 282) 
1,155,33       (G 269) 
1,158,30       (G 289) 
1,159,9         (G 262) 
1,175,21       (G 96) 
1,178,12       (G 210) 
1,179,13        (G 282) 
1,180,4          (G 35) 
1,188,16        (G 186) 
1,232,11        (G 96; 102) 
2,24,30          (G 248) 
2,81,8            (G 181) 
3,2,23            (G 205) 
3,3,63            (G 198) 
3,3,65            (G 205) 
3,14,10          (G 34) 
3,42,20         (G 281) 
3,50,7           (G 268) 
3,52,5           (G 248) 
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3,53,4           (G 331) 
3,53,9           (G 394) 
3,54,4           (G 65) 
3,54,7           (G 94) 
3,55,9           (G 211) 
3,55,11         (G 393) 
3,56,13         (G 157) 
3,56,17ff.           (G 157) 
3,56,23         (G 322) 
3,57,9           (G 99) 
3,57,10         (G 205) 
3,57,46         (G 394) 
3,58,46         (G 75) 
3,59,3           (G 71) 
3,60,23         (G 71; 394) 
3,61,5f.         (G 297) 
3,61,10         (G 153) 
3,61,27         (G 268) 
3,62,2           (G 35) 
3,62,3           (G 70; 222) 
3,62,9           (G 331) 
3,62,15         (G 304) 
3,62,17         (G 283) 
3,62,21         (G 254) 
3,62,22         (G 124) 
3,62,25         (G 304) 
3,62,30         (G 71) 
3,63,3           (G 211) 
3,63,22         (G 287) 
3,63,24         (G 304) 
3,63,79         (G 270) 
3,63,118       (G 70) 
3,63,120       (G 70) 
3,64,30         (G 205; 211) 
3,64,37         (G 283) 
3,64,40         (G 223) 
3,64,46f.       (G 319) 
3,64,63         (G 271; 304) 
3,64,73         (G 107) 
3,64,95         (G 53) 
3,64,103       (G 175) 
3,64,109       (G 175) 
3,64,120       (G 59) 
3,65,1           (G 175) 
3,65,65         (G 225) 
3,65,71         (G 93) 
3,66,8a          (G 175) 
3,66,19          (G 282) 
3,67,17f.       (G 211) 
3,67,23          (G 248) 
3,68,3            (G 176) 
3,68,10f.        (G 298) 
3,68,19          (G 262) 
3,68,20          (G 104) 
3,69,15          (G 75) 
3,69,26          (G 75) 
3,69,47         (G 135) 
3,70,19         (G 322) 
3,70,29         (G 282) 
3,72,1           (G 58) 
3,72,3           (G 322) 
3,72,8           (G 99) 
3,72,10         (G 157) 
3,72,13         (G 157) 
3,74,3           (G 65) 
3,74,12         (G 175; 302) 
3,74,26         (G 175) 
3,75,1           (G 33) 
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3,75,18         (G 33) 
3,75,27         (G 241) 
3,76,7            (G 327) 
3,76,17f.       (G 321; 322) 
3,76,21         (G 96; 102) 
3,76,22              (G 268) 
3,76,30              (G 96 n. 36) 
3,76,50              (G 58) 
3,77,12f.            (G 158) 
3,77,32              (G 322) 
3,95,133            (G 167) 
3,155,4              (G 253) 
3,174,11ff.         (G 158) 
3,192,36             (G 320) 
3,192,41             (G 283) 
3,196,11             (G 266) 
3,197,12              (G 283) 
3,198,9                (G 116) 
3,198,18f.            (G 319) 
3,293,20              (G 153) 
3,293,23              (G 282) 
3,293,24              (G 160) 
3,294,13              (G 396) 
3,295,22              (G 223) 
3,297,34              (G 321; 371) 
3,297,53              (G 34) 
3,297,60              (G 396) 
3,297,63              (G 269) 
3,297,96              (G 268) 
3,297,107            (G 230) 
3,298,36              (G 102) 
3,313,77              (G 34) 
3,313,78       (G 34)  
4,13,30U      (G 282) 
4,14,4U        (G 322) 
4,14,8U        (G 282) 
4,16,3 U       (G 230) 
4,16,6f.         (G 322) 
4,16,28 U     (G 186) 
4,16,53U      (G 282) 
4,16,57U      (G 343) 
4,21,21U      (G 281) 
4,21,41U       (G 242) 
4,21,72U      (G 283) 
4,43,12ff.      (G 158) 
5,34,81          (G 181) 
5,70,13          (G 376) 
5,106,2          (G 35) 
5,106,4          (G 158) 
5,107,1          (G 71 n. 44) 
5,107,10       (G 63) 
5,112,10       (G 70) 
5,112,11       (G 63) 
5,113,11       (G 272) 
5,123,2         (G 35) 
5,123,16       (G 63) 
5,126,2ff.      (G 159) 
5,127,5f.       (G 157) 
5,128,45       (G 34) 
5,128,46       (G 34) 
5,128,50       (G 250) 
5,129,7         (G 250) 
5,130,39       (G 35) 
5,134,21       (G 35) 
5,134,31        (G 289) 
5,137,14f.            (G 160) 
5,139,8         (G 35) 
5,178,77f.            (G 159) 
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5,179,8         (G 270) 
5,179,36       (G 331) 
6,3,4             (G 362) 
6,56,20         (G 205) 
6,64,63         (G 282) 
6,66,28         (G 266) 
6,67,1f.         (G 158) 
6,67,15          (G 270) 
6,91,1f.         (G 158) 
6,99,1            (G 282) 
6,104,22        (G 281) 
6,106,77        (G 242) 
6,121,9          (G 260) 
7,2,7              (G 289) 
7,2,11            (G 107) 
7,2,18            (G 289) 
7,2,24c          (G 71 n. 44) 
7,2,26            (G 289) 
7,2,37            (G 289) 
7,2,45            (G 241) 
7,3,7             (G 290) 
7,5,7              (G 290) 
7,5,8              (G 290) 
7,8,12           (G 322) 
7,8,32           (G 290) 
7,9,31           (G 290) 
7,9,33           (G 269) 
7,10,2           (G 322) 
7,10,9           (G 290) 
7,10,25         (G 158) 
7,10,47         (G 159) 
7,10,50         (G 290) 
7,12,56         (G 322) 
7,13,14         (G 157) 
7,15,6f.         (G 321) 
7,18,22          (G 322) 
7,19,21         (G 71) 
7,19,24          (G 322) 
7,20,29          (G 322) 
7,26,1-3        (G 38) 
7,27,19ff.      (G 158) 
7,28,1f.          (G 322) 
7,29,9            (G 322) 
7,45,22          (G 281) 
7,51,7            (G 283) 
7,51,15          (G 207) 
7,69,8            (G 268) 
7,69,28          (G 241) 
7,93,27          (G 395) 
7,93,54          (G 254) 
7,184,32f.      (G 322) 
7,185,53         (G 345) 
8,40,30          (G 152) 
9,2,19            (G 394) 
10,79             (G 205) 
11,6,6            (G 183) 
11,6,13          (G 282) 
11,16,41        (G 238) 
11,17,13        (G 80; 175; 223) 
12,88,4          (G 283) 
12,112,2        (G 322) 
12,112,5        (G 284) 
12,112,18      (G 198) 
12,113,11      (G 341) 
12,113,13      (G 339) 
12,113,14      (G 284) 
12,139,8        (G 248) 
12,143,1        (G 198) 
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12,143,2        (G 186) 
12,143,3        (G 281) 
12,143,16      (G 281) 
12,143,19      (G 230) 
12,143,25f.    (G 322) 
12,144,3         (G 198) 
12,145,2         (G 344) 
12,146,11f.           (G 322) 
12,146,19f.           (G 322) 
12,147,3        (G 198) 
12,148,6        (G 153) 
12,149,1        (G 322) 
12,149,19      (G 186) 
12,174,15      (G 322) 
12,190,5ff.    (G 86) 
12,203,13      (G 181)       
12,261,19f.           (G 317)     
12,266,21      (G 70; 186) 
12,266,23      (G 120) 
12,266,26      (G 115) 
12,266,30      (G 153) 
12,266,40      (G 125) 
12,284,96ff.           (G 384) 
12,336,2        (G 375) 
12,348,1-9     (G 343) 
13,2,38          (G 395) 
13,31,18        (G 268) 
13,40,4          (G 230) 
13,44,2          (G 185) 
13,70,8          (G 282f.) 
13,70,32        (G 94) 
13,108,5        (G 268) 
13,166,5        (G 284) 
14,11,34        (G 384) 
14,16,3          (G 272) 
14,16,8          (G 186) 
14,16,9          (G 34) 
14,16,14         (G 282) 
14,16,15        (G 24) 
14,16,16        (G 34) 
14,16,21        (G 198) 
14,16,29        (G 281) 
14,16,30        (G 154) 
14,16,32        (G 120) 
14,16,33        (G 74) 
14,16,34        (G 125) 
14,16,38        (G 270) 
14,16,40        (G 282) 
14,17,1          (G 281) 
14,17,22        (G 250) 
14,17,23         (G 250; 384) 
14,17,28        (G 250) 
14,17,29        (G 283) 
14,17,35f.      (G 160) 
14,17,38        (G 283) 
14,17,39        (G 185) 
14,18,1          (G 60) 
14,18,3          (G 159) 
14,18,9          (G 185) 
14,18,11         (G 250) 
14,18,15         (G 384) 
14,18,18a       (G 384) 
14,19,3          (G 249) 
14,19,4          (G 343) 
14,19,7          (G 60) 
14,19,10        (G 384) 
14,19,13        (G 270) 
14,19,17        (G 282f.) 
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14,19,18        (G 249) 
14,19,19        (G 363) 
14,19,20         (G 384) 
14,19,25        (G 339) 
14,19,27         (G 365) 
14,19,34         (G 98; 303) 
14,19,40         (G 244; 253) 
14,19,45f.       (G 366) 
14,19,49        (G 159) 
14,20,2          (G 246; 253) 
14,20,4          (G 282) 
14,20,6          (G 250) 
14,20,19        (G 382) 
14,20,23        (G 253) 
14,21,2          (G 382) 
14,22,2           (G 382) 
14,22,18        (G 250) 
14,22,24        (G 185; 366) 
14,22,29        (G 166) 
14,23,4          (G 34; 171) 
14,23,5          (G 34; 171) 
14,23,7          (G 250) 
14,23,9          (G 185) 
14,24,3          (G 38) 
14,24,4          (G 38) 
14,24,6          (G 362) 
14,24,8          (G 301) 
14,25,1          (G 250) 
14,25,4f.        (G 382) 
14,25,12        (G 173) 
14,26,1          (G 98) 
14,26,1-5       (G 361) 
14,26,15        (G 34) 
14,26,18        (G 322) 
14,27,3          (G 62) 
14,27,4          (G 174) 
14,27,5          (G 173) 
14,27,8          (G 34) 
14,27,9          (G 34) 
14,28,9          (G 174) 
14,27,18        (G 193; 244) 
14,28,2          (G 363) 
14,28,19        (G 174) 
14,28,20        (G 283) 
14,28,22 I      (G 74) 
14,28,23         (G 270; 384) 
14,28,26         (G 250) 
14,29,10         (G 250) 
14,30,3           (G 282) 
14,30,5           (G 159) 
14,31,1           (G 384) 
14,31,2a         (G 384) 
14,31,8           (G 312) 
14,31,10         (G 34) 
14,31,12        (G 96) 
14,31,13        (G 283) 
14,32,1          (G 75) 
14,32,18        (G 34) 
14,32,19        (G 34) 
14,33,1          (G 70) 
14,33,5          (G 272) 
14,34,44        (G 250) 
14,35,6          (G 250) 
14,35,9          (G 62) 
14,35,12        (G 198) 
14,35,13        (G 384) 
14,35,20        (G 268) 
14,35,21        (G 70; 272) 
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14,35,26        (G 270) 
14,35,34        (G 62) 
14,35,41 I       (G 384) 
14,36,12         (G 383) 
14,36,19         (G 159) 
14,36,31 I & II          (G 365) 
14,36,33        (G 71 n. 44) 
14,39,2           (G 154) 
14,39,4          (G 185) 
14,39,10        (G 71) 
14,39,11        (G 62) 
14,39,16  II    (G 33) 
14,39,21  I     (G 33) 
14,40,4           (G 159) 
14,41,3           (G 75) 
14,42,4           (G 298) 
14,42,13         (G 383) 
14,42,35         (G 193) 
14,42,37         (G 272) 
14,42,53         (G 363) 
14,42,60         (G 383) 
14,42,63         (G 289) 
14,43,3           (G 384) 
14,43,5           (G 384) 
14,43,14         (G 384) 
14,43,21         (G 364) 
14,43,26f.       (G 312) 
14,43,29         (G 312) 
14,43,39         (G 175) 
14,43,42         (G 270) 
14,44,3           (G 219) 
14,44,18         (G 175) 
14,44,19          (G 364) 
14,45,2            (G 198) 
14,44,11          (G 219) 
14,45,18          (G 198; 272) 
16,2,6              (G 208) 
 
MGS  (MānavaGṛhyasūtra) 
1,2,19              (G 206) 
2,4,4f.              (G 319) 
2,13,6             (G 74) 
 
 
Mhvs  (Mahāvaṃsa) 
6,37                 (G 329) 
 
MāU   (Māṇḍūkya-Upaniṣad) 
5                      (G 138) 
 
 
MārkPur  (Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa) 
10,86                (G 341 n. 17) 
14,35                (G 341 n. 17) 
21 (23),47        (G 262) 
73,78                (G 341 n. 17) 
82  (85),7         (G 295) 
 
Milindapañha  (Trenckner) 
2                        (G 382) 
26                      (G 382) 
44                    (G 107) 
53                    (G 102) 
117                  (G 272) 
 
Mṛcchakaṭikā 
1,8+                  (G 331) 
1,30                  (G 205) 
1,32+                (G 285) 
2,8                     (G 364) 
2,10                  (G 154) 
2,14+                (G 268) 
3,18+                (G 271) 
3,23+                (G 271) 
4,12                  (G 210) 
4,16                  (G 158)     
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4,22                  (G 160)   
4,28+                (G 254; 269)    
5,18                  (G 186) 
5,22                  (G 231) 
7,5                    (G 248) 
8,3                    (G 364) 
8,16                  (G 246) 
8,23                  (G 250) 
8,30                  (G 198) 
9,7+                  (G 271) 
9,16                  (G 200) 
9,21                   (G 200) 
9,29+                 (G 328; 331) 
9,36                   (G 223) 
10,11                 (G 242; 334) 
10,11+              (G 305) 
10,12                 (G 242) 
10,19                 (G 345) 
10,28                 (G 253) 
10,32+               (G 325) 
10,52+               (G 331) 
10,60                 (G 254) 
 
MŚ 
1,5,2,4          (G 272) 
 
MŚS  (MānavaŚrautasūtra) 
1,2,5,10         (G 330) 
1,2,6,25d      (G 73) 
1,5,2,13a       (G 60 n. 23) 
2,8,4              (G 265) 
3,1,25            (G 252) 
7,2,6              (G 182) 
 
MS  (Maitrāyaṇī-Saṃhitā) 
1,3,36b          (G 185) 
1,5,4              (G 195) 
1,8,5  : 121,2            (G 335) 
1,10,3            (G 193) 
1,14,1            (G 124) 
2,4,8              (G 328) 
2,7,16  =  ṚV  1,28,6         (G 237) 
2,9,8              (G 65; 180) 
2,10,3            (G 255) 
2,11,5            (G 367) 
2,11,6            (G 52; 58) 
2,45,13          (G 328) 
3,4,1              (G 58) 
3,11,8            (G 141) 
3,16,4            (G 182) 
4,9,5              (G 68) 
4,9,6              (G 290) 
4,9,24            (G 260) 
4,11,1            (G 187) 
4,12,4            (G 74) 
4,13,4            (G 66) 
4,14,1            (G 126) 
4,14,7            (G 112) 
4,127,2          (G 290) 
6,15,6             (G 328) 
8,60,17           (G 328) 
 
MtP(ur), Matsya Pur.  (Matsya-Purāṇa) 
2,26               (G 247) 
4,5                 (G 253) 
11,23             (G 193) 
11,34             (G 249) 
11,37             (G 194) 
46,27             (G 394) 
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47,15ff.          (G 394) 
47,72              (G 70) 
 
MU  (MaitrāyaṇīyaUpaniṣad)  
5,1                 (G 60) 
5,1b               (G 60) 
 
MuṇḍU  (Muṇḍaka Upaniṣad) 
2,2,9               (G 230) 
 
Nala 
8,3                  (G 71) 
9,23                (G 71) 
 
Nār. Saṃh.  (Nārada-Saṃhitā) 
88,17               (G 207) 
 
Nirukta, see: Yāska 
 
Pañc. K. 
33,12               (G 379) 
43,1                 (G 198) 
 
Pañc.  (Pañcatantra) 
1,13                  (G 263) 
1,15                 (G 93) 
1,15,17            (G 330 n. 31) 
3,4,119            (G 96 n. 36) 
4,3                   (G 113) 
4,33                 (G 96) 
4,4,40              (G 118) 
326                  (G 262) 
 
Pāṇini 
2,1,36              (G 240) 
2,2,34              (G 61 n. 30; 115) 
3,4,2  (comm.)             (G 331 n. 38) 
3,4,22              (G 329 n. 23) 
3,4,43              (G 280f.) 
3,4,44f.            (G 256 n. 72) 
8,1,7                (G 330 n. 26) 
8,1,8                (G 330 n. 32) 
8,1,12 (comm. Pat.)           (G 327; 331; 333) 
8,1,12  (comm. Durghaṭavṛtti)         (G 332) 
 
PB  (Pañcaviṃśa-Brāhmaṇa) 
1,1,1              (G 168) 
1,2,1              (G 112) 
1,2,5              (G 114) 
1,2,6              (G 117) 
1,5,5              (G 89) 
1,5,18            (G 90) 
1,6,3              (G 263) 
1,6,10            (G 58; 346) 
1,7,7              (G 111) 
1,9f.               (G 83) 
2,1,4              (G 138) 
2,3,2              (G 59) 
4,9,2              (G 60) 
5,1,11            (G 59) 
8,6,9              (G 327) 
8,7,4              (G 333) 
9,9,8              (G 334) 
9,9,10            (G 287) 
10,3,4            (G 334) 
10,7,1            (G 155) 
12,6,8            (G 328) 
13,3,24          (G 263 n. 111; 265) 
14,9,27          (G 396) 
13,7,2            (G 262) 
18,11,4          (G 76) 




PGS  (Pāraskara-Gṛhyasūtra) 
2,17,9             (G 325 n. 11) 
 
Pat(añjali),  Yogas(ūtra) 
2,48               (G 339) 
 
Prāṇâg(nihotra)-Upaniṣad 
???                  (G 69) 
3,4                   (G 333) 
 
Purāṇa-pañcalakṣaṇa  (Kirfel, P. P.) 
55,12             (G 34) 
57,28             (G 70) 
61,15             (G 34)  
127,88           (G 34) 
341,14           (G 70) 
 
Ragh, see: Kālidāsa 
 
Rām(āyaṇa) 
1,3,5              (G 332) 
1,13,7             (G 198) 
1,7,14            (G 59) 
1,13,7            (G 198) 
1,23,14          (G 205) 
1,24,9            (G 270) 
1,30,7            (G 230) 
1,31,5            (G 283) 
1,35,14          (G 193) 
1,45,3f.          (G 300) 
1,45,5            (G 281) 
1,45,14          (G 283) 
1,45,18          (G 230) 
1,46,3            (G 284) 
1,46,7            (G 322) 
1,47,3            (G 251) 
1,47,17          (G 58) 
1,48,13          (G 251) 
1,48,16          (G 284) 
1,48,23          (G 320) 
1,48,27          (G 282) 
1,48,33          (G 283) 
1,49,2            (G 283) 
1,49,21          (G 283) 
1,50,17          (G 186) 
1,51,11          (G 283) 
1,51,15          (G 283) 
1,52,8            (G 234) 
1,52,12          (G 282) 
1,54,2            (G 197; 321; 322) 
1,54,5            (G 321; 322) 
1,55,12          (G 282) 
1,55,18          (G 281) 
1,56,8            (G 272) 
1,56,22          (G 186) 
1,57,1            (G 332) 
1,57,3            (G 284) 
1,57,10          (G 284) 
1,57,12          (G 282) 
1,57,14          (G 253; 283) 
1,57,17          (G 283) 
1,57,18          (G 249) 
1,58,8            (G 282) 
1,58,10          (G 248) 
1,58,17          (G 253) 
1,58,20          (G 283) 
1,58,24          (G 282) 
1,59,1            (G 283) 
1,59,5            (G 253) 
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1,59,11          (G 282) 
1,59,20          (G 279) 
1,59,22          (G 281) 
1,60,6            (G 284) 
1,60,15          (G 283) 
1,60,24          (G 282) 
1,61,5            (G 160) 
1,62,11          (G 160) 
2,2,27            (G 253) 
2,2,54            (G 266) 
2,3,5              (G 269) 
2,3,24            (G 254) 
2,3,28            (G 230) 
2,3,48            (G 186) 
2,4,2              (G 160) 
2,4,11  (?)      (G 248) 
2,4,34            (G 267) 
2,4,41            (G 193) 
2,4,44            (G 281) 
2,5,16            (G 266) 
2,7,18            (G 248) 
2,7,32f.          (G 322) 
2,9,33            (G 234) 
2,9,38            (G 248) 
2,11,20          (G 322) 
2,11,29          (G 266) 
2,12,8            (G 253) 
2,12,24          (G 244) 
2,12,38          (G 253) 
2,12,69          (G 270) 
2,13,8            (G 253) 
2,13,10          (G 254) 
2,13,15          (G 198) 
2,14,6ff.        (G 152) 
2,14,10          (G 250) 
2,14,20          (G 250) 
2,14,26          (G 230) 
2,14,31          (G 270) 
2,14,59          (G 249) 
2,15,19 : 24         (G 322) 
2,15,40          (G 207) 
2,15,44          (G 230) 
2,16,11          (G 186) 
2,16,40          (G 186) 
2,17,10          (G 194) 
2,17,11          (G 194) 
2,20,29          (G 207) 
2,21,12          (G 331) 
2,21,13          (G 340) 
2,22,2            (G 343) 
2,22,5            (G 198) 
2,23,16          (G 270) 
2,23,41          (G 198) 
2,26,8            (G 332) 
2,26,13          (G 248) 
2,26,21          (G 194) 
2,27,3            (G 205) 
2,27,10          (G 219) 
2,27,22          (G 198) 
2,27,24          (G 219) 
2,28,1            (G 270) 
2,28,20          (G 270) 
2,28,22          (G 230) 
2,28,24          (G 197) 
2,30,12          (G 230) 
2,31,18          (G 269) 
2,32,3            (G 230) 
2,32,12          (G 269) 
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2,33,41          (G 230) 
2,34,44          (G 248)  
2,34,48          (G 98) 
2,34,59          (G 198) 
2,35,5            (G 210) 
2,36,33          (G 194) 
2,37,1            (G 269) 
2,39,17          (G 249; 251) 
2,37,29          (G 35) 
2,37,34          (G 196) 
2,40,13          (G 230) 
2,40,28          (G 193) 
2,40,34          (G 193) 
2,42,1ff.        (G 159) 
2,42,12          (G 331) 
2,43,18          (G 225) 
2,44,15          (G 288) 
2,44,26          (G 303) 
2,46,8            (G 205) 
2,46,29          (G 322) 
2,48,7            (G 159) 
2,48,21          (G 159) 
2,49,2            (G 322) 
2,49,5            (G 250) 
2,50,9            (G 205) 
2,56,2            (G 179) 
2,56,8            (G 219) 
2,63,4f.          (G 160) 
2,63,20           (G 207) 
2,64,75f.         (G 141) 
2,75,40           (G 284) 
2,88,7             (G 218) 
2,88,18           (G 160) 
2,91,17           (G 58) 
2,109,9           (G 86) 
3,2,22             (G 207) 
3,3,6               (G 206) 
3,3,16             (G 322) 
3,4,2               (G 193; 205) 
3,4,7               (G 332) 
3,4,12            (G 247) 
3,5,16            (G 269) 
3,5,24f.          (G 322) 
3,7,2              (G 322) 
3,7,3f.            (G 322) 
3,7,6              (G 197) 
3,9,20            (G 210) 
3,9,24            (G 210) 
3,10,12          (G 298) 
3,11,50          (G 331) 
3,11,75          (G 248) 
3,15,16          (G 70 n. 43) 
3,22,9            (G 332) 
3,27,20          (G 99) 
3,47,25          (G 193) 
3,47,33          (G 270) 
3,48,17          (G 230) 
3,52,7            (G 219) 
3,52,16ff.      (G 159) 
3,52,18          (G 95) 
3,52,35          (G 219) 
3,54,13          (G 230) 
3,192,41        (G 283) 
4,1,73            (G 219) 
4,9,3              (G 248) 
4,9,12            (G 322) 
4,9,15            (G 322) 
4,9,92            (G 95) 
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4,10,2            (G 252) 
4,10,17          (G 322) 
4,11   (?)        (G 248) 
4,11,49          (G 157; 321) 
4,11,85f.        (G 321) 
4,12,1f.          (G 321) 
4,13,12          (G 248) 
4,16,11          (G 251) 
4,16,12f.        (G 321) 
4,16,30          (G 230) 
4,17,2f.          (G 322) 
4,17,11          (G 207) 
4,17,23          (G 178) 
4,17,50          (G 230) 
4,18,27          (G 160) 
4,18,36          (G 321) 
4,19,4            (G 322) 
4,19,5f.         (G 321) 
4,24,13          (G 219) 
4,25,4            (G 159) 
4,25,5ff.        (G 158) 
4,25,40          (G 141) 
4,26,22          (G 322) 
4,27,20          (G 248) 
4,28,25          (G 217) 
4,28,26          (G 159) 
4,28,33          (G 159) 
4,28,65f.        (G 217) 
4,30,1            (G 322) 
4,31,5            (G 282) 
4,33,19          (G 161) 
4,33,23          (G 322) 
4,33,53f.        (G 158) 
4,33,64f.        (G 160) 
4,34,3f.          (G 298; 321) 
4,36,1f.          (G 298) 
4,37,1f.          (G 298) 
4,37,16f.        (G 298) 
4,37,37 : 38,1           (G 321; 322) 
4,38,19           (G 322) 
4,38,19f.        (G 321) 
4,40,14          (G 160) 
4,40,29           (G 223 n. 77) 
4,48,22          (G 298) 
4,50,3             (G 322) 
4,55,13          (G 159) 
4,63,3f.          (G 158) 
4,64,15ff.       (G 152) 
4,64,9             (G 160) 
4,66,14           (G 322) 
4,66,27           (G 322) 
4,67,4f.           (G 298) 
4,67,6f.           (G 298) 
5,20,36           (G 219) 
5,25,22           (G 295) 
5,32,45           (G 332) 
5,59,23           (G 218) 
6,10,24           (G 230) 
6,12,7             (G 343) 
6,21,8             (G 211) 
6,26,41           (G 266) 
6,27,11           (G 266) 
6,27,19           (G 266) 
6,73,5             (G 219) 
6,101,46         (G 331) 
6,107,30         (G 270) 





37,16              (G 126) 
 
 
Ṛgvidhāna  (Gonda) 
116                 (G 90 n. 10) 
 
 
Ṛtus, see: Kālidāsa 
 
ṚV (Ṛgveda) 
1,1,1             (G  201; 215; 358) 
1,1,2             (G 214) 
1,1,2d           (G 141) 
1,1,4              (G 213) 
1,1,5              (G 198; 287f.) 
1,2,7              (G 63; 346) 
1,4,7              (G 289) 
1,4,9              (G 289) 
1,5,1              (G 71) 
1,5,2              (G 33) 
1,5,5              (G 248) 
1,6,1              (G 236) 
1,6,3              (G 33; 245) 
1,6,10            (G 63) 
1,7,4              (G 287) 
1,7,4c            (G 127) 
1,8,4              (G 304) 
1,8,8              (G 162) 
1,9,2              (G 245) 
1,9,7              (G 63) 
1,9,9              (G 260) 
1,10,1            (G 33; 245; 247) 
1,10,7            (G 266) 
1,11,1            (G 265) 
1,11,6d : 7d           (G 299) 
1,11,7            (G 245) 
1,12,2            (G 45; 327) 
1,12,6            (G 287) 
1,13               (G 349) 
1,15,9            (G 63) 
1,16,2 I          (G 131) 
1,17,6            (G 63) 
1,19,1-4         (G 338) 
1,18,2            (G 62) 
1,22,5ab        (G 299) 
1,22,6ab        (G 299) 
1,22,12           (G 348) 
1,22,16ff.       (G 299) 
1,22,17           (G 299) 
1,22,18          (G 127; 276) 
1,23,7            (G 127) 
1,23,23d =  24a           (G 163; 313) 
1,24,1            (G 38; 63; 295) 
1,24,1c : 2c                   (G 305) 
1,24,2            (G 38 
1,24,3 I          (G 131) 
1,24,6            (G 69) 
1,24,8            (G 179) 
1,24,9            (G 127; 295) 
1,24,10          (G 192) 
1,24,12          (G 346) 
1,24,12f.        (G 299) 
1,24,12c         (G 299) 
1,24,13a         (G 299) 
1,25,10           (G 127) 
1,25,10           (G 388) 
1,25,20           (G 65) 
1,26,10b         (G 72) 
1,28,3             (G 341) 
1,28,6  =  MS 2,7,16          (G 237) 
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1,30,2             (G 60) 
1,30,7             (G 348) 
1,32,1c : 2a           (G 300) 
1,32,1cd         (G 299) 
1,32,2ab         (G 300) 
1,32,10          (G 266) 
1,32,12          (G 192; 295) 
1,32,13          (G 62)  
1,32,15          (G 121) 
1,34,3 I          (G 131) 
1,34,11          (G 125) 
1,34,12          (G 127) 
1,35,1            (G 51; 148; 215) 
1,35,2            (G 214; 342) 
1,35,3            (G 70; 148; 153; 213) 
1,35,4            (G 213) 
1,35,7            (G 50) 
1,35,7cd        (G 64) 
1,35,8            (G 356; 358) 
1,35,8d          (G 51) 
1,35,9             (G 124) 
1,35,10           (G 214) 
1,35,11           (G 302) 
1,36,14           (G 127) 
1,37,6             (G 65) 
1,38,8             (G 274) 
1,39,9             (G 196) 
1,40,7             (G 329) 
1,41,8             (G 66) 
1,43,7             (G 257) 
1,44,13a          (G 242) 
1,48,1             (G 192) 
1,48,6             (G 197) 
1,48,8             (G 373) 
1,48,11           (G 137) 
1,48,14           (G 179; 192) 
1,49,3             (G 206) 
1,51,5             (G 187) 
1,51,7             (G 187) 
1,51,9             (G 179) 
1,52,1             (G 236) 
1,53,3a           (G 141) 
1,53,7             (G 187; 289) 
1,53,10           (G 187) 
1,54,2             (G 179) 
1,55,6             (G 187) 
1,56,3             (G 196) 
1,56,16           (G 250) 
1,58,5             (G 346) 
1,58,7c           (G 73) 
1,58,8             (G 192; 199) 
1,58,9             (G 288) 
1,62,12b         (G 66) 
1,67,5             (G 74) 
1,67,9             (G 139) 
1,68,2             (G 287) 
1,70,6             (G 74) 
1,73,2             (G 196) 
1,73,6             (G 187) 
1,73,6c           (G 300) 
1,73,9             (G 187) 
1,75,3a : 4a             (G 305) 
1,75,4             (G 179) 
1,76,4             (G 367) 
1,77,4             (G 265) 
1,80,7             (G 192; 197) 
1,81,3             (G 187) 
1,81,5d          (G 54) 
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1,84,19           (G 107) 
1,85,1             (G 192; 214) 
1,85,1c           (G 358) 
1,85,2c           (G 51) 
1,85,4             (G 51) 
1,85,5a : 4c    (G 314) 
1,85,6             (G 187) 
1,85,9             (G 214) 
1,85,9ab         (G 51) 
1,85,9d           (G 51) 
1,85,9c            (G 50) 
1,85,10           (G 51) 
1,85,12           (G 51) 
1,87,5             (G 192) 
1,89,9             (G 192) 
1,90,9             (G 192) 
1,91,6             (G 33) 
1,91,11           (G 187) 
1,91,18           (G 144) 
1,92,1             (G 211) 
1,92,3             (G 211) 
1,92,7             (G 211) 
1,92,8             (G 211) 
1,92,10           (G 325) 
1,92,14           (G 211) 
1,92,17           G 211) 
1,94,5             (G 73) 
1,94,9             (G 343) 
1,94,13           (G 264) 
1,100,4            (G 265) 
1,100,15         (G 66) 
1,101,4           (G 260; 325) 
1,103,6           (G 198) 
1,105,1           (G 194) 
1,109,4           (G 275) 
1,109,6           (G 52) 
1,109,7ab       (G 299) 
1,109,7f.         (G 299) 
1,109,8            (G 299) 
1,109,8ab       (G 299) 
1,112.23         (G 58) 
1,113,1           (G 179; 265) 
1,113,13         (G 373) 
1,114,6           (G 262) 
1,114,7           (G 211; 338; 345) 
1,117,2           (G 127) 
1,118,11d                (G 248) 
1,122,6           (G 187) 
1,123,2           (G 211) 
1,123,4           (G 326) 
1,123,11         (G 197) 
1,124,2           (G 51; 125 n. 41; 211) 
1,124,5           (G 197) 
1,124,6           (G 68; 211; 343) 
1,124,7           (G 211) 
1,124,8           (G 277) 
1,124,9           (G 211) 
1,124,10b       (G 127) 
1,124,13         (G 212) 
1,125,2           (G 348) 
1,125,6           (G 349; 358) 
1,126,7           (G 330) 
1,127,5           (G 201; 295; 342) 
1,129,3           (G 75) 
1,129,5c         (G 127) 
1,129,8           (G 330) 
1,129,11         (G 237) 
1,130,1f.         (G 295) 
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1,130,4           (G 187) 
1,132,2           (G 286) 
1,132,6           (G 237) 
1,133,7           (G 294) 
1,135,8           (G 255) 
1,136,6           (G 75; 196) 
1,138,1           (G 330) 
1,138,3           (G 295; 326) 
1,139,5           (G 341) 
1,140,11         (G 262)  
1,140,13         (G 206; 274) 
1,141,3           (G 194) 
1,141,4           (G 220) 
1,141,7           (G 201) 
1,142,1           (G 279) 
1,142,3           (G 183; 185) 
1,142,12         (G 204) 
1,143,1           (G 206) 
1,143,7           (G 11) 
1,143,8           (G 255) 
1,144,4  (Sāyana on ~)         (G 341) 
1,146,3           (G 204) 
1,147,2           (G 183) 
1,147,5           (G 186) 
1,148,5           (G 66; 182; 194) 
1,150,3           (G 330) 
1,151,2           (G 201) 
1,151,6           (G 73) 
1,153,2           (G 201) 
1,154,1           (G 150; 358) 
1,154,6           (G 358) 
1,157,6           (G 204) 
1,160,1           (G 246) 
1,160,2           (G 213) 
1,160,3           (G 73; 249) 
1,162,5           (G 198) 
1,162,14         (G 274) 
1,163,3d : 4a           (G 314) 
1,163,4b         (G 314) 
1,163,3f.         (G 123) 
1,164,13         (G 199) 
1,164,16         (G 90) 
1,164,16d       (G 289) 
1,164,20         (G 11; 187) 
1,164,28         (G 274) 
1,164,50  =  10,90,16  =  AV  7,5,1          (G 251) 
1,165,8           (G 186) 
1,165,9           (G 66; 138) 
1,166,9           (G 199) 
1,166,11         (G 199) 
1,168,1           (G 326) 
1,170,5           (G 260) 
1,171,2           (G 346 n. 34) 
1,172,3           (G 127) 
1,173,7           (G 199) 
1,174,8           (G 274) 
1,180,6           (G 206) 
1,182,2           (G 219) 
1,183,1           (G 127) 
1,185,2           (G 73) 
1,186,2           (G 74) 
1,189,1           (G 187) 
1,189,1b   =  AV 4,39,10b      (G 186) 
1,190,6           (G 270) 
1,191,2           (G 348) 
1,191,4           (G 194) 
1,191,8           (G 348) 
2,1,1               (G 204; 260) 
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2,1,1-14          (G 150) 
2,1,5               (G 217) 
2,1,8               (G 260) 
2,1,13             (G 125) 
2,2,1               (G 123) 
2,3,6               (G 194; 216; 244; 279) 
2,3,7               (G 216) 
2,3,8               (G 192) 
2,3,11             (G 150; 196) 
2,4,1               (G 248) 
2,5,1               (G 288) 
2,5,4               (G 287) 
2,5,7               (G 287) 
2,6,1               (G 151) 
2,6,3               (G 248; 251; 269) 
2,6,4               (G 268) 
2,6,7               (G 216) 
2,7,6               (G 204) 
2,8,2               (G 250) 
2,8,3               (G 338 n. 11) 
2,9,1               (G 250) 
2,9,2               (G 150; 235) 
2,9,3a             (G 186) 
2,9,4               (G 246; 260) 
2,9,5               (G 230) 
2,10,1             (G 196) 
2,10,4             (G 245) 
2,11,2-16        (G 307f.) 
2,11,4             (G 192) 
2,11,4c           (G 151) 
2,11,6             (G 348) 
2,11,7             (G 122) 
2,11,10           (G 246; 287) 
2,11,11           (G 245; 295; 331) 
2,11,18           (G 288) 
2,12                (G 150) 
2,12,1             (G 164; 286; 356) 
2,12,2             (G 33; 51; 75) 
2,12,3             (G 51) 
2,12,4             (G 144) 
2,12,6             (G 153) 
2,12,7             (G 68) 
2,12,11           (G 211) 
2,12,11a         (G 50) 
2,12,11d         (G 51) 
2,12,12d         (G 51) 
2,12,13            (G 33) 
2,12,14            (G 50; 68; 213) 
2,12,15            (G 213; 358) 
2,12,15a          (G 50) 
2,12,18            (G 357) 
2,12,109          (G 269) 
2,13,1              (G 321) 
2,13,7              (G 374) 
2,14,5              (G 230) 
2,14,6cd : 7ab            (G 300) 
2,15,1              (G 251) 
2,15,2              (G 251; 348) 
2,15,6              (G 246; 254) 
2,16,1              (G 250) 
2,16,4-6           (G 352) 
2,16,6              (G 348) 
2,17,5              (G 375) 
2,18,4              (G 137; 146) 
2,18,4ff.           (G 300) 
2,18,4a : 5a      (G 300) 
2,18,4b            (G 141) 
2,18,5               (G 140) 
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2,18,6               (G 300) 
2,19,2               (G 377) 
2,20,3               (G 204) 
2,21,1               (G 271) 
2,21,2f.             (G 300) 
2,21,6              (G 62; 209) 
2,22,1              (G 251; 274; 286) 
2,22,4              (G 348) 
2,23,1              (G 251; 260; 265) 
2,23,4              (G 242; 246) 
2,23,5              (G 138) 
2,23,17            (G 267) 
2,23,18            (G 243) 
2,24,2              (G 279) 
2,24,5              (G 236) 
2,24,9              (G 243; 272) 
2,24,11            (G 251) 
2,24,14            (G 274) 
2,24,15            (G 289) 
2,25,1              (G 280; 289) 
2,25,2              (G 180; 251) 
2,26,1              (G 254) 
2,26,1ab          (G 251) 
2,27,2              (G 73) 
2,27,8              (G 246) 
2,27,10             (G 342) 
2,27,11            (G 66) 
2,27,13            (G 66) 
2,28,4              (G 62) 
2,28,11            (G 250) 
2,30,10            (G 288) 
2,33,2              (G 50f.; 153; 197; 215) 
2,33,3              (G 51; 265) 
2,33,4             (G 63; 72; 138; 213; 265) 
2,33,5             (G 239) 
2,33,7b           (G 50) 
2,33,7c           (G 50) 
2,33,8             (G 50; 246) 
2,33,10           (G 50; 72; 130; 151) 
2,33,11           (G 215) 
2,33,12           (G 184) 
2,33,13           (G 51) 
2,33,14           (G 50) 
2,33,15           (G 50; 63; 65) 
2,34,12           (G 248) 
2,35,3             (G 50; 122; 286) 
2,35,4             (G 246) 
2,35,8              (G 356) 
2,35,10           (G 62) 
2,35,10a          (G 266)    
2,35,12          (G 50) 
2,35,13          (G 153) 
2,35,14          (G 50) 
2,35,15          (G 76; 154) 
2,37,11          (G 269) 
2,40,43          (G 250) 
2,41,11          (G 106) 
2,41,20          (G 33) 
2,42,18          (G 250) 
2,43,6            (G 269) 
2,43,18          (G 250) 
2,43,19          (G 250) 
2,45,29          (G 250) 
2,46,27          (G 250; 269) 
2,46,29          (G 250) 
2,47,19          (G 250) 
2,48,32          (G 250) 
2,49,5            (G 250) 
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3,1,5              (G 250) 
3,1,10            (G 73) 
3,1,12            (G 236) 
3,1,19            (G 250) 
3,2,10            (G 260; 341) 
3,2,23            (G 250) 
3,2,25            (G 250) 
3,3.5              (G 230) 
3,4,1              (G 287f.; 326) 
3,4,2              (G 131) 
3,4,8              (G 246; 287) 
3,5,1              (G 33) 
3,5,6              (G 187) 
3,5,7              (G 246; 325) 
3,5,6b            (G 186) 
3,6,1              (G 33) 
3,6,1a            (G 186) 
3,6,2              (G 182) 
3,6,3              (G 33; 73) 
3,6,5              (G 120; 289) 
3,6,6              (G 288) 
3,6,7              (G 236) 
3,6,16            (G 250) 
3,7,4              (G 251) 
3,7,7              (G 250) 
3,8,3              (G 245) 
3,8,5              (G 238) 
3,8,9              (G 250) 
3,8,10            (G 246) 
3,9,9a            (G 72) 
3,10,4             (G 250) 
3,10,7             (G 289) 
3,10,12           (G 250) 
3,14,5c  =  VS 18,75c           (G 243) 
3,15,2a           (G 248) 
3,15,3             (G 274) 
3,17,1             (G 239; 281) 
3,17,5             (G 131) 
3,21,1f.           (G 300) 
3,22,2             (G 302 n. 22) 
3,25,2              (G 348) 
3,26,6              (G 326) 
3,27,2b            (G 127) 
3,29,7 II          (G 131) 
3,30,19            (G 260) 
3,31,1-5           (G 145) 
3,31,2              (G 275) 
3,31,3              (G 70; 348) 
3,31,18             (G 187) 
3,31,20             (G 329) 
3,32,3               (G 72) 
3,32,9f.            (G 300) 
3,32,13             (G 216) 
3,33,9               (G 173) 
3,34,5              (G 11) 
3,36,7              (G 217) 
3,39,1c : 2b          (G 299) 
3,39,6              (G 224) 
3,40,9              (G 219) 
3,51,4              (G 265) 
3,53,5              (G 181) 
3,53,20            (G 137) 
3,54,19            (G 187; 192) 
3,54,21            (G 187) 
3,55,18            (G 329) 
3,56,1              (G 66) 
3,59                 (G 303) 
3,59,1              (G 51; 148) 
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3,59,2              (G 50; 65; 138; 356f.) 
3,59,7              (G 144) 
3,61,4              (G 137; 263) 
3,62,10            (G 335) 
4,1,4                (G 32) 
4,1,5b              (G 248) 
4,1,7                (G 219) 
4,1,18            (G 73) 
4,1,20            (G 231) 
4,2,1              (G 217) 
4,2,6              (G 274) 
4,2,11            (G 33; 211) 
4,2,11d          (G 73) 
4,3,2 II           (G 131) 
4,3,3               (G 73) 
4,3,5               (G 141) 
4,3,7               (G 33; 141; 376) 
4,4,5               (G 342) 
4,4,20             (G 250) 
4,5,2               (G 194) 
4,5,11             (G 63) 
4,7,1              (G 239; 281; 326) 
4,7,2 I            (G 131) 
4,8,1              (G 33) 
4,11,1            (G 131) 
4,12,3            (G 33) 
4,13,1            (G 33) 
4,13,4a-c       (G 131) 
4,14,1            (G 33) 
4,14,1 II        (G 131) 
4,16,19          (G 73) 
4,16,21          (G 139) 
4,17,2            (G 348) 
4,17,3            (G 186) 
4,17,6d : 7b            (G 300) 
4,17,11          (G 144) 
4,17,13          (G 247) 
4,17,17          (G 265) 
4,17,19          (G 66) 
4,18,3            (G 105) 
4,18,11          (G 197; 376) 
4,20,1            (G 230) 
4,21,8            (G 180) 
4,22,3            (G 245) 
4,25,4            (G 248; 265; 274) 
4,25,5            (G 66; 138) 
4,25,8            (G 121; 388) 
4,26,1            (G 356) 
4,30,20          (G 199) 
4,30,24          (G 194) 
4,32,24          (G 130) 
4,34,2            (G 187) 
4,34,7            (G 33)  
4,35,2a          (G 313) 
4,35,2d = 3a           (G 163; 313) 
4,36,9            (G 66; 139) 
4,37,5b          (G 186) 
4,37,7a : 8a               (G 300) 
4,41,6             (G 73) 
4,45,4            (G 249) 
4,50,2            (G 215) 
4,50,3            (G 244) 
4,50,5a          (G 50) 
4,50,6            (G 356) 
4,50,6b          (G 50) 
4,50,7            (G 51; 245) 
4,50,8            (G 152) 
4,50,9b          (G 50) 
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4,51,1            (G 51) 
4,51,3c          (G 127) 
4,51,4            (G 288) 
4,51,6            (G 279) 
4,51,9            (G 228; 230) 
4,51,11          (G 356) 
4,53,2            (G 75) 
4,53,5            (G 67; 127) 
4,54,3            (G 187) 
4,54,4            (G 124) 
4,55,5            (G 375) 
4,58,3            (G 11) 
5,1,5d : 6a           (G 313) 
5,1,8              (G 238) 
5,1,12            (G 185) 
5,2,10            (G 91) 
5,2,12            (G 33; 375 n. 34) 
5,4,7              (G 127) 
5,5,5              (G 329) 
5,8,5              (G 326) 
5,11,4            (G 51; 152; 250) 
5,11,5            (G 152) 
5,15,4            (G 326) 
5,19,4            (G 246) 
5,20,2c          (G 52) 
5,25               (G 131) 
5,26,6            (G 192) 
5,27,1 I          (G 131) 
5,29,4            (G 197) 
5,30,10d        (G 313) 
5,30,11a        (G 313) 
5,30,11c        (G 313) 
5,30,12          (G 265) 
5,37,1            (G 274) 
5,37,4            (G 277) 
5,38,3            (G 65; 337) 
5,41,17          (G 193) 
5,42,8c          (G 72) 
5,42,10          (G 274) 
5,43,2            (G 73) 
5,43,12          (G 375) 
5,44,14 : 15               (G 306) 
5,46,2            (G 206) 
5,46,4            (G 139) 
5,52,13c : 14a           (G 300) 
5,53,11          (G 326) 
5,54,7b          (G 69) 
5,55,5            (G 277) 
5,61,2            (G 140) 
5,70,1            (G 230) 
5,72,3            (G 242; 346) 
5,73,8            (G 184; 192) 
5,74,8            (G 187) 
5,77,2            (G 328) 
5,78,8            (G 70) 
5,78,8a          (G 52) 
5,82,3            (G 192) 
5,82,4            (G 124) 
5,82,6            (G 192) 
5,83,2            (G 121) 
5,83,5            (G 50f.; 75; 153) 
5,83,10           (G  274; 277) 
5,84,3             (G 237) 
5,85,1             (G 375) 
5,85,3f.           (G 301) 
5,87,8ab : 9ab            (G 299) 
6,1,11             (G 197) 
6,3,2               (G 68) 
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6,4,8               (G 274) 
6,5,2               (G 215) 
6,6,3              (G 236; 288; 377) 
6,8,3d            (G 186) 
6,9,2               (G 306; 399) 
6,9,3              (G 306) 
6,9,7              (G 242) 
6,9,10            (G 70 n. 43) 
6,10,1            (G 197) 
6,10,1b          (G 186) 
6,15,6            (G 326) 
6,15,9            (G 192) 
6,16,10  =  SV 1,1           (G 203) 
6,16,30          (G 33) 
6,16,44a        (G 73) 
6,18,2            (G 186) 
6,18,4            (G 251) 
6,19,11          (G 301) 
6,20,2            (G 377) 
6,21,2            (G 215) 
6,24,7            (G 66) 
6,24,8a          (G 67) 
6,25,5            (G 69) 
6,26,2            (G 256) 
6,27,1 : 2       (G 306) 
6,28,1            (G 194) 
6,28,2            (G 329) 
6,32,2c          (G 186) 
6,32,3            (G 251) 
6,34,3            (G 66; 373) 
6,36,1            (G 199) 
6,39,1b          (G 186) 
6,42,2d : 3c           (G 314) 
6,44,1            (G 145) 
6,44,19f.        (G 290) 
6,45,29          (G 265) 
6,47,11          (G 326) 
6,47,28          (G 75; 79) 
6,47,29  =  AV 6,126,1          (G 262) 
6,48,1            (G 326; 329) 
6,48,2            (G 240) 
6,48,3            (G 242; 251) 
6,48,14          (G 376) 
6,49,8            (G 326) 
6,52,1            (G 66; 138) 
6,52,1a          (G 60 n. 24) 
6,52,5f.          (G 300) 
6,52,13b        (G 68) 
6,53,1            (G 74) 
6,53,7f.          (G 179) 
6,54,5            (G 51; 153) 
6,54,6            (G 148) 
6,54,7            (G 62; 70; 138; 153) 
6,54,8            (G 214) 
6,54,10a        (G 186) 
6,57,2            (G 365) 
6,58,1            (G 62) 
6,60,3            (G 131) 
6,61,10          (G 265) 
6,63,2            (G 66) 
6,65,2            (G 373) 
6,65,5            (G 187) 
6,66,9            (G 280) 
6,67,9            (G 66) 
6,68,2            (G 265) 
6,68,4            (G 73; 342) 
6,69,3d          (G 186) 
6,71,5             (G 274) 
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6,74,2             (G 127) 
6,75,14           (G 287) 
6,75,19           (G 213; 343) 
6,80,1a  =  TS 3,5,1,1a         (G 186) 
6,86,3            (G 215) 
7,1,11            (G 288) 
7,1,14            (G 287) 
7,1,21            (G 245) 
7,1,23            (G 199) 
7,2,4              (G 230) 
7,3,1              (G 287) 
7,4,4              (G 254) 
7,4,8              (G 239) 
7,5,2d            (G 185) 
7,5,3b            (G 186)  
7,5,4               (G 239) 
7,5,5               (G 192; 203; 215) 
7,6,3               (G 329) 
7,8,4               (G 329) 
7,9,4a             (G 186) 
7,9,2d            (G 186) 
7,10,1             (G 239) 
7,10,3             (G 202; 268) 
7,10,4              (G 250) 
7,11,4             (G 33) 
7,11,5            (G 235) 
7,13,2            (G 239) 
7,14,1            (G 248) 
7,14,2            (G 127) 
7,15,15          (G 33) 
7,16,10          (G 239) 
7,17,1            (G 239) 
7,17,2            (G 75) 
7,17,3d : 4a            (G 314) 
7,17,5            (G 186f.) 
7,18,6            (G 287) 
7,18,10          (G 270) 
7,18,12          (G 287) 
7,18,16          (G 250) 
7,18,20          (G 138) 
7,19,1a          (G 186) 
7,19,10          (G 265) 
7,22,9            (G 60) 
7,29,3            (G 217) 
7,31,11          (G 217) 
7,32,7            (G 287f.) 
7,32,8            (G 181) 
7,32,14          (G 217) 
7,34,9            (G 215) 
7,37,2            (G 215) 
7,38,8            (G 326) 
7,41,3            (G 147) 
7,41,4            (G 139) 
7,41,4f.          (G 300) 
7,45,3            (G 187) 
7,47,4            (G 302) 
7,49,2            (G 302) 
7,49,3            (G 98) 
7,50,4            (G 124) 
7,51,2            (G 74) 
7,51,3            (G 182) 
7,52,1            (G 53) 
7,53,2            (G 186) 
7,56,6            (G 245) 
7,56,19          (G 218) 
7,57,1            (G 182) 
7,59,11          (G 329) 
7,59,12          (G 101) 
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7,60,4            (G 74) 
7,60,8            (G 243) 
7,61,4            (G 51) 
7,62,1            (G 295) 
7,63,1            (G 154; 162; 213) 
7,63,1-6         (G 303) 
7,63,2            (G 162) 
7,65,1            (G 63; 73) 
7,66,2            (G 249) 
7,71,1            (G 270) 
7,71,1 : 2       (G 341) 
7,71,6            (G 62; 152; 161) 
7,72,4            (G 218) 
7,75,1            (G 373) 
7,75,4d          (G 75) 
7,80,2a          (G 186) 
7,86,4            (G 215) 
7,86,5             (G 145) 
7,86,7             (G 51; 279) 
7,88,3             (G 180; 215) 
7,90,2             (G 326) 
7,91,2             (G 62) 
7,97,1             (G 274) 
7,97,10           (G 75) 
7,99,1c            (G 186) 
7,103,3           (G 179) 
7,103,8           (G 100) 
7,104,4a         (G 300) 
7,104,5a         (G 300) 
7,104,14         (G 134) 
7,104,15d : 16a           (G 313) 
7,104,23         (G 216; 391) 
7,104,25         (G 255) 
8,1,5               (G 65) 
8,1,7               (G 140) 
8,1,9               (G 175  n. 18) 
8,1,21             (G 304 n. 31) 
8,1,27             (G 90; 104) 
8,1,30             (G 331) 
8,1,34             (G 188) 
8,2,14             (G 281) 
8,2,25             (G 328) 
8,6,3b             (G 127) 
8,7,4               (G 274) 
8,7,28             (G 274) 
8,9,5a = AV 20,139,5a           (G 60) 
8,9,20a           (G 141) 
8,11,1             (G 367) 
8,11,9a           (G 314) 
8,12,19           (G 326) 
8,12,27           (G 127) 
8,12,33           (G 202) 
8,13,31ff.       (G 142 n. 38) 
8,14,9             (G 194) 
8,15,1             (G 206) 
8,17,8             (G 299) 
8,17,9             (G 242; 299) 
8,18,20           (G 73) 
8,19,22d : 23a          (G 314) 
8,21,9             (G 329) 
8,23,9b           (G 127) 
8,24,5             (G 67) 
8,24,10           (G 197) 
8,25,1              (G 265) 
8,25,8              (G 127) 
8,25,13            (G 74) 
8,25,16            (G 230) 
8,25,17            (G 75) 
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8,27,13            (G 326) 
8,29,1              (G 274) 
8,33,9              (G 104; 105) 
8,35,10            (G 217) 
8,35,16-18           (G 122) 
8,36,2              (G 255) 
8,38,3              (G 377) 
8,39,4              (G 329) 
8,40,2              (G 166)      
8,40,10            (G 162f.) 
8,40,11            (G 162f.) 
8,41,8               (G 274) 
8,43,14             (G 290) 
8,44,20             (G 196) 
8,45,9               (G 236) 
8,46,30             (G 295) 
8,47,1               (G 244; 295) 
8,47,17             (G 70; 366) 
8,47,17a  =  AV 6,46,3a      (G 140) 
8,48,3               (G 50; 62; 126) 
8,48,4               (G 288) 
8,48,6               (G 51) 
8,48,12             (G 51; 254) 
8,58,3               (G 213) 
8,59,4c : 5c       (G 300) 
8,59,7               (G 384) 
8,61,17          (G 341) 
8,62,12          (G 98; 219) 
8,68,14          (G 329) 
8,69,1            (G 314; 329) 
8,69,4            (G 192) 
8,69,11a        (G 52) 
8,70,8            (G 343) 
8,73,14ab : 15ab          (G 299) 
8,74,9            (G 330) 
8,74,10          (G 328) 
8,76,6            (G 127) 
8,84,9            (G 105) 
8,92,14          (G 199) 
8,92,15          (G 314) 
8,92,16          (G 242) 
8,93,17          (G 325) 
8,96,2            (G 66; 138) 
8,96,4a          (G 264) 
8,97,10          (G 256) 
8,99,8            (G 246) 
8,100,12         (G 376) 
9,3,7ab : 8ab            (G 299) 
9,5,9              (G 189) 
9,9,2              (G 329) 
9,9,8              (G 277) 
9,10,1            (G 230) 
9,10,2            (G 230) 
9,20,7            (G 196) 
9,23,4            (G 244) 
9,36,6            (G 274) 
9,39,3             (G 266) 
9,42,4            (G 184) 
9,50,4a : 5a            (G 299) 
9,55,1            (G 326) 
9,55,4            (G 90) 
9,62,15          (G 52) 
9,64,25 : 26             (G 314) 
9,65,25          (G 192) 
9,66,20          (G 189) 
9,67,19ab : 20ab           (G 299) 
9,67,21           (G 343) 
9,67,21a         (G 60) 
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9,67,22           (G 239) 
9,67,28           (G 141) 
9,67,31ab       (G 299) 
9,67,32ab       (G 299) 
9,73,4             (G 326) 
9,77,3             (G 326) 
9,86,10          (G 75) 
9,86,29c        (G 65) 
9,86,43           (G 255) 
9,87,2            (G 73; 75) 
9,89,4            (G 218) 
9,89,7            (G 246) 
9,94,4            (G 290) 
9,95,3            (G 246) 
9,96,4            (G 105) 
9,96,8            (G 246) 
9,96,11          (G 246) 
9,97,3            (G 265) 
9,97,16           (G 304) 
9,97,18          (G 281) 
9,97,29          (G 291) 
9,97,30          (G 291) 
9,97,31          (G 237; 242) 
9,97,50          (G 304) 
9,98,1            (G 218) 
9,98,6            (G 218) 
9,98,10          (G 218) 
9,99,2            (G 217) 
9,100,5          (G 346) 
9,101,8          (G 217) 
9,101,10        (G 217) 
9,107,1          (G 302) 
9,107,6          (G 183) 
9,107,15        (G 218) 
9,107,20a      (G 139) 
9,109,22        (G 255) 
9,110,3          (G 263) 
9,111,2          (G 124) 
9,111,3          (G 295) 
9,113,5          (G 199) 
9,114,4          (G 119) 
10,2,5            (G 238) 
10,3,24  =  ṚV 10,17,14          (G 145) 
10,4,2c          (G 72) 
10,10,8          (G 138; 216; 219) 
10,10,12        (G 103; 289) 
10,10,13        (G 346 n. 34) 
10,12,7          (G 216) 
10,14,3          (G 80) 
10,14,7          (G 51; 62; 186; 356) 
10,14,9          (G 179; 181; 196; 239) 
10,14,13        (G 122; 152) 
10,14,15        (G 192) 
10,15,1          (G 64; 145) 
10,15,2          (G 150) 
10,15,5          (G 52) 
10,15,8          (G 239) 
10,15,10        (G 192) 
10,15,13        (G 255) 
10,15,14        (G 59) 
10,17,6          (G 186; 199) 
10,17,6d  = AV 7,9,1d       (G 367) 
10,17,11-13             (G 162) 
10,17,14  =  AV 1,3,24                (G 145) 
10,18,1          (G 187) 
10,18,11f.      (G 162)   
10,18,11a  =  AV  18,3,50a          (G 107) 
10,19,1          (G 103) 
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10,19,8          (G 218) 
10,22,6          (G 65; 217) 
10,22,7          (G 217) 
10,22,12        (G 328) 
10,23,3          (G 365) 
10,25,7          (G 33) 
10,28,10d : 11a             (G 308) 
10,29,1          (G 265) 
10,29,2          (G 230, 232) 
10,30,7cd : 8a                (G 314) 
10,30,9          (G 199) 
10,34,6          (G 358) 
10,34,7          (G 211) 
10,34,9          (G 211; 254) 
10,34,13        (G 140; 211; 274) 
10,35,1d : 2a          (G 314) 
10,35,3          (G 33) 
10,35,4          (G 246; 288) 
10,36,2          (G 33) 
10,36,13        (G 75) 
10,37,1          (G 217f.) 
10,37,9          (G 326) 
10,40,1          (G 326) 
10,40,3          (G 179; 375) 
10,40,8          (G 193) 
10,42,2          (G 197) 
10,43,5          (G 66) 
10,46,9          (G 73) 
10,47,1          (G 260) 
10,48,6          (G 329) 
10,49,2          (G 65) 
10,50,5d : 6a             (G 314) 
10,50,6a        (G 313) 
10,51,5d        (G 68) 
10,52,3d : 4a             (G 313) 
10,53,3           (G 326) 
10,53,6           (G 279) 
10,55,3           (G 329) 
10,55,4           (G 263) 
10,59,6           (G 374) 
10,60,11         (G 149) 
10,61,7           (G 182) 
10,62,5d : 6a              (G 313) 
10,65,5           (G 75) 
10,65,13cd : 14a         (G 313) 
10,71,9           (G 279) 
10,75,1           (G 329) 
10,79,6           (G 246) 
10,82,2           (G 213) 
10,82,3           (G 399) 
10,82,5a        (G 60) 
10,82,5cd : 6ab                      (G 306) 
10,84,1-6       (G 308) 
10,84,3b  =  AV 4,31,3b        (G 255) 
10,85,23        (G 141) 
10,85,25  =  AV 14,1,18         (G 91; 100) 
10,85,28        (G 242) 
10,85,42a      (G 90) 
10,87,24        (G 391) 
10,88,9          (G 152) 
10,88,14d      (G 139) 
10,89,13        (G 66) 
10,90,1          (G 51) 
10,90,6          (G 33; 52; 54; 73) 
10,90,10        (G 123) 
10,90,16  =  1,164,50      (G 247; 280; 288) 
10,91,2          (G 326) 
10,94,1-4       (G 162) 
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10,94,12        (G 103) 
10,95,14        (G 244) 
10,96             (G 290) 
10,96,6d : 7a                   (G 314) 
10,97,14        (G 255) 
10,97,15        (G 60) 
10,98,1          (G 74) 
10,98,2          (G 308) 
10,101,1        (G 185) 
10,101,3        (G 182) 
10,103,3  =  AV 19,13,4        (G 399) 
10,103,6        (G 194) 
10,106,1        (G 218) 
10,106,10      (G 274) 
10,107,7        (G 65) 
10,108,1d : 2d                   (G 306) 
10,109,5  =  AV 5,17,5      (G 237; 251) 
10,109,6       (G 317; 365) 
10,109,7         (G 317) 
10,110,4         (G 197) 
10,110,4a      (G 186) 
10,110,4c  =  1,124,5c         (G 186) 
10,110,7b      (G 187) 
10,111,6        (G 186) 
10,111,8        (G 140) 
10,113,9c      (G 65) 
10.115.5c      (G 67) 
10,122,2b      (G 186) 
10,125,4d      (G 242) 
10,125,8c      (G 60) 
10,127,5        (G 51; 146) 
10,127,6        (G 148) 
10,119,4        (G 182) 
10,120,3  =  AV  5,2,3          (G 262) 
10,128,7        (G 264) 
10,129           (G 303)  
10,130,5d : 6a                        (G 314) 
10,130,6        (G 187; 241) 
10,133,2        (G 220) 
10,135,1f.      (G 318) 
10,135,5d      (G 123) 
10,135,7         (G 155) 
10,136,6a       (G 54; 123) 
10,137,2  =  AV 4,13,2          (G 237) 
10,137,3         (G 237) 
10,137,3  I      (G 166) 
10,141,4  =  VS 33,86             (G 240) 
10,142,6         (G 141) 
10,145,2         (G 184)    
10,145,3         (G 262)     
10,145,6  I      (G 166) 
10,146,1          (G 331) 
10,147,3          (G 183) 
10,149,4          (G 74) 
10,152,2          (G 185) 
10,152,2b        (G 185) 
10,152,5d        (G 187) 
10,155,5          (G 217) 
10,156,5          (G 206) 
10,159,1  I      (G 145) 
10,159,5  II     (G 145) 
10,161,1 =  AV 3,11,1c  =  20,96,6c          (G 
236) 
10,161,2          (G 134) 
10,161,2a        (G 60 n. 24) 
10,162,1ab      (G 299) 
10,162,1cd      (G 298) 
10,162,2cd      (G 299) 
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10,163,1-6       (G 386) 
10,163,4          (G 258) 
10,163,6          (G 326) 
10,164,4          (G 142) 
10,164,1b        (G 73) 
10,164,2          (G 277) 
10,165,5a  = AV  6,28,1a           (G 256) 
10,167,3          (G 374) 
10,170,1f.        (G 230) 
10,170,2           (G 270) 
10,170,3           (G 265) 
10,170,4           (G 266) 
10,173,1ff.      (G 90 n. 10) 
10,173,4a        (G 52) 
10,173,5          (G 65) 
10,174,1          (G 239; 317) 
10,174,2          (G 317) 
10,174,2          (G 143) 
10,176,4          (G 262) 
10,180,1          (G 215) 
10,183,1          (G 182) 
10,187,2          (G 244) 
10,191,1  =  AV  6,63,4              (G 330) 
10,191,2ff.  =  AV  6,64,1ff.       (G 149) 
10,191,2a        (G 52) 
 
ṚVKh   (ṚgVeda khila) 
4,6,9               (G 187) 
4,10,128         (G 187) 
5,13,10           (G 154) 
5,87,6             (G 66) 
5,87,20a         (G 60 n. 24) 
6,67,3             (G 364) 
7,55,10c         (G 72) 
10,9,1ab         (G 154) 
10,142,7          (G 58) 
10,142,10        (G 138; 271) 
10,142,10a      (G  60 n. 24) 
10,184,1          (G 364) 
 
Ṛgvidhāna 




2,3,5               (G 330) 
 
Śaṅkara, B. S. Bh. 
1,1,1                (G 379 n. 43) 
 
 
ŚĀ  (Śāṅkhāyana-Āraṇyaka) 
1,5                   (G 327) 
 
 
ŚāGS  (Śāmbhavya-GṛhyaSūtra) 
2,10,6            (G 58) 
14,32,14        (G 281) 
 
Śaṅkara Upadeśasataka 
20                  (G 59) 
 
Saṃy(utta) Nik(āya) 
V 177,2         (G 325) 
 
ŚāŚrS  (ŚāṅkhāyanaŚrautaSūtra) 
8,19,1            (G 58) 




41,10ff.      (G 202) 




ṢB  (ṢaḍviṃśaBrāhmaṇa) 
4,4,7-8           (G 115; 119) 
 
ŚB, ŚatBr  (ŚatapathaBrāhmaṇa) 
?                    (G 262) 
1,1,1,4           (G 98 n. 41) 
1,1,1,19         (G 157) 
1,1,2,17         (G 377) 
1,1,3,4           (G 236) 
1,1,4,12         (G 61) 
1,2,1,6           (G 96) 
1,2,4,11         (G 320) 
1,2,4,14         (G 54 n. 8) 
1,2,5,7           (G 206) 
1,2,5,12         (G 276) 
1,3,1,2           (G 318) 
1,3,5,11         (G 155) 
1,4,2,1           (G 313) 
1,4,2,3           (G 279) 
1,5,3,3           (G 236) 
1,6,2,1           (G 278; 303) 
1,7,2,6           (G 276) 
1,7,3,6           (G 276) 
1,8,1,10         (G 278) 
1,8,3,18         (G 88) 
1,9,1,2            (G 278; 303) 
1,9,3,9f.         (G 376) 
2,1,3,39          (G 377) 
2,1,4,15          (G 377) 
2,1,4,28          (G 116) 
2,2,2,2            (G 377) 
2,2,2,19          (G 98 n. 41; 157) 
2,2,4,2            (G 320) 
2,3,1,32          (G 319) 
2,3,3,3            (G 313) 
2,3,3,13          (G 320) 
2,3,4,26         (G 90 n. 12) 
2,4,1,7           (G 157) 
2,4,3,4           (G 278) 
2,5,2,3           (G 343) 
2,5,2,30         (G 318) 
2,5,2,42         (G 318) 
2,5,3,5           (G 317) 
2,5,4,9           (G 114) 
2,6,1,15         (G 320) 
2,6,2,14         (G 97) 
3,1,1,1           (G 312) 
3,1,1,2           (G 83; 307; 312) 
3,1,1,3           (G 312) 
3,1,1,7           (G 97) 
3,1,1,8           (G 156; 312) 
3,1,1,8 : 10               (G 315) 
3,1,1,10         (G 333) 
3,1,2,2           (G 167) 
3,1,2,3           (G 156) 
3,1,2,7           (G 310) 
3,1,2,9           (G 157; 318) 
3,1,2,12         (G 315) 
3,1,2,14         (G 155) 
3,1,2,14f.       (G 305) 
3,1,2,20          (G 312) 
3,1,2,21         (G 311) 
3,1,3,1           (G 156; 169) 
3,1,3,4           (G 310) 
3,1,3,7           (G 156; 312) 
3,1,3,10         (G 312) 
3,1,3,12         (G 290) 
3,1,3,13         (G 167) 
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3,1,3,16         (G 82) 
3,1,3,28         (G 115 n. 27) 
3,1,4,2           (G 155f.) 
3,1,4,9           (G 376) 
3,1,4,10         (G 155) 
3,1,4,14         (G 155) 
3,1,4,22         (G 156) 
3,1,4,23          (G 318) 
3,2,1,3           (G 67) 
3,2,1,6           (G 300) 
3,2,1,12         (G 157) 
3,2,1,18         (G 67; 112) 
3,2,1,19f.        (G 315) 
3,2,1,28          (G 82; 317) 
3,2,1,29          (G 238) 
3,2,1,38          (G 319) 
3,2,1,40          (G 155) 
3,2,2,1            (G 319) 
3,2,2,2            (G 248; 253; 303) 
3,2,2,3            (G 315) 
3,2,2,7            (G 289) 
3,2,2,9            (G 312) 
3,2,2,10          (G 97; 276) 
3,2,2,12          (G 97) 
3,2,2,13          (G 267) 
3,2,2,14          (G 238) 
3,2,2,15          (G 267) 
3,2,2,16          (G 168) 
3,2,2,18f.        (G 276) 
3,2,2,28          (G 42) 
3,2,3,9            (G 312 
3,2,3,13f.        (G 315) 
3,2,3,19          (G 155f.) 
3,2,3,21          (G 167; 315) 
3,2,3,22         (G 42) 
3,2,4,1           (G 357) 
3,2,4,6            (G 156; 169; 207; 336) 
3,2,4,21f.       (G 84) 
3,3,1,10         (G 178; 253) 
3,3,2,2           (G 97; 98; 155) 
3,3,2,8           (G 237) 
3,3,2,9           (G 313) 
3,3,2,13         (G 155) 
3,3,2,14         (G 83; 310; 313)  
3,3,2,15         (G 310) 
3,3,2,15-17          (G 83) 
3,3,3,1           (G 310) 
3,3,3,2           (G 155) 
3,3,3,4           (G 112; 363) 
3,3,3,5: 12           (G 84) 
3,3,3,9            (G 156) 
3,3,3,16         (G 82; 118) 
3,3,3,17         (G 210) 
3,3,3,18         (G 97) 
3,4,2,3           (G 42) 
3,3,4,6           (G 84) 
3,4,2,8           (G 98 n. 41) 
3,5,1,1ff.       (G 83; 280) 
3,5,1,11         (G 311) 
3,5,1,13         (G 357) 
3,5,1,14         (G 112) 
3,5,1,15         (G 79; 320) 
3,5,1,17         (G 320) 
3,5,1,19         (G 67) 
3,5,1,21         (G 66; 97; 156) 
3,5,1,24         (G 363) 
3,5,1,26         (G 241) 
3,5,3,1           (G 312) 
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3,5,3,7           (G 155) 
3,5,3,10         (G 246; 279) 
3,5,3,15         (G 310) 
3,5,3,16         (G 156) 
3,5,4,2           (G 358) 
3,5,4,10         (G 60) 
3,6,1,3           (G 280) 
3,6,1,5           (G 156) 
3,6,3,14         (G 317) 
3,6,3,16         (G 84) 
3,6,4,2           (G 84) 
3,7,1,8           (G 96) 
3,9,4,24         (G 96) 
4,3,3,15         (G 318) 
4,3,4,8           (G 84) 
4,4,2,11         (G 84) 
4,4,3,2           (G 84) 
4,4,3,4           (G 84) 
5,1,4,5           (G 310) 
5,1,4,11         (G 331 n.40) 
5,2,2,19         (G 318) 
5,2,4,1           (G 40) 
5,2,4,12         (G 40) 
5,4,2,2           (G 265) 
5,4,3,20f.       (G 80) 
5,4,5,6           (G 37) 
5,4,5,7           (G 37) 
5,4,5,15         (G 317) 
5,5,3,7           (G 117) 
6,1,1,2           (G 100; 379 n. 42) 
6,1,3,2           (G 37) 
6,1,3,3           (G 37) 
6,1,3,6            (G 370) 
6,1,3,9            (G 391) 
6,2,2,34          (G 192) 
6,3,1,34         (G 98 n. 41) 
6,4,4,22          (G 209) 
7,1,2,1            (G 317) 
7,2,1,10          (G 371) 
7,2,2,13          (G 37) 
7,2,2,14          (G 37) 
8,2,2,4            (G 357) 
8,4,2,2            (G 358) 
8,5,2,7ff.        (G 83)    
8,7,4,2            (G 358) 
8,7,4,7            (G 358) 
8,21,1             (G 54) 
9,1,1,1            (G 357) 
9,1,1,2            (G 357) 
9,1,1,3            (G 357) 
9,1,1,6            (G 357; 370) 
9,1,1,8             (G 358) 
9,1,1,15          (G 357f.) 
9,1,1,16          (G 311) 
9,1,1,19          (G 358) 
9,1,1,43          (G 358) 
9,1,2,10          (G 358) 
9,1,2,16          (G 358) 
9,1,2,19          (G 358) 
9,1,2,22          (G 258 n. 82) 
9,5,1,35          (G 83) 
10,6,4,1-14          (G 117) 
11,2,1,2          (G 116) 
11,4,1,3          (G 318) 
11,4,1,5          (G 113) 
11,4,1,10        (G 116) 
11,4,1,13        (G 113) 
11,4,2,16         (G 318) 
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11,4,3,1           (G 319) 
11,4,3,7           (G 74) 
11,5,4,5           (G 195) 
12,7,1,1           (G 320; 327) 
12,7,1,2ff.       (G 83) 
12,8,2,1           (G 348) 
12,8,2,18         (G 347) 
13,1,2,4           (G 277) 
13,3,4,2           (G 276) 
13,3,7,1ff.       (G 83) 
13,1,4,1           (G 347) 
13,1,5,1           (G 349) 
13,5,2,5ff.        (G 335) 
13,6,1,11         (G 155) 
13,8,3,13         (G 236) 
14,1,1,12         (G 278) 
14,2,2,17         (G 110) 
14,6,2,7           (G 278) 
14,6,8,1 =  BārU         (G 278)      
14,9,1,10     (G 381)      
 
ŚGS  (Śāṅkhāyana-Gṛhyasūtra) 
1,17,9          (G 214) 
4,10,4          (G 199) 
6,6,3-6           (G 140) 
 
SkP. Kā. kh. (SkandaPurāṇa Kākh) 
37,46            (G 282) 
37,67              (G 249) 
37,81              (G 249) 
37,114            (G 284) 
37,137            (G 208) 
 
SMB  (Sāma-Mantra-Brāhmaṇa) 
1,7,2             (G 150) 
1,8,4             (G 242) 
2,4,5             (G 385) 
2,5,6d           (G 52) 
2,5,9             (G 263) 
 
ŚŚS (Śāṅkhāyana-Śrautasūtra) 
4,18,5           (G 54) 
8,18,1           (G 139) 
15,17            (G 345) 
15,27             (G 214) 
 
Śūdraka, see: Mṛcchakaṭikā 
 
Śukasaptati  orn. 
34,18             (G 99) 
34,22             (G 99) 




2,14,22           (G 271) 
 
SV  (Sāmaveda) 
1,1  =  ṚV  6,16,6           (G 203) 
2,10                     (G 155) 
2,140                   (G 155) 
2,194                   (G 155) 
2,1181                 (G 334) 
5,38                     (G 376) 
5,41                     (G 376) 
 
 
ŚvU  (Śvetâśvatara-Upaniṣad) 
1,12               (G 382) 
2,6                 (G 76) 
3,3                 (G 76) 
3,9                 (G 138) 
3,11               (G 76) 
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3,17               (G 76) 
4,6                  (G 193) 
5,19                (G 383) 
 
Tâ (Taittirīya-âraṇyaka)  
divaṃ dādhāra pṛthivīṃ sadevam       (G 75) 
1,8,8             (G 258) 
1,12,1           (G 53) 
1,5,1             (G 69; 153) 
1,31,6           (G 266) 
2,4,1             (G 345) 
2,6,2b           (G 345) 
2,12,1b         (G 50) 
2,13,1           (G 331) 
4,10,4           (G 265) 
4,25,1           (G 256) 
4,28,1           (G 288) 
4,36,1           (G 138) 
4,37              (G 206) 
4,39              (G 206) 
4,39              (G 206) 
6,4,1             (G 388) 
6,5,3             (G 384) 
6,9,1d           (G 72) 
6,11,2           (G 336) 
6,12,1           (G 343) 
10,1,1           (G 262) 
10,1,7           (G 193) 
10,1,13         (G 272) 
10,31,1         (G 68) 
10,31d          (G 61) 
10,31e          (G 60) 
10,69            (G 230) 
 
TB, TBr  (Taittirīya-Brāhmaṇa) 
1,2,1,14        (G 74; 196) 
1,4,8,1          (G 239) 
2,1,8,3          (G 262) 
2,2,2,1          (G 62) 
2,4,6,5          (G 255)  
2,4,2,8a        (G 90) 
2,4,4,2          (G 372) 
2,4,4,8  =  AV  6,114,2        (G 263) 
2,4,4,9           (G 263) 
2,4,7,7          (G 260) 
2,4,7,8b        (G 90) 
2,5,6,1          (G 387) 
2,5,7,1          (G 202) 
2,5,7,2          (G 54) 
2,6,8,3          (G 264) 
2,7,15,4        (G 127) 
3,1,1,6c        (G 72) 
3,1,2,2          (G 214) 
3,1,2,9          (G 199) 
3,3,9,10         (G 378 
3,4,1,19        (G 266f.) 
3,7,4,3          (G 265) 
3,7,4,9a        (G 72) 
3,7,6,1          (G 60) 
3,7,6,7c        (G 256) 
3,7,6,23        (G 344) 
3,7,7,3          (G 196) 
3,7,9,1          (G 114) 
3,7,9,4          (G 265) 
3,7,9,8a        (G 52) 
3,7,9,8c        (G 72) 
3,7,12,3        (G 345) 
3,7,12,6a      (G 52) 
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3,7,14,2        (G 114) 
3,8,18,3        (G 206) 
3,10,1,1        (G 255) 
3,10,1,3        (G 255f.) 
3,10,3,1        (G 265; 398) 
3,10,9,2        (G 190; 378) 
3,11,5           (G 361) 
3,12,6,1        (G 348) 
3,12,7,3        (G 220) 
3,12,7,5        (G 220) 
3,12,8,2a      (G 59) 
5,13,7ab       (G 52) 
5,23,4ab       (G 52) 
5,28,1c         (G 52) 
5,28,3c         (G 52) 
5,30,13a       (G 52) 
6,71,3b         (G 345) 
6,123,4a       (G 52) 
6,131,1a       (G 52) 
6,140,2 I       (G 52)  
12,3,47a       (G 52) 
15,10,6         (G 262) 




81                  (G 97) 
 
TS  (Taittirīya-Saṃhitā) 
1,1,1,1          (G 43; 52; 348) 
1,1,2,2          (G 275) 
1,1,4,1          (G 189) 
1,1,4,2          (G 187) 
1,1,11           (G 69) 
1,1,2,11        (G 52) 
1,1,3,1          (G 44; 190) 
1,1,7,2          (G 220) 
1,1,9,3          (G 195) 
1,3,4,2          (G 137) 
1,3,6             (G 377) 
1,4,11,1        (G 182) 
1,4,14,1        (G 58; 179; 180) 
1,5,2,4           (G 276; 280) 
1,6,1,1           (G 263) 
1,6,2,1           (G 196) 
1,6,3,2           (G 182) 
1,6,6              (G 172) 
1,7,3,1           (G 276) 
1,7,4,6           (G 329) 
1,7,5,4           (G 276) 
1,7,6,2           (G 276) 
1,8,3,3           (G 275; 280) 
2,4,7,2           (G 202)  
2,4,12,2         (G 327) 
2,4,14,2a       (G 90) 
2,5,6,6           (G 327) 
2,6,6,1           (G 327) 
3,1,4,1           (G 261 n. 96) 
3,1,6b            (G 112) 
3,2,5,7           (G 76) 
3,2,7,1           (G 263) 
3,3,3,2           (G 179) 
3,3,11,4         (G 374) 
3,5,6,2           (G 187) 
3,5,8,1           (G 288) 
4,1,3d            (G 206) 
4,2,1               (G 261 n. 96) 
4,2,7,2           (G 210) 
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4,3,7,2           (G 256) 
4,4,11,2         (G 256) 
4,5,9,1           (G 180) 
4,6,1,4           (G 264) 
4,7,7,2           (G 58) 
4,7,9,1           (G 58) 
4,7,12,1         (G 220) 
5,1,6,1f.         (G 358) 
5,2,8,5           (G 84) 
5,7,2,4a         (G 79) 
6,1,3,5           (G 236) 
6,28,3            (G 261 n. 96) 
7,1,20,1         (G 263) 
7,5,9,2           (G 84; 366) 
 
TU  (Taittirīya-Upaniṣad) 
1,1,1              (G 168) 
1,4,3              (G 76) 
 
VaikhSS  (Vaikhānasa-Smārti-sūtra) 
1,3                  (G 113) 
1,11                (G 114) 
1,14                (G 113) 
2,8                  (G 113; 114; 117) 
2,16                (G 320) 
3,9                  (G 114) 
4,1                  (G 241) 
4,4 (p. 58, 1 f. C.)          (G 320) 
4,13                (G 316) 
5,1                  (G 343) 
5,468               (G 114) 
9,14                (G 320) 
 
																																																													
68 Caland ???:75,9ff. 
Vaj.           (Jain Māhār.) 
358             (G 332) 
 
Vāmana, Kāv(yâlaṃkāravṛtti) 
2,2,22              (G 120) 
 
Varāhamihira, BS  (Bṛhatsaṃhitā) 
46,19              (G 223) 
77,1                (G 95) 
 
 
VāP(ur)  (Vāmana Purāṇa) 
4,81               (G 159) 
5,36               (G 376) 
6,43               (G 249) 
7,1                 (G 187) 
7,44               (G 193) 
7,62               (G 268) 
9,3                 (G 323) 
9,71                (G 249) 
9,95               (G 210) 
10,47             (G 211) 
10,52             (G 247) 
62,153           (G 268) 
62,156           (G 159) 
62,181           (G 269) 
69,342           (G 59) 
85,8               (G 270) 
 
85,25             (G 254) 
88,66             (G 244) 
96,241            (G 394) 





46,77             (G 206) 
 
Vās. DhŚ  (Vāsiṣṭha DharmaŚāstra) 
6,26               (G 625) 
 
Vasudevahiṇḍī 
74,14              (G 325) 
 
Vip(ākaśr)  (Ardha-Māgadhī prose) 
9                     (G 325) 
14                   (G 323) 
32                    (G 328) 
 
ViPur  (Viṣṇu-Purāṇa) 
1,4,18            (G 102) 
1,4,31            (G 96 n. 36) 
1,12,30          (G 97) 
1,17,9            (G 281) 
1,17,36          (G 251) 
1,17,90           (G 259) 
1,18,9             (G 331) 
1,18,13          (G 265) 
1,18,15          (G 98) 
1,18,16          (G 265) 
1,19,3            (G 284) 
1,19,13          (G 247) 
1,19,23          (G 283) 
1,19,73          (G 238) 
3,1,15            (G 244) 
3,1,40            (G 253) 
3,5,19            (G 207) 
3,5,20            (G 260) 
3,7,15            (G 99) 
3,8,9              (G 99) 
4,2,18            (G 159) 
4,4,12            (G 229) 
4,15,18f.        (G 323) 
13,8,12          (G 97) 
 
VS  (Vājasaneyi-Saṃhitā) 
1,3                 (G 348) 
1,7                 (G 348) 
1,8                 (G 204) 
1,10               (G 204) 
1,13               (G 377) 
1,23               (G 204) 
1,128             (G 63) 
3,9                 (G 335) 
3,43               (G 348) 
3,45               (G 343) 
3,49               (G 348) 
3,58               (G 348) 
3,188             (G 63) 
4,24               (G 237) 
5,26               (G 190) 
6,11               (G 252) 
6,12               (G 62) 
6,15               (G 398) 
7,13               (G 248) 
7,17               (G 239) 
7,27               (G 74) 
7,30               (G 190) 
8,37               (G 210) 
9,3                 (G 263) 
9,22               (G 180) 
10,4               (G 180) 
10,17             (G 260) 
10,23             (G 206) 
11,29             (G 114) 
11,69             (G 196) 
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11,83             (G 330) 
12,8               (G 263) 
12,15b           (G 186) 
12,45             (G 343) 
12,71             (G 193) 
12,105           (G 210) 
14,6               (G 180) 
14,15             (G 58; 180) 
15,50             (G 190) 
16,40             (G 65) 
16,52             (G 270) 
16,60             (G 260) 
17,2               (G 175  n. 18) 
17,13             (G 264) 
17,14             (G 138) 
17,56             (G 272) 
17,69d  =  AV 4,14,5d          (G 187) 
18,10             (G 60) 
18,15             (G 180) 
18,16             (G 75) 
18,29             (G 63) 
18,64a  =  ŚB 9,5,1,49a            (G 60) 
18,75c  =  ṚV 3,14,5c               (G 243) 
19,9               (G 290) 
20,4               (G 268) 
20,41             (G 264) 
20,58             (G 141) 
21,36             (G 341) 
21,42             (G 206) 
22,23             (G 190) 
22,26             (G 190) 
22,27             (G 190) 
22,28             (G 348) 
22,30             (G 190) 
22,31             (G 190) 
23,15b           (G 141) 
23,9ff.            (G 306) 
23,19              (G 260) 
23,49              (G 376) 
28,14             (G 267) 
28,29             (G 206) 
30,14             (G 209) 
30,22             (G 267) 
32,12             (G 72) 
33,86  =  ṚV 10,141,4           (G 240) 
34,1               (G 265) 
35,1               (G 240) 
35,11b           (G 60) 
38,11             (G 110) 
 
VSK  (VS Kāṇva Śākhā) 
3,2,5               (G 206) 
10,4,5             (G 180) 
 
Yāska, Nir(ukta) 
2,13                 (G 371) 
2,17                 (G 377) 
3,16                 (G 266) 
8,3                   (G 377) 
10,16               (G 252 n. 60; 266) 
12,16                (G 376) 
 
 
YDh  (YājñavalkyaDharmaśāstra) 
1,290             (G 53; 74; Mahālakṣmīstuti 2) 
 
YV  (YajurVeda White) 
18,1-27          (G 57) 
18,2                (G 57) 
18,3                (G 58) 
18,6                (G 58) 
18,9                (G 58) 
18,14              (G 58) 
